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Fed. R. App. P. 28(f) Addendum
U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 2
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of
Electors, equal to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be
entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or
Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1.
All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are
citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce
any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall
any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to
any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
42 U.S.C. § 1983
Every person who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State
or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be subjected, any citizen of the
United States or other person within the jurisdiction thereof to the deprivation of any rights,
privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws, shall be liable to the party injured
in an action at law, suit in equity, or other proper proceeding for redress, except that in any action
brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission taken in such officer’s judicial capacity,
injunctive relief shall not be granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or declaratory relief
was unavailable. For the purposes of this section, any Act of Congress applicable exclusively to
the District of Columbia shall be considered to be a statute of the District of Columbia.
Wis. Stat. § 6.855

Alternate absentee ballot site.

(1) The governing body of a municipality may elect to designate a site other than the office of
the municipal clerk or board of election commissioners as the location from which electors
of the municipality may request and vote absentee ballots and to which voted absentee
ballots shall be returned by electors for any election. The designated site shall be located as
near as practicable to the office of the municipal clerk or board of election commissioners
and no site may be designated that affords an advantage to any political party. An election
by a governing body to designate an alternate site under this section shall be made no fewer
than 14 days prior to the time that absentee ballots are available for the primary under
s. 7.15 (1) (cm), if a primary is scheduled to be held, or at least 14 days prior to the time that
absentee ballots are available for the election under s. 7.15 (1) (cm), if a primary is not
scheduled to be held, and shall remain in effect until at least the day after the election. If the
governing body of a municipality makes an election under this section, no function related
to voting and return of absentee ballots that is to be conducted at the alternate site may be
conducted in the office of the municipal clerk or board of election commissioners.
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(2) The municipal clerk or board of election commissioners shall prominently display a notice of
the designation of the alternate site selected under sub. (1) in the office of the municipal
clerk or board of election commissioners beginning on the date that the site is designated
under sub. (1) and continuing through the period that absentee ballots are available for the
election and for any primary under s. 7.15 (1) (cm). If the municipal clerk or board of
election commissioners maintains a website on the Internet, the clerk or board of election
commissioners shall post a notice of the designation of the alternate site selected under
sub. (1) on the website during the same period that notice is displayed in the office of the
clerk or board of election commissioners.
(3) An alternate site under sub. (1) shall be staffed by the municipal clerk or the executive
director of the board of election commissioners, or employees of the clerk or the board of
election commissioners.
(4) An alternate site under sub. (1) shall be accessible to all individuals with disabilities.
(5) A governing body may designate more than one alternate site under sub. (1).
Wis. Stat. § 6.86

Methods for obtaining an absentee ballot.

(1)
(a) Any elector of a municipality who is registered to vote whenever required and who qualifies
under ss. 6.20 and 6.85 as an absent elector may make written application to the municipal
clerk of that municipality for an official ballot by one of the following methods:
1. By mail.
2. In person at the office of the municipal clerk or at an alternate site under s. 6.855, if
applicable.
3. By signing a statement and filing a request to receive absentee ballots under
sub. (2) or (2m) (a) or s. 6.22 (4), 6.24 (4), or 6.25 (1) (c).
4. By agent as provided in sub. (3).
5. By delivering an application to a special voting deputy under s. 6.875 (6).
6. By electronic mail or facsimile transmission as provided in par. (ac).
(ac) Any elector qualifying under par. (a) may make written application to the municipal clerk
for an official ballot by means of facsimile transmission or electronic mail. Any application
under this paragraph need not contain a copy of the applicant's original signature. An elector
requesting a ballot under this paragraph shall return with the voted ballot a copy of the
request bearing an original signature of the elector as provided in s. 6.87 (4). Except as
authorized in ss. 6.87 (4) (b) 2. to 5. and 6.875 (6), and notwithstanding s. 343.43 (1) (f), the
elector shall transmit a copy of his or her proof of identification in the manner provided in
s. 6.87 (1) unless the elector is a military elector or an overseas elector or the elector has a
confidential listing under s. 6.47 (2).
(ag) An elector who is unable to write his or her name due to physical disability may authorize
an application to be made by another elector on his or her behalf. In such case, the
application shall state that it is made on request and by authorization of a named elector
who is unable to sign the application due to physical disability.
(ar) Except as authorized in s. 6.875 (6), the municipal clerk shall not issue an absentee ballot
unless the clerk receives a written application therefor from a qualified elector of the
municipality. The clerk shall retain each absentee ballot application until destruction is
authorized under s. 7.23 (1). Except as authorized in s. 6.79 (6) and (7), if a qualified elector
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applies for an absentee ballot in person at the clerk's office, the clerk shall not issue the
elector an absentee ballot unless the elector presents proof of identification. The clerk shall
verify that the name on the proof of identification presented by the elector conforms to the
name on the elector's application and shall verify that any photograph appearing on that
document reasonably resembles the elector. The clerk shall then enter his or her initials on
the certificate envelope indicating that the absentee elector presented proof of identification
to the clerk.
(b) Except as provided in this section, if application is made by mail, the application shall be
received no later than 5 p.m. on the 5th day immediately preceding the election. If
application is made in person, the application shall be made no earlier than 14 days
preceding the election and no later than the Sunday preceding the election. No application
may be received on a legal holiday. A municipality shall specify the hours in the notice
under s. 10.01 (2) (e). The municipal clerk or an election official shall witness the certificate
for any in-person absentee ballot cast. Except as provided in par. (c), if the elector is making
written application for an absentee ballot at the partisan primary, the general election, the
presidential preference primary, or a special election for national office, and the application
indicates that the elector is a military elector, as defined in s. 6.34 (1), the application shall
be received by the municipal clerk no later than 5 p.m. on election day. If the application
indicates that the reason for requesting an absentee ballot is that the elector is a sequestered
juror, the application shall be received no later than 5 p.m. on election day. If the
application is received after 5 p.m. on the Friday immediately preceding the election, the
municipal clerk or the clerk's agent shall immediately take the ballot to the court in which
the elector is serving as a juror and deposit it with the judge. The judge shall recess court, as
soon as convenient, and give the elector the ballot. The judge shall then witness the voting
procedure as provided in s. 6.87 and shall deliver the ballot to the clerk or agent of the clerk
who shall deliver it to the polling place or, in municipalities where absentee ballots are
canvassed under s. 7.52, to the municipal clerk as required in s. 6.88. If application is made
under sub. (2) or (2m), the application may be received no later than 5 p.m. on the Friday
immediately preceding the election.
(c) If an application is made by mail by a military elector, as defined in s. 6.22 (1) (b), the
application shall be received no later than 5 p.m. on the Friday immediately preceding the
election.
(2)
(a) An elector who is indefinitely confined because of age, physical illness or infirmity or is
disabled for an indefinite period may by signing a statement to that effect require that an
absentee ballot be sent to the elector automatically for every election. The application form
and instructions shall be prescribed by the commission, and furnished upon request to any
elector by each municipality. The envelope containing the absentee ballot shall be clearly
marked as not forwardable. If any elector is no longer indefinitely confined, the elector shall
so notify the municipal clerk.
(b) The mailing list established under this subsection shall be kept current through all possible
means. If an elector fails to cast and return an absentee ballot received under this
subsection, the clerk shall notify the elector by 1st class letter or postcard that his or her
name will be removed from the mailing list unless the clerk receives a renewal of the
application within 30 days of the notification. The clerk shall remove from the list the name
of each elector who does not apply for renewal within the 30-day period. The clerk shall
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remove the name of any other elector from the list upon request of the elector or upon
receipt of reliable information that an elector no longer qualifies for the service. The clerk
shall notify the elector of such action not taken at the elector's request within 5 days, if
possible.
(2m)
(a) Except as provided in this subsection, any elector other than an elector who receives an
absentee ballot under sub. (2) or s. 6.22 (4) or 6.24 (4) (c) may by written application filed
with the municipal clerk of the municipality where the elector resides require that an
absentee ballot be sent to the elector automatically for every election that is held within the
same calendar year in which the application is filed. The application form and instructions
shall be prescribed by the commission, and furnished upon request to any elector by each
municipal clerk. The municipal clerk shall thereupon mail an absentee ballot to the elector
for all elections that are held in the municipality during the same calendar year that the
application is filed, except that the clerk shall not send an absentee ballot for an election if
the elector's name appeared on the registration list in eligible status for a previous election
following the date of the application but no longer appears on the list in eligible status. The
municipal clerk shall ensure that any envelope containing the absentee ballot is clearly
marked as not forwardable. If an elector who files an application under this subsection no
longer resides at the same address that is indicated on the application form, the elector shall
so notify the municipal clerk. The municipal clerk shall discontinue mailing absentee ballots
to an elector under this subsection upon receipt of reliable information that the elector no
longer qualifies as an elector of the municipality. In addition, the municipal clerk shall
discontinue mailing absentee ballots to an elector under this subsection if the elector fails to
return any absentee ballot mailed to the elector. The municipal clerk shall notify the elector
of any such action not taken at the elector's request within 5 days, if possible. An elector
who fails to cast an absentee ballot but who remains qualified to receive absentee ballots
under this subsection may then receive absentee ballots for subsequent elections by
notifying the municipal clerk that the elector wishes to continue receiving absentee ballots
for subsequent elections.
(b) If a municipal clerk is notified by an elector that the elector's residence is changed to another
municipality within this state, the clerk shall forward the request to the municipal clerk of
that municipality and that municipal clerk shall honor the request, except as provided in this
subsection.
(3)
(a)
1. Any elector who is registered and who is hospitalized, may apply for and obtain an
official ballot by agent. The agent may apply for and obtain a ballot for the hospitalized
absent elector by presenting a form prescribed by the commission and containing the
required information supplied by the hospitalized elector and signed by that elector,
unless the elector is unable to sign due to physical disability. In this case, the elector
may authorize another elector to sign on his or her behalf. Any elector signing an
application on another elector's behalf shall attest to a statement that the application is
made on request and by authorization of the named elector, who is unable to sign the
application due to physical disability. The agent shall present this statement along with
all other information required under this subdivision. Except as authorized for an
elector who has a confidential listing under s. 6.47 (2) or as authorized under s. 6.87 (4)
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(b) 4., the agent shall present any proof of identification required under sub. (1) (ar).
The form shall include a space for the municipal clerk or deputy clerk to enter his or
her initials indicating that the agent presented proof of identification to the clerk on
behalf of the elector.
2. If a hospitalized elector is not registered, the elector may register by agent under this
subdivision at the same time that the elector applies for an official ballot by agent under
subd. 1. To register the elector under this subdivision, the agent shall present a
completed registration form that contains the required information supplied by the
elector and the elector's signature, unless the elector is unable to sign due to physical
disability. In this case, the elector may authorize another elector to sign on his or her
behalf. Any elector signing a form on another elector's behalf shall attest to a statement
that the application is made on request and by authorization of the named elector, who
is unable to sign the form due to physical disability. The agent shall present this
statement along with all other information required under this subdivision. The agent
shall provide proof of the elector's residence under s. 6.34.
(b) When each properly executed form and statement required under par. (a) is presented to the
municipal clerk, if the elector who proposes to vote is qualified, an absentee ballot shall be
issued and the name of such hospitalized elector shall be recorded by the clerk. An agent
who is issued an absentee ballot under this section shall present documentation of his or her
identity, provide his or her name and address, and attest to a statement that the ballot is
received solely for the benefit of a named elector who is hospitalized, and the agent will
promptly transmit the ballot to such person.
(c) An application under par. (a) 1. may be made and a registration form under par. (a) 2. may be
filed in person at the office of the municipal clerk not earlier than 7 days before an election
and not later than 5 p.m. on the day of the election. A list of hospitalized electors applying
for ballots under par. (a) 1. shall be made by the municipal clerk and used to check that the
electors vote only once, and by absentee ballot. If the elector is registering for the election
after the close of registration or if the elector registered by mail and has not voted in an
election in this state, the municipal clerk shall inform the agent that proof of residence under
s. 6.34 is required and the elector shall enclose proof of residence under s. 6.34 in the
envelope with the ballot. The clerk shall verify that the name on any required proof of
identification presented by the agent conforms to the name on the elector's application. The
clerk shall then enter his or her initials on the carrier envelope indicating that the agent
presented proof of identification to the clerk. The agent is not required to enter a signature
on the registration list. The ballot shall be sealed by the elector and returned to the
municipal clerk either by mail or by personal delivery of the agent; but if the ballot is
returned on the day of the election, the agent shall make personal delivery to the polling
place serving the hospitalized elector's residence before the closing hour or, in
municipalities where absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, to the municipal clerk no
later than 8 p.m. on election day.
(4) If a municipality employs an electronic voting system which utilizes a ballot that is inserted
into automatic tabulating equipment, the municipality may distribute ballots for utilization
with the electronic voting system as absentee ballots or it may distribute paper ballots as
absentee ballots.
(5) Whenever an elector returns a spoiled or damaged absentee ballot to the municipal clerk, or
an elector's agent under sub. (3) returns a spoiled or damaged ballot to the clerk on behalf of
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an elector, and the clerk believes that the ballot was issued to or on behalf of the elector
who is returning it, the clerk shall issue a new ballot to the elector or elector's agent, and
shall destroy the spoiled or damaged ballot. Any request for a replacement ballot under this
subsection must be made within the applicable time limits under subs. (1) and (3) (c).
(6) Except as authorized in sub. (5) and s. 6.87 (9), if an elector mails or personally delivers an
absentee ballot to the municipal clerk, the municipal clerk shall not return the ballot to the
elector. An elector who mails or personally delivers an absentee ballot to the municipal
clerk at an election is not permitted to vote in person at the same election on election day.
(7) The clerk shall send or transmit an official absentee ballot no later than the deadline
provided under s. 7.15 (1) (cm).
Wis. Stat. § 6.87

Absent voting procedure.

(1) Upon proper request made within the period prescribed in s. 6.86, the municipal clerk or a
deputy clerk authorized by the municipal clerk shall write on the official ballot, in the space
for official endorsement, the clerk's initials and official title. Unless application is made in
person under s. 6.86 (1) (ar), the absent elector is exempted from providing proof of
identification under sub. (4) (b) 2. or 3., or the applicant is a military or overseas elector, the
absent elector shall enclose a copy of his or her proof of identification or any authorized
substitute document with his or her application. The municipal clerk shall verify that the
name on the proof of identification conforms to the name on the application. The clerk shall
not issue an absentee ballot to an elector who is required to enclose a copy of proof of
identification or an authorized substitute document with his or her application unless the
copy is enclosed and the proof is verified by the clerk.
(2) Except as authorized under sub. (3) (d), the municipal clerk shall place the ballot in an
unsealed envelope furnished by the clerk. The envelope shall have the name, official title
and post-office address of the clerk upon its face. The other side of the envelope shall have
a printed certificate which shall include a space for the municipal clerk or deputy clerk to
enter his or her initials indicating that if the absentee elector voted in person under s. 6.86
(1) (ar), the elector presented proof of identification to the clerk and the clerk verified the
proof presented. The certificate shall also include a space for the municipal clerk or deputy
clerk to enter his or her initials indicating that the elector is exempt from providing proof of
identification because the individual is a military elector or an overseas elector who does
not qualify as a resident of this state under s. 6.10 or is exempted from providing proof of
identification under sub. (4) (b) 2. or 3. The certificate shall be in substantially the following
form:
[STATE OF ....
County of ....]
or
[(name of foreign country and city or other jurisdictional unit)]
I, ...., certify subject to the penalties of s. 12.60 (1) (b), Wis. Stats., for false statements,
that I am a resident of the [.... ward of the] (town) (village) of ...., or of the .... aldermanic
district in the city of ...., residing at ....* in said city, the county of ...., state of Wisconsin,
and am entitled to vote in the (ward) (election district) at the election to be held on ....; that I
am not voting at any other location in this election; that I am unable or unwilling to appear
at the polling place in the (ward) (election district) on election day or have changed my
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residence within the state from one ward or election district to another later than 28 days
before the election. I certify that I exhibited the enclosed ballot unmarked to the witness, that
I then in (his) (her) presence and in the presence of no other person marked the ballot and
enclosed and sealed the same in this envelope in such a manner that no one but myself and
any person rendering assistance under s. 6.87 (5), Wis. Stats., if I requested assistance, could
know how I voted.
Signed ....
Identification serial number, if any: ....
The witness shall execute the following:
I, the undersigned witness, subject to the penalties of s. 12.60 (1) (b), Wis. Stats., for
false statements, certify that I am an adult U.S. citizen** and that the above statements are
true and the voting procedure was executed as there stated. I am not a candidate for any
office on the enclosed ballot (except in the case of an incumbent municipal clerk). I did not
solicit or advise the elector to vote for or against any candidate or measure.
....(Printed name)
....(Address)***
Signed ....
* — An elector who provides an identification serial number issued under s. 6.47 (3),
Wis. Stats., need not provide a street address.
** — An individual who serves as a witness for a military elector or an overseas elector
voting absentee, regardless of whether the elector qualifies as a resident of Wisconsin under
s. 6.10, Wis. Stats., need not be a U.S. citizen but must be 18 years of age or older.
*** — If this form is executed before 2 special voting deputies under s. 6.875 (6), Wis.
Stats., both deputies shall witness and sign.
(3)
(a) Except as authorized under par. (d) and as otherwise provided in s. 6.875, the municipal clerk
shall mail the absentee ballot to the elector's residence unless otherwise directed by the
elector, or shall deliver it to the elector personally at the clerk's office or at an alternate site
under s. 6.855. If the ballot is mailed, and the ballot qualifies for mailing free of postage
under federal free postage laws, the clerk shall affix the appropriate legend required by U.S.
postal regulations. Otherwise, the clerk shall pay the postage required for return when the
ballot is mailed from within the United States. If the ballot is not mailed by the absentee
elector from within the United States, the absentee elector shall provide return postage. If
the ballot is delivered to the elector at the clerk's office, or an alternate site under s. 6.855,
the ballot shall be voted at the office or alternate site and may not be removed by the elector
therefrom.
(b) No elector may direct that a ballot be sent to the address of a committee registered with the
ethics commission under ch. 11 unless the elector permanently or temporarily resides at that
address. Upon receipt of reliable information that an address given by an elector is not
eligible to receive ballots under this subsection, the municipal clerk shall refrain from
mailing or transmitting ballots to that address. Whenever possible, the municipal clerk shall
notify an elector if his or her ballot cannot be mailed or transmitted to the address directed
by the elector.
(d) A municipal clerk shall, if the clerk is reliably informed by a military elector, as defined in
s. 6.34 (1), or an overseas elector, regardless of whether the elector qualifies as a resident of
this state under s. 6.10, of a facsimile transmission number or electronic mail address where
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the elector can receive an absentee ballot, transmit a facsimile or electronic copy of the
elector's ballot to that elector in lieu of mailing under this subsection. An elector may
receive an absentee ballot only if the elector is a military elector or an overseas elector and
has filed a valid application for the ballot as provided in s. 6.86 (1). If the clerk transmits an
absentee ballot to a military or overseas elector electronically, the clerk shall also transmit a
facsimile or electronic copy of the text of the material that appears on the certificate
envelope prescribed in sub. (2), together with instructions prescribed by the commission.
The instructions shall require the military or overseas elector to make and subscribe to the
certification as required under sub. (4) (b) and to enclose the absentee ballot in a separate
envelope contained within a larger envelope, that shall include the completed certificate.
The elector shall then affix sufficient postage unless the absentee ballot qualifies for mailing
free of postage under federal free postage laws and shall mail the absentee ballot to the
municipal clerk. Except as authorized in s. 6.97 (2), an absentee ballot received from a
military or overseas elector who receives the ballot electronically shall not be counted
unless it is cast in the manner prescribed in this paragraph and sub. (4) and in accordance
with the instructions provided by the commission.
(4)
(a) In this subsection, “military elector" has the meaning given in s. 6.34 (1).
(b)
1. Except as otherwise provided in s. 6.875, an elector voting absentee, other than a military
elector or an overseas elector, shall make and subscribe to the certification before one
witness who is an adult U.S. citizen. A military elector or an overseas elector voting
absentee, regardless of whether the elector qualifies as a resident of this state under
s. 6.10, shall make and subscribe to the certification before one witness who is an adult
but who need not be a U.S. citizen. The absent elector, in the presence of the witness,
shall mark the ballot in a manner that will not disclose how the elector's vote is cast.
The elector shall then, still in the presence of the witness, fold the ballots so each is
separate and so that the elector conceals the markings thereon and deposit them in the
proper envelope. If a consolidated ballot under s. 5.655 is used, the elector shall fold
the ballot so that the elector conceals the markings thereon and deposit the ballot in the
proper envelope. If proof of residence under s. 6.34 is required and the document
enclosed by the elector under this subdivision does not constitute proof of residence
under s. 6.34, the elector shall also enclose proof of residence under s. 6.34 in the
envelope. Except as provided in s. 6.34 (2m), proof of residence is required if the
elector is not a military elector or an overseas elector and the elector registered by mail
or by electronic application and has not voted in an election in this state. If the elector
requested a ballot by means of facsimile transmission or electronic mail under s. 6.86
(1) (ac), the elector shall enclose in the envelope a copy of the request which bears an
original signature of the elector. The elector may receive assistance under sub. (5). The
return envelope shall then be sealed. The witness may not be a candidate. The envelope
shall be mailed by the elector, or delivered in person, to the municipal clerk issuing the
ballot or ballots. If the envelope is mailed from a location outside the United States, the
elector shall affix sufficient postage unless the ballot qualifies for delivery free of
postage under federal law. Failure to return an unused ballot in a primary does not
invalidate the ballot on which the elector's votes are cast. Return of more than one
marked ballot in a primary or return of a ballot prepared under s. 5.655 or a ballot used
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with an electronic voting system in a primary which is marked for candidates of more
than one party invalidates all votes cast by the elector for candidates in the primary.
2. Unless subd. 3. applies, if the absentee elector has applied for and qualified to receive
absentee ballots automatically under s. 6.86 (2) (a), the elector may, in lieu of providing
proof of identification, submit with his or her absentee ballot a statement signed by the
same individual who witnesses voting of the ballot which contains the name and
address of the elector and verifies that the name and address are correct.
3. If the absentee elector has received an absentee ballot from the municipal clerk by mail
for a previous election, has provided proof of identification with that ballot, and has not
changed his or her name or address since providing that proof of identification, the
elector is not required to provide proof of identification.
4. If the absentee elector has received a citation or notice of intent to revoke or suspend an
operator's license from a law enforcement officer in any jurisdiction that is dated within
60 days of the date of the election and is required to surrender his or her operator's
license or driving receipt issued to the elector under ch. 343 at the time the citation or
notice is issued, the elector may enclose a copy of the citation or notice in lieu of a
copy of an operator's license or driving receipt issued under ch. 343 if the elector is
voting by mail, or may present an original copy of the citation or notice in lieu of an
operator's license or driving receipt under ch. 343 if the elector is voting at the office of
the municipal clerk.
5. Unless subd. 3. or 4. applies, if the absentee elector resides in a qualified retirement home,
as defined in s. 6.875 (1) (at), or a residential care facility, as defined in s. 6.875 (1)
(bm), and the municipal clerk or board of election commissioners of the municipality
where the facility or home is located does not send special voting deputies to visit the
facility or home at the election under s. 6.875, the elector may, in lieu of providing
proof of identification, submit with his or her absentee ballot a statement signed by the
same individual who witnesses voting of the ballot that contains the certification of an
authorized representative of the facility or home that the elector resides in the facility or
home and the facility or home is certified or registered as required by law, that contains
the name and address of the elector, and that verifies that the name and address are
correct.
(5) If the absent elector declares that he or she is unable to read, has difficulty in reading,
writing or understanding English or due to disability is unable to mark his or her ballot, the
elector may select any individual, except the elector's employer or an agent of that employer
or an officer or agent of a labor organization which represents the elector, to assist in
marking the ballot, and the assistant shall then sign his or her name to a certification on the
back of the ballot, as provided under s. 5.55.
(6) The ballot shall be returned so it is delivered to the polling place no later than 8 p.m. on
election day. Except in municipalities where absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, if
the municipal clerk receives an absentee ballot on election day, the clerk shall secure the
ballot and cause the ballot to be delivered to the polling place serving the elector's residence
before 8 p.m. Any ballot not mailed or delivered as provided in this subsection may not be
counted.
(6d) If a certificate is missing the address of a witness, the ballot may not be counted.
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(6m)Except as authorized in s. 6.47 (8), the municipal clerk shall withhold from public
inspection under s. 19.35 (1) the name and address of any absent elector who obtains a
confidential listing under s. 6.47 (2).
(7) No individual who is a candidate at the election in which absentee ballots are cast may serve
as a witness. Any candidate who serves as a witness shall be penalized by the discounting of
a number of votes for his or her candidacy equal to the number of certificate envelopes
bearing his or her signature.
(8) The provisions of this section which prohibit candidates from serving as a witness for
absentee electors shall not apply to the municipal clerk in the performance of the clerk's
official duties.
(9) If a municipal clerk receives an absentee ballot with an improperly completed certificate or
with no certificate, the clerk may return the ballot to the elector, inside the sealed envelope
when an envelope is received, together with a new envelope if necessary, whenever time
permits the elector to correct the defect and return the ballot within the period authorized
under sub. (6).
Wis. Stat. § 6.88

Voting and recording the absentee ballot.

(1) When an absentee ballot arrives at the office of the municipal clerk, or at an alternate site
under s. 6.855, if applicable, the clerk shall enclose it, unopened, in a carrier envelope
which shall be securely sealed and endorsed with the name and official title of the clerk, and
the words “This envelope contains the ballot of an absent elector and must be opened in the
same room where votes are being cast at the polls during polling hours on election day or, in
municipalities where absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, stats., at a meeting of the
municipal board of absentee ballot canvassers under s. 7.52, stats." If the elector is a
military elector, as defined in s. 6.34 (1), or an overseas elector, regardless of whether the
elector qualifies as a resident of this state under s. 6.10, and the ballot was received by the
elector by facsimile transmission or electronic mail and is accompanied by a separate
certificate, the clerk shall enclose the ballot in a certificate envelope and securely append
the completed certificate to the outside of the envelope before enclosing the ballot in the
carrier envelope. The clerk shall keep the ballot in the clerk's office or at the alternate site, if
applicable until delivered, as required in sub. (2).
(2) When an absentee ballot is received by the municipal clerk prior to the delivery of the
official ballots to the election officials of the ward in which the elector resides or, where
absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, to the municipal board of absentee ballot
canvassers, the municipal clerk shall seal the ballot envelope in the carrier envelope as
provided under sub. (1), and shall enclose the envelope in a package and deliver the
package to the election inspectors of the proper ward or election district or, in municipalities
where absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, to the municipal board of absentee
ballot canvassers when it convenes under s. 7.52 (1). When the official ballots for the ward
or election district have been delivered to the election inspectors before the receipt of an
absentee ballot, the clerk shall immediately enclose the envelope containing the absentee
ballot in a carrier envelope as provided under sub. (1) and deliver it in person to the proper
election officials.
(3)
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(a) Except in municipalities where absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, at any time
between the opening and closing of the polls on election day, the inspectors shall, in the
same room where votes are being cast, in such a manner that members of the public can
hear and see the procedures, open the carrier envelope only, and announce the name of the
absent elector or the identification serial number of the absent elector if the elector has a
confidential listing under s. 6.47 (2). When the inspectors find that the certification has been
properly executed, the applicant is a qualified elector of the ward or election district, and the
applicant has not voted in the election, they shall enter an indication on the poll list next to
the applicant's name indicating an absentee ballot is cast by the elector. They shall then
open the envelope containing the ballot in a manner so as not to deface or destroy the
certification thereon. The inspectors shall take out the ballot without unfolding it or
permitting it to be unfolded or examined. Unless the ballot is cast under s. 6.95, the
inspectors shall verify that the ballot has been endorsed by the issuing clerk. If the poll list
indicates that proof of residence under s. 6.34 is required and proof of residence is enclosed,
the inspectors shall enter both the type of identifying document submitted by the absent
elector and the name of the entity or institution that issued the identifying document on the
poll list in the space provided. If the poll list indicates that proof of residence under
s. 6.34 is required and no proof of residence is enclosed or the name or address on the
document that is provided is not the same as the name and address shown on the poll list,
the inspectors shall proceed as provided under s. 6.97 (2). The inspectors shall then deposit
the ballot into the proper ballot box and enter the absent elector's name or voting number
after his or her name on the poll list in the same manner as if the elector had been present
and voted in person.
(b) When the inspectors find that a certification is insufficient, that the applicant is not a
qualified elector in the ward or election district, that the ballot envelope is open or has been
opened and resealed, that the ballot envelope contains more than one ballot of any one kind
or, except in municipalities where absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, that the
certificate of a military or overseas elector who received an absentee ballot by facsimile
transmission or electronic mail is missing, or if proof is submitted to the inspectors that an
elector voting an absentee ballot has since died, the inspectors shall not count the ballot.
The inspectors shall endorse every ballot not counted on the back, “rejected (giving the
reason)". The inspectors shall reinsert each rejected ballot into the certificate envelope in
which it was delivered and enclose the certificate envelopes and ballots, and securely seal
the ballots and envelopes in an envelope marked for rejected absentee ballots. The
inspectors shall endorse the envelope, “rejected ballots" with a statement of the ward or
election district and date of the election, signed by the chief inspector and one of the
inspectors representing each of the 2 major political parties and returned to the municipal
clerk in the same manner as official ballots voted at the election.
(c) The inspectors shall review each certificate envelope to determine whether any absentee
ballot is cast by an elector whose name appears on the poll list as ineligible to vote at the
election by reason of a felony conviction. If the inspectors receive an absentee ballot that
has been cast by an elector whose name appears on the poll list as ineligible for that reason,
the inspectors shall challenge the ballot as provided in s. 6.92 and treat the ballot in the
manner provided in s. 6.95.
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Wis. Stat. § 8.25

Election of state and federal officers.

(1) Presidential electors. By general ballot at the general election for choosing the president and
vice president of the United States there shall be elected as many electors of president and
vice president as this state is entitled to elect senators and representatives in congress. A vote
for the president and vice president nominations of any party is a vote for the electors of the
nominees.
(2) United States senator. One senator to serve in the United States congress shall be chosen at
the general election in 1962 and every 6 years thereafter and another in 1964 and every 6
years thereafter.
(3) Representative in congress. One representative to serve in the United States congress shall be
chosen from each congressional district at the general election held in each even-numbered
year.
(4) Constitutional officers; terms.
(a) A governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, treasurer and an attorney general shall be
elected at the general election in 1970 and quadrennially thereafter. A state superintendent
shall be elected on the first Tuesday in April 1917 and quadrennially thereafter.
(b)
1. The regular full term of office of the state superintendent commences on the first Monday
of July, next succeeding the superintendent's election.
2. The regular full term of each other officer enumerated in par. (a) commences on the first
Monday of January, next succeeding the officer's election.
(5) District attorney; term. A district attorney shall be elected for each prosecutorial unit
specified in s. 978.01 at the general election in 2008 and quadrennially thereafter. The
regular term of the office of district attorney commences on the first Monday in January next
succeeding the officer's election.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE DIVISION
Donald J. Trump, Candidate for President
of the United States of America,
Plaintiff,
vs.
The Wisconsin Elections Commission, and its
members, Ann S. Jacobs, Mark L. Thomsen,
Marge Bostelman, Dean Knudson, Robert F.
Spindell, Jr., in their official capacities, Scott
McDonell in his official capacity as the Dane
County Clerk, George L. Christenson in his
official capacity as the Milwaukee County Clerk,
Julietta Henry in her official capacity as the
Milwaukee Election Director, Claire WoodallVogg in her official capacity as the Executive
Director of the Milwaukee Election Commission,
Mayor Tom Barrett, Jim Owczarski, Mayor Satya
Rhodes-Conway, Maribeth Witzel-Behl, Mayor
Cory Mason, Tara Coolidge, Mayor John
Antaramian, Matt Krauter, Mayor Eric Genrich,
Kris Teske, in their official Capacities; Douglas J.
La Follette, Wisconsin Secretary of State, in his
official capacity, and Tony Evers, Governor of
Wisconsin, in his Official capacity.
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
) Case No.
) ____________________
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMPLAINT FOR EXPEDITED DECLARTORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
PURSUANT TO ARTICLE II OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION
The plaintiff, Donald J. Trump, Candidate for President of the United States, by
counsel, alleges:

1
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THE PARTIES
1.

Plaintiff, Donald J. Trump, is a resident of the State of Florida, is the

forty-fifth President of the United States of America, and was a candidate for President of
the United States in the November 3, 2020, election held in the State of Wisconsin for the
selection of electors for the offices of President and Vice President of the United States.
2.

Ann S. Jacobs, is sued in her official capacity as a member of the

Wisconsin Elections Commission (“WEC” or the “Commission”).
3.

Mark L. Thomsen is sued in his official capacity as a member of the WEC.

4.

Marge Bostelmann is sued in her official capacity as a member of the

5.

Dean Knudson is sued in his official capacity as a member of the WEC.

6.

Robert F. Spindell, Jr., is sued in his official capacity as a member of the

7.

Scott McDonell is sued in his official capacity as the Dane County Clerk.

8.

George L. Christenson is sued in his official capacity as the Milwaukee

WEC.

WEC.

County Clerk.
9.

Julietta Henry is sued in her official capacity as the Milwaukee Election

Director.
10.

Claire Woodall-Vogg is sued in her official capacity as the Executive

Director of the Milwaukee Election Commission.
11.

Mayor Tom Barrett is sued in his official capacity as the Mayor of the City

of Milwaukee.
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12.

Jim Owczarski is sued in his official capacity as City Clerk of the City of

Milwaukee.
13.

Mayor Satya Rhodes-Conway is sued in her official capacity as Mayor of

the City of Madison.
14.

Maribeth Witzel-Behl is sued in her official capacity as City Clerk of the

City of Madison.
15.

Mayor Cory Mason is sued in his official capacity as Mayor of the City of

Racine.
16.

Tara Coolidge is sued in her official capacity as City Clerk of the City of

Racine.
17.

Mayor John Antaramian is sued in his official capacity as Mayor of the

City of Kenosha.
18.

Matt Krauter is sued in his official capacity as City Clerk of the City of

Kenosha.
19.

Mayor Eric Genrich is sued in his official capacity as Mayor of the City of

Green Bay.
20.

Kris Teske is sued in her official capacity as City Clerk of the City of

Green Bay.
21.

Douglas J. La Follette, is sued in his official capacity as the Wisconsin

Secretary of State, and by virtue of his responsibility under the Wisconsin Constitution
and Wis. Stat. § 6.30 to affix the seal of the State and register commissions.
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22.

Tony Evers, is sued in his official capacity as the Governor of Wisconsin,

and by virtue of his roles as the Chief Executive of the State of Wisconsin and under 3
U.S.C. § 6 in the certification activities for Presidential electors.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
23.

This action arises under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and Art. I, § 4, cl. 2, Art. II, § 1,

cl. 4 and the First and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution.
24.

This Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331, 1343(a), 2201,

and 2202.
25.

Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b) because a substantial part of

the events giving rise to the claim occurred or will occur in this District.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF ULTRA VIRES ACTS BY WISCONSIN
OFFICIALS THAT UNDERMINED THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IN
WISCONSIN
26.

A striking characteristic of the November 3, 2020, election in Wisconsin is

that it involved a number of ultra vires acts by Wisconsin public officials charged with
administering the election that were inconsistent with state law and the directions of the
Wisconsin Legislature as set forth in the Wisconsin Election Code.
27.

“[A] significant departure from the [State’s] legislative scheme for

appointing Presidential electors” or for electing members of the federal Congress
“presents a federal constitutional question” this Court must answer. Bush v. Gore, 531
U.S. 98, 113 (2000) (Rehnquist, C.J., concurring); see also Martin v. Hunter’s Lessee, 14
U.S. (1 Wheat) 304 (1816) (concluding Virginia court misinterpreted state law in order to
reach a federal question). The constitutional delegation of power to the state legislature
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means that “the text of [state] election law itself, and not just its interpretation by the
courts of the States, takes on independent significance.” Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. at 112–
13 (Rehnquist, C.J., concurring).
28.

At the heart of each violation of the Wisconsin Election Code described in

this Complaint was the purposeful disregard of thoughtful legislative safeguards meant to
prevent absentee ballot fraud and to promote uniform treatment of absentee ballots
throughout the State, including by:
a. Ignoring or compromising state law limits on the availability of
mail-in balloting for those reasonably able to cast a ballot inperson – The intentional acts of election officials which compromised
legislative limits on the availability of mail-in ballots, undermined the
authority of the state legislature and undercut the Wisconsin Election
Code requirements related to photo identification for in-person and
absentee electors, reducing the security and integrity of the election by
making it easier to engage in mail-in ballot fraud.
b. Proliferating unmanned mail-in ballot drop boxes – which
contradict state law absentee balloting requirements making it easier to
engage in ballot harvesting and other forms of mail-in ballot fraud and
resulting in the standardless operation of a new form of balloting in the
State not permitted under the Wisconsin Election Code.
c. Processing and counting vast numbers of mail-in ballots outside
the visibility of poll watchers – despite Wisconsin law which
provides that the voting, processing and tabulation of ballots are to be
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observable by members of the public and poll watchers, and
undermining this crucial safeguard against fraud which when properly
applied promotes public confidence in elections.
d. Reducing or eliminating mandatory voter information
certifications for mail-in ballots – The intentional acts of election
officials which diminished or eliminated state laws requiring that
voters provide information on the mail-in ballot envelope, such as the
voter’s name, address, and signature and the name, address and
signature of a witness, undermined the authority of the state
legislature, reduced the security and integrity of the election by
making it easier to engage in mail-in ballot fraud and created another
standardless rule in conflict with the clear terms of the Wisconsin
Election Code, preventing uniform treatment of absentee ballots
throughout the State.
e.

Permitting “ballot tampering” – a practice forbidden by state law
wherein election workers alter the certification of the voter or witness
on mail-in ballots which, contrary to the Wisconsin Election Code,
was expressly authorized by the Wisconsin Elections Commission,
resulting in disparate and unequal application of the voting laws
throughout Wisconsin and opening the door to standardless and
subjective determinations of election workers which undermined
uniform treatment of absentee ballots throughout the State.
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29.

These practices usurped the Wisconsin Legislature’s exclusive authority to

direct the election for Presidential electors in Wisconsin and also violated equal
protection and due process standards, significantly undercutting the predictable and
uniform application of the law, while serially undermining the Wisconsin Election Code.
30.

It is the policy of the State of Wisconsin that “voting by absentee ballot is

[‘in contrast’ to the constitutional right of in-person voting] a privilege exercised wholly
outside the traditional safeguards of the polling place. The legislature finds that the
privilege of voting by absentee ballot must be carefully regulated to prevent the potential
for fraud or abuse.” Wis. Stat. § 6.84(1).
31.

As explained herein, the Plaintiff seeks a very precise remedy to uphold

the exclusive authority of the Wisconsin Legislature granted in Article II of the United
States Constitution regarding the conduct and manner in Wisconsin for appointing
Electors to vote for the President of the United States. Plaintiff seeks a declaration and
preliminary and permanent injunction that the Defendants and their practices described in
this Complaint infringed and invaded upon the Wisconsin Legislature’s prerogative and
directions under Article II of the U.S. Constitution regarding the conduct of the 2020
Presidential election in Wisconsin and will, if continued, do so in future elections. 1 After
issuance of the requested declaratory and injunctive relief, Plaintiff asks this Court to
immediately remand this matter to the Wisconsin Legislature to review the nature and
scope of the infringement declared and determine the appropriate remedy for the
constitutional violation(s) established, including any impact upon the allocation of
Presidential electors for the State of Wisconsin.
Plaintiff incorporates his motion for expedited declaratory, preliminary and permanent
injunctive relief filed contemporaneously with this Complaint.

1
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PROCEDURAL CONTEXT
32.

The Electoral College is scheduled to meet on December 14, 2020. 2

33.

The matters addressed in this Complaint must be considered expeditiously

and Plaintiff is contemporaneously with the filing of this Complaint filing a separate
motion requesting that this matter be set for a hearing within forty-eight (48) hours on
Plaintiff’s motion for expedited declaratory, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief
or within such other shortened time period which the Court determines reasonable under
the circumstances and which will permit all parties an opportunity for appeals at all levels
of the federal judicial system to be completed by December 11, 2020. 3
34.

Given the unique nature of the issues raised herein, Plaintiff’s Complaint

sets forth the basic legal authorities and principles upon which Plaintiff relies. Therefore,
pursuant to Civil L.R. 7(a)(2) Plaintiff is filing a certificate stating that no additional
memorandum or other supporting papers will be filed supporting his initial motion for
expedited declaratory, preliminary and permanent injunctive relief outside of this
Complaint and the exhibits filed in support of this Complaint.
35.

Plaintiff’s requests for relief are based on public documents and facts not

significantly in dispute and, in any case, should be capable of presentation within a oneday hearing.
36.

Plaintiff’s requests for relief are based upon the following allegations.

3 U.S.C. § 7.
This request is underlined to draw it to the attention of the Court, court staff and Defendants’
counsel.

2
3
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BACKGROUND
The Electors Clause of the U.S. Constitution
37.

Article II of the United States Constitution requires that each State “shall

appoint” its Presidential electors “in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct.”
U.S. CONST. art. II, § 1, cl. 4 (emphasis added). 4
38.

Thus, “in the case of a law enacted by a state legislature applicable not

only to elections to state offices, but also to the selection of Presidential electors, the
legislature is not acting solely under the authority given it by the people of the State, but
by virtue of a direct grant of authority made under Art. II, § 1, cl. 2, of the United States
Constitution.” Bush v. Palm Beach Cty. Canvassing Bd., 531 U.S. 70, 76 (2000).
39.

“[T]he state legislature’s power to select the manner for appointing

electors is plenary.” Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 104 (2000).
40.

Therefore, a state supreme court cannot invoke a state constitution to

circumscribe that legislative power. Palm Beach Cty. Canvassing Bd., 531 U.S. at 77.
41.

For the same reasons, neither can an executive branch official, such as a

Governor of a State, a mayor of a municipality or an election officer in the State, a
municipal clerk, or any administrative body or member of such a body, lawfully
circumscribe, alter, limit, amend or fail to enforce or refuse to enforce a law enacted by
the State Legislature which is, or was intended by the Legislature to be, applicable to the
Presidential election in the State.

See also id. art. I, § 4, cl. 2 (providing that, in each State, the “Legislature thereof” shall
establish “[t]he Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections for Senators and
Representatives”).
4
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The Election Clauses and Separation of Powers Provisions of the U.S.
Constitution Safeguard Liberty and Fair and Free Elections
42.

Whether the State of Wisconsin and its public officials respected the limits

of the United States Constitution’s Electors Clause is a matter of fundamental national
importance not limited to the interests of Wisconsin voters or merely those individuals
who voted in the 2020 Presidential Election in Wisconsin.
43.

The U.S. Supreme Court has long recognized that “in the context of a

Presidential election,” “the impact of the votes cast in each State is affected by the votes
cast for the various candidates in other States.” Anderson v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780,
794–95 (1983).
44.

“For the President and the Vice President of the United States are the only

elected officials who represent all the voters in the Nation.” Id.
45.

Consistent with other separation-of-powers provisions in the Constitution,

the explicit allocation of authority to state legislatures to regulate federal elections, seen
in both the Electors Clause and in the authority of state legislatures stated in Art. I, § 4,
cl. 2 to establish the time, place and manner of holding elections for Senators and U.S.
Representatives (collectively, the “Election Clauses”) are a structural check on
governmental power which preserve liberty, freedom, and fair elections for all
Americans. 5

Counsel for Plaintiff wishes to credit the compelling arguments raised in the Brief of the State of
Missouri and Nine Other States as Amici Curiae in Support of Petitioners (i.e., the states of
Missouri, Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, South
Dakota and Texas) in the case of Republican Party of Pennsylvania v. Boockvar, Nos. 20-542,
20-574, On Petition for Writs of Certiorari to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court (filed Nov. 9,
2020). The arguments of the Attorneys General on behalf of their States have been liberally
borrowed from herein without further attribution, particularly in relation to separation of powers

5
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46.

Encroachment on this authority by another state actor from the other

branches of government undercuts the specific design for separation of powers in the
federal constitution and diminishes one of the most cherished liberties for all Americans,
the right to vote for President of the United States.
47.

It is nearly uniformly recognized that the separation-of-powers provisions

in the Constitution, which allocate authority to specific governmental actors to the
exclusion of others, are designed to preserve liberty.
48.

“The Framers of the Federal Constitution . . . viewed the principle of

separation of powers as the absolutely central guarantee of a just Government.” Morrison
v. Olson, 487 U.S. 654, 697 (1988) (Scalia, J., dissenting).
49.

“Without a secure structure of separated powers, our Bill of Rights would

be worthless, as are the bills of rights of many nations of the world that have adopted, or
even improved upon, the mere words of ours.” Id. “The purpose of the separation and
equilibration of powers in general . . . was not merely to assure effective government but
to preserve individual freedom.” Id. at 727.
50.

Given the overriding importance of both separation of powers and free and

fair elections to our republican form of government, upholding the Electors Clause
against infringement is a Constitutional issue of the highest magnitude.
51.

American liberty is safeguarded by the time-tested structure of our

government and the wise provisions for its order found in the United States Constitution.

principles under the Electors Clause and the States’ concerns regarding maintaining uniform
standards against absentee ballot fraud.

11
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52.

The idea that the Constitution’s division of powers protects liberty applies

both to the checks and balances between the branches of government and to the checks
and balances between the federal government and the States.
53.

As James Madison said, in Federalist 45: “The State governments may be

regarded as constituent and essential parts of the federal government; whilst the latter is
nowise essential to the operation or organization of the former. Without the intervention
of the State legislatures, the President of the United States cannot be elected at all. They
must in all cases have a great share in his appointment, and will, perhaps, in most cases,
of themselves determine it.” 6
54.

“The federal system rests on what might at first seem a counterintuitive

insight, that ‘freedom is enhanced by the creation of two governments, not one.’” Bond v.
United States, 564 U.S. 211, 220–21 (2011) (quoting Alden v. Maine, 527 U.S. 706, 758
(1999)). “[F]ederalism secures to citizens the liberties that derive from the diffusion of
sovereign power.” Bond, 564 U.S. at 221 (2011) (quoting New York v. United States, 505
U.S. 144, 181 (1992)). “Federalism also protects the liberty of all persons within a State
by ensuring that laws enacted in excess of delegated governmental power cannot direct or
control their actions.” Id.
55.

The Supreme Court recognizes that “federalism enhances the opportunity

of all citizens to participate in representative government.” FERC v. Mississippi, 456 U.S.
742, 789 (1982) (O’Connor, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part). “Just as the
separation and independence of the coordinate branches of the Federal Government serve
to prevent the accumulation of excessive power in any one branch, a healthy balance of
The Federalist Papers, Federalist No. 45, available at:
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/fed45.asp.

6
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power between the States and the Federal Government will reduce the risk of tyranny and
abuse from either front.” Gregory v. Ashcroft, 501 U.S. 452, 458 (1991).
56.

The Election Clauses’ grant of authority to state Legislatures implements

both horizontal and vertical separation of powers. The Clauses allocate to each State—
not to federal actors—the authority to dictate the manner of selecting Presidential
electors.
57.

And within each State, the Election Clauses explicitly allocate that

authority to a single branch of state government: to the “Legislature thereof.”
58.

It is not accidental that the Constitution allocates the authority to direct

how Presidential Electors will be chosen to state Legislatures alone, rather than executive
officers, judicial officers or administrative officials.
59.

The Constitutional Convention’s delegates frequently recognized that the

Legislature is the branch most responsive to the People and most democratically
accountable. See, e.g., Robert G. Natelson, The Original Scope of the Congressional
Power to Regulate Elections, 13 U.PA. J. CONST. L. 1, 31 (2010) (collecting ratification
documents expressing that state legislatures were most likely to be in sympathy with the
interests of the people); Federal Farmer, No. 12 (1788), reprinted in 2 THE FOUNDERS’
CONSTITUTION (Philip B. Kurland & Ralph Lerner eds., 1987) (arguing that electoral
regulations “ought to be left to the state legislatures, they coming far nearest to the people
themselves”); THE FEDERALIST NO. 57, at 350 (C. Rossiter, ed. 2003) (Madison, J.)
(stating that the “House of Representatives is so constituted as to support in its members
an habitual recollection of their dependence on the people”); id. (stating that the “vigilant

13
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and manly spirit that actuates the people of America” is greatest restraint on the House of
Representatives).
60.

The historical record is clear that the Founders entrusted the solemn

responsibility to determine the manner of election of the President to state legislatures
because they recognized that state legislatures – more than any other locus of government
power – are the people’s representatives and bastions of democratic accountability. A
system of federalism, separation of powers, and constitutional government is enshrined in
Article II.
61.

By identifying the “Legislature thereof” in each State as the regulator of

elections for federal officers, the Election Clauses prohibit the arrogation of power over
Presidential elections by non-legislative officials and are a safeguard against corruption.
62.

The Framers recognized that unelected bureaucrats in charge of elections

for President of the United States pose a far greater risk to liberty than the People’s
elected representatives in each State having exclusive and unfettered jurisdiction over the
rules for federal elections and the manner of appointing Presidential electors.
63.

Therefore, it is essential that actions which usurp the power invested in the

Wisconsin Legislature by the Elections Clauses not stand in the 2020 Presidential
Election, and all future elections.
Whether Election Administrators Adhered to the Direction of the Wisconsin
Legislature in the Conduct of the Presidential Election Presents a Justiciable Issue
64.

It is, of course, imminently likely that the Wisconsin Legislature is aware

of some, if not all, of the issues and concerns pertaining to administration of the 2020
Presidential election in the State of Wisconsin.

14
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65.

For instance, it has been publicly reported that after the November 3

election the Speaker of the Wisconsin Legislature directed the Committee on Campaigns
and Elections to conduct an election integrity investigation using subpoena powers to call
witnesses. 7
66.

This Court may take judicial notice of several election-related lawsuits

filed in State and Federal courts pertaining to the election.
67.

Plaintiff recognizes that in relation to the Electors Clause of Article II of

the U.S. Constitution it is ultimately the exclusive province of the Wisconsin Legislature
to determine the remedy for violations of Article II of the U.S. Constitution in Wisconsin.
68.

However, as the Supreme Court has recognized since at least 1803, “[i]t is

emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is.”
Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 177, 2 L. Ed. 60 (1803).
69.

It is therefore proper in our federal system to bring questions concerning

violations of laws to the courts.
70.

Questions about the laws surrounding the election and whether those laws

were followed by state officials are justiciable even though in the unique context of the
Electors Clause it is the State Legislature alone that has the final say on those questions
and on the appointment of that State’s electors.
71.

Courts are called upon to “respect . . . the constitutionally prescribed role

of state legislatures” while enforcing against other state actors, whether they be courts,
executives or election officials, the “responsibility to enforce the explicit requirements of
Article II.” Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. at 115 (Rehnquist, C.J., concurring).
“Assembly Speaker Calls For Investigation of Wisconsin Election,” Wisconsin Public Radio,
November 6, 2020, available at: https://www.wpr.org/assembly-speaker-calls-investigationwisconsin-election. Submitted as Exhibit 1 to Plaintiff’s Complaint.
7
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72.

Therefore, it is the duty of the courts, when presented with potential

violations of the Electors Clause of Article II of the U.S. Constitution, to receive
evidence and adjudicate whether a violation has been established.
WISCONSIN LEGISLATURE’S EXPRESS POLICICIES AND DIRECTIONS
REGARDING ELECTIONS
73.

The Wisconsin Legislature’s directions regarding the conduct of

Presidential elections in Wisconsin can be found in the Wisconsin Election Code. Wis.
Stat. §§ 5-12 et seq.
Wisconsin Law Requires Photo Identification for In-Person Voters and Most
Absentee Voters
74.

For instance, the Wisconsin Legislature added a requirement to the

Wisconsin Election Code in 2014 that requires an “elector” 8 to present one of ten
acceptable forms of photo identification to vote. Wis. Stat. § 5.02 (6m) (a) – (g).
75.

Wisconsin’s voter photo identification law was upheld by the Wisconsin

Supreme Court which noted that, “[s]ince 1859, [it] ha[s] held that ‘it is clearly within
[the legislature’s] province to require any person offering to vote[] to furnish such proof
as it deems requisite[] that he is a qualif[i]ed elector.” League of Women Voters of
Wisconsin Education Network, Inc. v. Walker, 851 N.W.2d 302, 305 (Wis. 2014),
(quoting Cothren v. Lean, 9 Wis. 254, 258 (1859)).
76.

Wisconsin’s photo identification law applies to all in-person voters 9 and,

with only very narrow and limited exceptions, to the first time a Wisconsin voter casts an
absentee ballot. 10
The term “elector” in the Wisconsin Election Code typically refers to a voter. The terms “voter”
and “elector” are generally used interchangeably herein, except when referring to Presidential
Electors.

8
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77.

However, once a voter has voted absentee the first time and provided a

copy of their identification with their absentee ballot, thereafter when voting absentee the
voter need not provide identification, unless their name or address changes. Wis. Stat. §
6.87(4)(b)3. 11
78.

There are limited exceptions to the photo identification requirement for

absentee voters (i.e., the requirement the absentee voter provide a copy of their photo ID
the first time they vote absentee) for overseas and military voters and a limited class of
essentially disabled absentee voters.
79.

These limited exceptions to the photo identification requirement for

absentee voting apply only to: residents of qualified retirement and care facilities, 12
military and overseas voters, 13 and absentee voters who automatically receive absentee
ballots as a voter “indefinitely confined because of age, physical illness or infirmity or is
disabled for an indefinite period [and who has] sign[ed] a statement to that effect.” Wis.
Stat. § 6.86(2)(a).

See Wis. Stat. § 5.02(6m), 5.02(16c) (pertaining to “identification” and providing that in most
instants photo identification is required); § 6.79(2)-(3) (pertaining to providing proof of
identification at the polling place).
10
Wis. Stat. § 6.87(1) (“Unless application is made in person under s. 6.86(1)(ar), the absent
elector is exempted from providing proof of identification under sub. (4)(b)2. or 3., or the
applicant is a military or overseas elector, the absent elector shall enclose a copy of his or her
proof of identification or any authorized substitute document with his or her application. The
municipal clerk shall verify that the name on the proof of identification conforms to the name on
the application. The clerk shall not issue an absentee ballot to an elector who is required to
enclose a copy of proof of identification or an authorized substitute document with his or her
application unless the copy is enclosed and the proof is verified by the clerk.”).
11
Wis. Stat. Ann. § 6.87(4)(b)3 provides: “If the absentee elector has received an absentee ballot
from the municipal clerk by mail for a previous election, has provided proof of identification with
that ballot, and has not changed his or her name or address since providing that proof of
identification, the elector is not required to provide proof of identification.”
12
Wis. Stat. § 6.875.
13
Wis. Stat. § 6.865.
9
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80.

Regarding absentee voters who do not have to provide photo identification

because they are indefinitely confined by age, illness or infirmity or disabled for an
indefinite period, the voter is entitled to vote absentee if “in lieu of providing proof of
identification, [the voter] submit[s] with his or her absentee ballot a statement signed by
the same individual who witnesses voting of the ballot which contains the name of the
elector and verifies that the name and address are correct.” Wis. Stat. § 6.87(4)(b)2.
81.

The transparent purpose of these precisely written exceptions to

Wisconsin’s photo identification requirement for first time absentee voters is to confine
those who need not provide photo identification when voting absentee to only military
and overseas voters and those who are institutionalized or of significantly restricted
mobility (i.e., “indefinitely confined” or “disabled for an indefinite period”) due to one or
more of four (4) limiting physical conditions: age, physical illness, infirmity or disability.
82.

Wisconsin law also provides that once an absentee voter provides proof of

identification with their initial absentee ballot(s), in subsequent elections in which that
person votes absentee they no longer have to provide proof of identification if their name
and/or address have not changed. Wis. Stat. § 6.87(4)(b)3.
Wisconsin Public Officials Misapplied Wisconsin’s “Indefinitely Confined” or
Indefinite Period of Disability Exceptions, Undermining Wisconsin Election Law
and Permitting Likely Tens of Thousands of Voters to Improperly Vote Absentee
Without Complying with Wisconsin’s Photo Identification Law
83.

As explained below, in 2020 a number of public officials in Wisconsin’s

largest municipalities contended that the COVID-19 pandemic rendered voters
“indefinitely confined because of age, physical illness or infirmity or . . . disabled for an
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indefinite period” 14 and permitted tens of thousands of voters to vote absentee without a
condition of age, illness or infirmity that rendered them indefinitely confined or
indefinitely disabled.
84.

For instance, on March 29, 2020, the Wisconsin Elections Commission

issued written guidance distributed to all election officials in the State and posted on the
Commission website that “[d]uring the current public health crisis, many voters of a
certain age or in at-risk populations may meet that standard of indefinitely confined until
the crisis abates.” 15
85.

This guidance contradicts Wis. Stat. § 6.86(2)(a) which requires an actual

and verifiable physical or temporal condition being presently experienced by the voter
(i.e., age, physical illness or infirmity or disability) to justify an application for an
absentee ballot based on indefinite confinement or indefinite disability and not a inchoate
fear or apprehension experienced by the voter.
86.

Contrary to the express terms of the Wisconsin Election Code, the

Commission’s guidance sought to alter the Election Code and plainly conveyed to
election officials and the public that the COVID-19 pandemic alone could satisfy the
requirement for the voter to request an absentee ballot.
87.

Moreover, as explained above, not only did the Commission’s guidance

open the floodgates to absentee balloting by every voter in the State of Wisconsin, it
opened the door to the wide scale circumvention of Wisconsin’s photo identification law

Wis. Stat. § 6.86(2)(a).
Guidance for Indefinitely Confined Electors, Covid-19, Wisconsin Elections Commission,
March 29, 2020, (emphasis added) available at: https://elections.wi.gov/node/6788. Submitted as
Exhibit 2 to Plaintiff’s Complaint.
14
15
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which was enacted by the Legislature specifically to help ensure election integrity in the
State.
88.

The motives of the Commission in issuing this erroneous guidance are not

at issue here, what matters is that the Commission lacked the authority to issue a
guidance which de facto changed Wisconsin election law and circumvented the
Legislature’s absentee ballot and photo identification requirements for tens of thousands
of voters. See, e.g., Carson v. Simon, 978 F.3d 1051, 1060 (8th Cir. 2020) (“However
well-intentioned and appropriate from a policy perspective in the context of a pandemic
during a presidential election, it is not the province of a state executive official to re-write
the state's election code, at least as it pertains to selection of presidential electors.”).
89.

The Commission’s March 29, 2020, guidance was inaccurate and

misleading in other particulars. For instance, it conveyed: “Statutes do not establish the
option to require proof or documentation from indefinitely confined voters. Clerks may
tactfully verify with voters that the voter understood the indefinitely confined status
designation when they submitted their request but they may not request or require
proof.” 16 This instruction doubly undermined the Election Code. First, it emphasized to
voters that no election official would ever check or challenge their assertion of
“indefinitely confined” status, thereby, affirming in writing there would be no
ramifications for non-compliance with the law. Second, the instruction tied the hands of
election officials throughout the State who were told they could not even “request” a
voter confirm the basis for a claim the voter was entitled to receive an absentee ballot.
Throughout the Election Code it is clear that the Wisconsin Legislature intends election

16

Id.
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officials to question and where necessary even challenge the assertions of a voter. 17 To
the contrary, the Commission’s guidance told Wisconsin’s election officials not to
enforce the law and effectively gutted Wisconsin’s photo identification law and statutory
absentee ballot limitations, rendering them substantially less effective in the 2020
Presidential election and for potentially many elections to come.
90.

The consequences of the Commission’s erroneous guidance which

improperly changed the application of Wisconsin law were at least two-fold:
(1) Contrary to Wisconsin law and the policy of the Wisconsin Legislature, it is
estimated that over 150,000 individuals were permitted to vote on November
3, 2020, without producing any photo ID whatsoever (by relying upon the
“indefinitely defined” or indefinite period of disability exceptions they could
vote simply by submitting a statement from an individual who witnessed them
voting); and

See, e.g., Wis. Stat. §§ 6.325 (elector may be disqualified if an election official “demonstrates
beyond a reasonable doubt that the person does not qualify”; election officials “may require
naturalized applicants to show their naturalization certificates”); 6.48 (“Any registered elector of
a municipality may challenge the registration of any other registered elector”); 6.79 (if an elector
claims to be unable to sign the poll list the election officials at the polls may elect not to waive the
signature requirement and challenge the elector’s ballot, in which case for the elector’s vote to be
counted the elector must “provide evidence of his or her physical disability to the board of
canvassers”); 6.87(1) (requiring a clerk to verify an absentee voter’s proof of identification and
specifying that the clerk “shall not issue an absentee ballot to an elector who is required to
enclose a copy of proof of identification” and has not done so); 6.87(6) (providing that any
absentee ballot “not mailed or delivered as provided in this subsection may not be counted”); 6.92
(“each inspector shall challenge for cause any person offering to vote whom the inspector knows
or suspects is not a qualified elector or who does not adhere to any voting requirement under this
chapter” and providing that the inspector may put any elector under oath or affirmation to
examine them with questions about the “qualifications” of an elector); 6.925 (allow for electors to
challenge other electors for cause); 6.93 (allowing the votes of absent electors to be challenged
for cause); 6.94 (providing that if a challenged elector does not answer questions put to the
elector “the inspectors shall reject the elector’s vote”); 7.15(e) (setting for the duty of municipal
clerks to “inspect systematically and thoroughly the conduct of elections in the municipality so
that elections are honestly, efficiently and uniformly conducted”).
17
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(2) If this erroneous interpretation of law is not corrected, these individuals will
henceforth in future elections be able to vote absentee without showing either
ID or even providing a statement from a witness who observed them voting
and can vouch for their identification.
91.

Other election officials, including those in Wisconsin’s two most

numerous counties, Dane and Milwaukee counties, provided erroneous guidance to the
public.
92.

For instance, on or about, March 25, 2020, the Clerk of Dane County,

Scott McDonell, publicly advised Dane County voters and others throughout the State to
declare themselves “indefinitely confined” under Wis. Stat. § 6.86(2) in order to avoid
having to provide proof that they are eligible voters.
93.

Defendant McDonell issued the following statement on his Facebook

page:
I have informed Dane County Municipal Clerks that during this
emergency and based on the Governors Stay at Home order I am declaring
all Dane County voters may indicate as needed that they are indefinitely
confined due to illness. This declaration will make it easier for Dane
County voters to participate in this election by mail in these difficult
times. I urge all voters who request a ballot and have trouble presenting [a]
valid ID to indicate that they are indefinitely confined.
People are reluctant to check the box that says they are indefinitely
confined but this is a pandemic…. The process works like this:
• A voter visits myvote.wi.gov to request a ballot.
• A voter can select a box that reads “I certify that I am indefinitely
confined due to age illness, infirmity or disability and request ballots be
sent to me for every election until I am no longer confined or fail to return
a ballot.[”]
• The voter is then able to skip the step of uploading an ID in order to
receive a ballot for the April 7 election. Voters are confined due to the
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COVID-19 illness. When the Stay at Home order by the Governor is
lifted, the voter can change their designation back by contacting their clerk
or updating their information in myvote.wi.gov. Voters who are able to
provide a copy of their ID should do so and not indicate that they are
indefinitely confined. 18
94.

The foregoing instruction by the Dane County Clerk went even beyond the

encouragement of the Wisconsin Elections Commission to side-step the law and actively
encouraged voters to purposefully request an absentee ballot and declare themselves
indefinitely confined in order to avoid the photo identification requirements of Wisconsin
law.
95.

The Dane County Clerk would later be reprimanded by the Wisconsin

Supreme Court for his encouragement to voters to avoid the law. But the damage was
irretrievable, particularly because the Wisconsin Elections Commission never retracted
its erroneous guidance that advised voters in the November 3, 2020, election that no one
would even question their use of the “indefinitely confined” exception to avoid the photo
identification and absentee ballot laws.
96.

On March 25, 2020, the Dane County Clerk emailed the same

announcement and instructions to all clerks responsible for administering elections in the
municipalities within Dane County. 19
97.

A similar notice was given by the Milwaukee County Clerk. 20

See Exhibit 3 to Plaintiff’s Complaint (Screenshot of re-posted Facebook Post of Scott
McDonell) (emphasis added).
19
“Absentee voters in Milwaukee, Dane counties can say they're 'indefinitely confined' and skip
photo ID, clerks say,” Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, March 25, 2020, available at:
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2020/03/25/absentee-voters-milwaukeedane-counties-can-skip-photo-id-coronavirus-indefinitely-confined/5085017002/. Submitted as
Plaintiff’s Exhibit 4.
20
Id.
18
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98.

After the Primary Election members of the Wisconsin Legislature made

clear that the COVID-19 pandemic did not change mandatory provisions of Wisconsin
election law which still could and should be applied uniformly during the pandemic.
99.

For instance, Wisconsin Senators Roger Roth and Jim Steineke wrote,

“[w]hile we of course need to make adjustments to our everyday lives to help flatten the
curve for COVID-19 and keep our health care workers, elderly, and most vulnerable safe,
making sweeping changes to our most basic right, voting, should be the last thing we
consider, especially given the flexibility of Wisconsin’s current system.” 21
100.

But the Wisconsin Elections Commission never withdrew its erroneous

guidance which facilitated avoiding the requirements of Wisconsin law.
101.

Whatever excuses may be given for the conduct of election officials

before the primary election, by the time of the November 3, 2020 General Election there
could be no reasonable or lawful contention that the COVID-19 pandemic provided an
excuse to avoid Wisconsin’s election laws. Carson, 978 F.3d at 1060.
102.

By failing to abide by its statutory obligation to engage in the proper

application of Wisconsin’s absentee ballot provisions and Wisconsin’s voter
identification law, the Wisconsin Elections Commission and Defendant County and
Municipal Clerks and other public officials, ensured an unequal and inconsistent
application of the law and permitted thousands of ballots to be accepted based on the
improper and inaccurate claim that the COVID-19 pandemic continued to justify a wide
scale failure to apply Wisconsin voting laws.
“Rep. Jim Steineke and Sen. Roger Roth: All-mail ballot proposal: return to sender,” The Cap
Times, April 20, 2020, available at: https://madison.com/ct/opinion/column/rep-jim-steineke-andsen-roger-roth-all-mail-ballot-proposal-return-to-sender/article_68db7ebd-a638-53e9-ba06f499342f0b98.html. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 5.
21
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103.

These actions by the Commission, other Defendants and election officials

throughout Wisconsin were directly contrary to Wisconsin law for all the reasons
discussed above.
104.

The conduct of these state and local officials directly affected the 2020

Presidential Election in Wisconsin which was decided by some 20,000 votes, making it
impossible to know with certainty who won the Presidential Election as tens of thousands
of ballots were counted without full compliance and contrary to the manner the
Wisconsin Legislature directed in the Wisconsin Election Code.
105.

Regarding the Presidential Election in Wisconsin, it is clear that due to the

conduct of the Defendants unlawful ballots under Wisconsin Law and the Electors Clause
of the U.S. Constitution were cast and counted, throughout the State.
106.

In 2019, roughly 72,000 Wisconsin voters were identified as indefinitely

confined. However, at least in part because of the Wisconsin Elections Commission’s
inaccurate guidance and other such actions, by November 2020 that number had risen to
243,900 voters, effectively overturning Wisconsin’s voter identification law as to some
170,000 or more individuals, and dramatically increasing the number of mail-in ballots in
the State contrary to the policy and direction of the Wisconsin Legislature. 22
107.

The interpretative usurpation and erroneous official guidance from the

Wisconsin Elections Commission, which altered the application of the Election Code and
effectively annulled certain provisions of the Election Code, circumvented the Wisconsin

See, e.g., “Republicans say thousands in Wisconsin may have circumvented voter ID
requirement,” Washington Examiner, Nov. 10, 2020, available at:
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/republicans-say-thousands-in-wisconsin-may-havecircumvented-voter-id-requirement. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 6.
22
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Legislature’s express direction that voting by absentee ballot is a “privilege,” 23 not a
right, and that absentee balloting must be “carefully regulated to prevent the potential for
fraud or abuse.” 24
108.

These outright usurpations of the Wisconsin Legislature’s authority by

Wisconsin officials, including the Wisconsin Elections Commission, municipal and
county clerks and others who provided inaccurate guidance to voters, encouraging voters
to violate the law and then accepting those violations as though they were lawful,
fostered predictable administrative issues, including by circumventing Wisconsin’s photo
identification law and expanding the number of absentee ballots, which made
Wisconsin’s election less secure, more difficult to administer, and more subject to error.
The Wisconsin Legislature Expressly Disfavors Mail-In Voting and Has Sought to
Limit the Practice in Wisconsin
109.

Wisconsin is a “no excuse” absentee voting state, meaning that a

registered Wisconsin voter “who for any reason is unable or unwilling to appear at the
polling place in his or her ward or election district” is entitled to request an absentee
ballot. Wis. Stat. § 6.85(1).
110.

However, the fact that absentee balloting is available to all only means

that the State has chosen not to superintend or monitor a voter’s personal choice to vote
absentee or not, it does not mean that the State encourages absentee voting.
111.

Rather, the Wisconsin Legislature has directed that absentee balloting is to

be “carefully regulated” and has in place a clear system of rules regarding absentee
voting that must be enforced by the State’s election officials.
23
24

Wis. Stat. § 6.84(1).
Id.
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112.

The Wisconsin Election Code states a fact-based, healthy concern that

mail-in balloting heightens the risk of fraud in elections conducted in Wisconsin.
113.

The Wisconsin Legislature makes it the express policy of the State of

Wisconsin that “voting is a constitutional right, the vigorous exercise of which should be
strongly encouraged. In contrast, voting by absentee ballot is a privilege exercised wholly
outside the traditional safeguards of the polling place. The legislature finds that the
privilege of voting by absentee ballot must be carefully regulated to prevent the potential
for fraud or abuse; to prevent overzealous solicitation of absentee electors who may
prefer not to participate in an election; to prevent undue influence on an absent voter to
vote for or against a candidate or to cast a particular vote in a referendum; or other
similar abuses.” Wis. Stat. § 6.84(1) (emphasis added).
114.

The Wisconsin Legislature’s express written policy limiting mail-in

balloting and emphasizing the Legislature’s concern about mail-in ballot fraud is
supported by substantial, well-known, and publically available, data and information,
including the regular statements of the United States Supreme Court and many other
courts around the country, which consistently and regularly warn of the dangers of mailin ballot fraud.
The Wisconsin Legislature’s Concerns with Mail-In Ballot Fraud Are Reasonable
and Well Founded
115.

In Crawford v. Marion County Election Board, the U.S. Supreme Court

recognized that fraudulent voting “perpetrated using absentee ballots” demonstrates “that
not only is the risk of voter fraud real but that it could affect the outcome of a close
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election.” Crawford v. Marion County Election Bd., 553 U.S. 181, 195-96 (2008)
(opinion of Stevens, J.) (emphasis added).
116.

This is why the bi-partisan Carter-Baker Commission on Federal Election

Reform co-chaired by former President Jimmy Carter and former Secretary of State
James A. Baker concluded that “[a]bsentee ballots remain the largest source of potential
voter fraud.” BUILDING CONFIDENCE IN U.S. ELECTIONS: REPORT OF THE
COMMISSION ON FEDERAL ELECTION REFORM, at 46 (Sept. 2005). 25
117.

According to the Carter-Baker Commission, “[a]bsentee balloting is

vulnerable to abuse in several ways.” Id. These abuses include interception of blank
ballots, “pressure” and “intimidation” of elderly and vulnerable voters, “vote buying
schemes” that are “far more difficult to detect when citizens vote by mail,” and ballot
tampering by third-party operatives after a ballot is marked. Id. The Commission noted
that “absentee balloting in other states has been a major source of fraud.” Id. at 35. And
the Commission recommended that “States … need to do more to prevent … absentee
ballot fraud.” Id. at v.
118.

Likewise, the most recent edition of the U.S. Department of Justice’s

Manual on Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses, published by its Public Integrity
Section, highlights the same concerns with a higher degree for fraud to be perpetrated
through mail-in ballots. See U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Federal Prosecution of Election
Offenses (8th ed. Dec. 2017), at 28-29 (“DOJ Manual”). 26

BUILDING CONFIDENCE IN U.S. ELECTIONS: REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON
FEDERAL ELECTION REFORM (Carter-Baker Commission), Sept. 2005, available at:
https://www.legislationline.org/download/id/1472/file/3b50795b2d0374cbef5c29766256.pdf.
Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 7.
26
Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses, 8th Ed. (2017), available at
https://www.justice.gov/criminal/file/1029066/download. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 8.
25
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119.

The DOJ Manual states: “Absentee ballots are particularly susceptible to

fraudulent abuse because, by definition, they are marked and cast outside the presence of
election officials and the structured environment of a polling place.” Id.
120.

The DOJ Manual reports that “the more common ways” that election-

fraud “crimes are committed include … [o]btaining and marking absentee ballots without
the active input of the voters involved.” Id. at 28.
121.

And the DOJ Manual notes that “[a]bsentee ballot frauds” committed both

with and without the voter’s participation are “common.” Id. at 29.
122.

The Department of Justice has for many years recognized the

susceptibility of absentee balloting to higher levels of fraud and cheating. The 6th edition
of the DOJ Manual (1995) contains the same “particularly susceptible” language on p.
23. It also says, “[t]he most frequently encountered election frauds are absentee ballot
fraud and ballot box stuffing.” p. 82.
123.

The high risks of mail-in ballot fraud are why many other nations disfavor

or restrict entirely the use of mail-in ballots.
124.

For instance, a database of election survey responses from the Harvard

Dataverse called Perceptions of Electoral Integrity, (PEI-7.0) 27 found that out of 166
countries only 40 used mailed ballots in their most recent national election.
125.

Out of the 216 countries and territories analyzed by the International

Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance Voting from Abroad Database, only 88
permitted voters abroad to cast ballots in presidential elections. 28
Perceptions of Electoral Integrity, (PEI-7.0), Harvard Dataverse,
Norris, Pippa; Grömping, Max, 2019, available at:
https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/PDYRWL. (Not
reproduced due to volume of data.) (Accessed Dec. 1, 2020).
27
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126.

Merely weeks ago, a Missouri court considered extensive expert testimony

reviewing absentee-ballot fraud cases and distilled their common features. See Findings
of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Final Judgment in Mo. State Conference of the NAACP
v. State, No. 20AC-CC00169-01 (Circuit Court of Cole County, Missouri Sept. 24,
2020), aff’d, 607 S.W.3d 728 (Mo. en banc Oct. 9, 2020). The court found that cases of
absentee-ballot fraud “have several common features that persist across multiple recent
cases: (1) close elections; (2) perpetrators who are candidates, campaign workers, or
political consultants, not ordinary voters; (3) common techniques of ballot harvesting, (4)
common techniques of signature forging, (5) fraud that persisted across multiple elections
before it was detected, (6) massive resources required to investigate and prosecute the
fraud, and (7) lenient criminal penalties.” Id. at 17.
127.

The court concluded that “fraud in voting by mail is a recurrent problem,

that it is hard to detect and prosecute, that there are strong incentives and weak penalties
for doing so, and that it has the capacity to affect the outcome of close elections.” Id. In
this recent case brought by the NAACP, the court recognized that “the threat of mail-in
ballot fraud is real.” Id. at 2.
128.

Some authorities have recognized that mail-in balloting can encourage and

perpetuate systemic discrimination against the elderly and the illegal harvesting of
coerced ballots from the institutionalized and infirm.
129.

The New York Times has reported:

Voting from Abroad Database, International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance,
available at: https://www.idea.int/data-tools/data/voting-abroad. (Not reproduced due to volume
of data.) (Accessed Dec. 1, 2020); See, e.g., Voting Fraud Is a Real Concern. Just Look Around
the World (summarizing mail-in voting restrictions in European nations). Available at:
https://www.newsweek.com/voting-fraud-real-concern-just-look-around-world-opinion-1522535.
Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 9.
28
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Election administrators have a shorthand name for a central
weakness of voting by mail. They call it granny farming.
“The problem,” said Murray A. Greenberg, a former county
attorney in Miami, “is really with the collection of absentee ballots
at the senior citizen centers.” In Florida, people affiliated with
political campaigns “help people vote absentee,” he said. “And
help is in quotation marks.”
Voters in nursing homes can be subjected to subtle pressure,
outright intimidation or fraud. The secrecy of their voting is easily
compromised. And their ballots can be intercepted both coming
and going. 29
130.

Thus, the Wisconsin’s Legislature’s policy disfavoring mail-in balloting

and the Wisconsin Election Code’s provisions which seek to erect barriers to mail-in
ballot fraud are rational and well within the discretion and authority of the Wisconsin
Legislature.
The Anticipated Competitiveness of the 2020 Presidential Election in Wisconsin
Made it A Potential Target for Fraud
131.

It is material not only that the Defendant governmental officials

undermined the Wisconsin Legislature’s express directions and written guardrails against
mail-in ballot fraud, but that these state actors did so to prepare for this Presidential
election in Wisconsin.
132.

As discussed in numerous court cases, including those cited above, and in

the study done by President Carter and Secretary Baker, and as acknowledged by the U.S.
Department of Justice, it is well known that the risk of fraud increases in close elections.
133.

The U.S. Department of Justice’s Manual on Federal Prosecution of

Election Offenses emphasizes that election fraud typically occurs when the parties
“Error and Fraud at Issue as Absentee Voting Rises,” The New York Times, Oct. 6, 2012,
available at: https://www.nytimes.com/2012/10/07/us/politics/as-more-vote-by-mail-faultyballots-could-impact-elections.html. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 10.
29
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anticipate a close election, creating a strong motive to try to flip the outcome of the
election through fraudulent activity. DOJ Manual, at 2-3, 27. As the Manual states, “the
conditions most conducive to election fraud are close factional competition within an
electoral jurisdiction for an elected position that matters.” Id. at 2-3. “Election fraud does
not normally occur in jurisdictions where one political faction enjoys widespread support
among the electorate, because in such a situation it is usually unnecessary or impractical
to resort to election fraud in order to control local public offices.” Id. at 27. “Instead,
election fraud occurs most frequently when there are fairly equal political factions, and
when the stakes involved in who controls public offices are weighty.” Id. “In sum,
election fraud is most likely to occur in electoral jurisdictions where there is close
factional competition for an elected position that matters.” Id.
134.

As the U.S. Department of Justice recognizes, the potential for election

fraud is highest where there is expected a “close” election “for an elected position that
matters” – nothing could better describe the anticipated 2020 Presidential election in
Wisconsin.
135.

It was not a secret and was well known and much publicized, for months

before that the 2020 Presidential Election in Wisconsin might be pivotal to the national
outcome.
136.

The Real Clear Politics elections site listed Wisconsin as a “top

battleground” state throughout 2020. 30
137.

President Trump only won Wisconsin’s Presidential election in 2016 by

just under 23,000 votes.
See, e.g., Real Clear Politics Top Battleground States Page, available at:
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/elections/trump-vs-biden-top-battleground-states/. Submitted
as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 11.
30
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138.

Wisconsin’s reputation as a “top battleground state” was borne out in the

2020 Presidential election.
139.

Wisconsin engaged in a recount in Dane and Milwaukee Counties, with

preliminary vote totals from the November 3, 2020 election showing an approximate
20,000 vote difference statewide between President Trump and former Vice President Joe
Biden.
140.

Due to the anticipated close Presidential election in Wisconsin, the state’s

election officials should have been on high alert against fraud and sought to strictly
enforce the Wisconsin Legislature’s express policy disfavoring mail-in balloting.
141.

However, in numerous ways Defendants did the opposite.

142.

More than 30% of the ballots counted in the preliminary tabulations

related to the 2020 Presidential election were mail-in ballots.
143.

Thus, Defendants’ disobedience to the Wisconsin Legislature’s directions

regarding the conduct of the Presidential election pertaining to handling absentee ballots
usurped the Legislature’s “plenary” power under Article II of the Constitution and also
increased the risk that fraud could infect a substantial number of the ballots counted in
this election.
The Disparate Impact of Mail-In Balloting
144.

Mail-in balloting is not simply disfavored because of its susceptibility to

145.

Mail-in balloting is also disfavored because of its disparate impact upon

fraud.

different classes of voters and because of the very different way mail-in voters are treated
vis-à-vis in-person voters.
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146.

As the Wisconsin Legislature has observed, mail-in voters are more

susceptible to undue influence and even coercion and intimidation because mail-in
balloting is done in private and outside the ability of the strict rules of the polling place to
protect the voter.
147.

Therefore, for instance, mail-in balloting is susceptible to systemic

discrimination and abuse against the infirm and the elderly.
148.

Mail-in balloting also discriminates against able-bodied voters, those who

can vote in-person on Election Day, as Wisconsin’s written state policy encourages.
149.

This is so because in practice mail-in voting works against those who cast

their ballot in-person in multiple pernicious ways.
150.

For instance, the Wisconsin Legislature exercised its authority and

judgment to protect Wisconsin voters against potential voter fraud by enacting voter
identification legislation requiring Wisconsin voters to produce photo identification when
they cast a ballot at a polling place.
151.

Yet, Wisconsin voters who cast a mail-in ballot do not sign the poll book

and do not have their identification checked by poll workers, unless voting by absentee
for the first time, and are therefore not subject to continuing application of Wisconsin’s
photo identification law.
152.

The voting process is different and less secure for mail-in voters in other

153.

Mail-in voting takes place in private and outside the purview of poll

ways.

workers.
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154.

Consequently, mail-in voting also does not present the same opportunity

to challenge the claimed identity of the voter that exists when every in-person voter must
sign the voting list, to produce photo identification and is subject to challenge by a live
poll worker and/or poll watcher. See Wis. Stat. § 6.79.
155.

These are certainly some of the reasons that the Wisconsin Legislature has

classified mail-in voting as a privilege and not a right.
156.

Mail-in voting treats similarly situated voters differently, placing more

obligations upon the in-person voter, while simultaneously creating a risk that in-person
voters’ votes will be diluted through the increased risk of fraud that mail-in balloting
presents.
157.

These elements clarify why many countries outside the United States ban

mail-in balloting altogether or limit it far more than occurred in the 2020 Presidential
election in Wisconsin.
158.

These factors also clarify why it is crucial that the Wisconsin Legislature’s

express policy to closely regulate mail-in balloting be upheld and enforced.
159.

Ultimately, when protections against voter fraud are lowered it disillusions

the electorate and drives honest citizens out of the process. Nothing could be worse for
democracy.
160.

As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit observed earlier this

year in a case upholding Wisconsin’s absentee voting requirements, “[v]oter fraud drives
honest citizens out of the democratic process and breeds distrust of our government.”
DNC v. Bostelmann, No. 20-1538, 2020 WL 3619499, at *2 (7th Cir. Apr. 3, 2020)
(quoting Purcell v. Gonzalez, 549 U.S. 1, 4, 127 S. Ct. 5, 7, 166 L. Ed. 2d 1 (2006)).
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161.

By failing to implement the directions of the Wisconsin Legislature in the

Election Code, as required by the Electors Clause for Presidential Elections, state election
officials inexorably set the State upon a path that generated the very distrust and
disillusionment in the election process the Seventh Circuit warned about just months ago.
162.

The path forward that upholds the law and seeks to restore faith in the

legal process related to Wisconsin elections is for this Court to declare that these failures
by Wisconsin’s election officials, which conflicted with their duties under the Election
Code, abridged the Legislature’s authority under the Electors Clause.
2020 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION IN WISCONSIN
163.

In part due to the nearly year old COVID-19 pandemic, but also for many

reasons contributed to by Defendants, there was a massive increase in mail-in balloting in
the November 3, 2020, election in Wisconsin.
164.

Wisconsin voters have not voted absentee in large numbers before this

165.

For instance, some 146,932 mail-in ballots were returned in the 2016

year.

General Election in Wisconsin out of more than 3 million votes cast. 31
166.

In stark contrast, it is reported that some 1,275,019 mail-in ballots, nearly

a 900% increase over 2016, were returned in the November 3, 2020 election. 32
167.

While it can be contended that the increase in mail-in balloting is

attributable to the COVID-19 pandemic, public documents demonstrate this is not the
only reason.
Source: U.S. Elections Project, available at: http://www.electproject.org/early_2016. (Not
reproduced due to volume of data.) (Accessed Dec. 1, 2020).
32
Source: U.S. Elections Project, available at: https://electproject.github.io/Early-Vote2020G/WI.html. (Not reproduced due to volume of data.) (Accessed Dec. 1, 2020).
31
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Mayors in Wisconsin’s Five Largest Cities Adopted an Unlawful Plan to Expand
Absentee Voting Using Prohibited, Un-Manned, Drop Boxes and the Wisconsin
Elections Commission Supported the Unlawful Plan
168.

Following the 2020 primary election, local officials in Wisconsin’s five

largest cities agreed to promote the expansion of mail-in voting in their cities and to
adopt practices promoting and expanding mail-in voting that were banned by the
Wisconsin Legislature.
169.

On June 15, 2020, the Mayors of the Cities of Madison, Milwaukee,

Racine, Kenosha and Green Bay submitted a grant request to a not-for-profit
organization, “Center for Tech & Civic Life,” (“CTCL”), that the Mayors called
“Wisconsin Safe Voting Plan 2020.” 33
170.

However, despite the name of the plan, it did not apply to the whole of

Wisconsin, but only to their five cities.
171.

The five Mayors wrote that, “[a]s mayors in Wisconsin’s five biggest

cities” they had agreed to “work collaboratively” in relation to the remaining elections in
2020, including the 2020 Presidential election. 34
172.

The five Mayors sought funding from CTCL to “[e]ncourage and

[i]ncrease [a]bsentee [v]oting ([b]y [m]ail and [e]arly [i]n-person,” to [u]tilize secure

Wisconsin Safe Voting Plan 2020 Submitted to the Center for Tech & Civic Life, June 15,
2020, by the Mayors of Madison, Milwaukee, Racine, Kenosha and Green Bay (hereafter, “The 5
Mayors’ Voting Plan”) available at: https://www.techandciviclife.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/07/Approved-Wisconsin-Safe-Voting-Plan-2020.pdf. Submitted as
Plaintiff’s Exhibit 12.
34
5 Mayors’ Voting Plan, p. 1.
33
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drop-boxes to facilitate return of absentee ballots” and to “[e]xpand . . . [c]urbside
[v]oting.” 35
173.

The five Mayors’ coordinated effort, particularly when the Wisconsin

Legislature recognizes absentee voting as subject to an increased risk of fraud and stated
it should be “carefully regulated,” contradicted a fair and evenhanded approach toward
election administration across Wisconsin and conflicted with the duties the Wisconsin
Election Code imposes upon election officials. 36
174.

For instance, the Mayors’ plan to use “drop-boxes to facilitate return of

absentee ballots” in Wisconsin’s largest cities is directly contrary to Wisconsin law
providing that absentee ballots may only be “mailed by the elector, or delivered in person
to the municipal clerk issuing the ballot or ballots.” Wis. Stat. § 6.87(4)(b)1 (emphasis
added).
175.

The fact that other methods of delivering absentee ballots, such as through

unmanned drop boxes, are not permitted is underscored by Wis. Stat. § 6.84(2) which
provides “with respect to matters relating to the absentee ballot process, ss. 6.86, 6.87(3)
to (7) and 9.01(1)(b)2. and 4. shall be construed as mandatory. Ballots cast in
contravention of the procedures specified in those provisions may not be counted. Ballots
counted in contravention of the procedures specified in those provisions may not be
included in the certified result of any election.” Wis. Stat. § 6.84(2) (emphasis added).
176.

Therefore, absentee ballot drop boxes are clearly illegal under Wisconsin

law, and the Mayors’ plan to use them, and indeed to proliferate them in their cities—for
Id. at 4.
The Wisconsin Election Code defines an “Election official” as “an individual who is charged
with any duties relating to the conduct of an election,” Wis. Stat. § 5.02(4e), which clearly
encompasses mayors given that municipalities are charged with administering elections under
Wisconsin law.
35
36
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instance, Green Bay sought funding to install drop boxes at grocery stores and gas
stations 37— was a serious breach of the Wisconsin Election Code. 38
177.

The use of these un-manned absentee ballot boxes is so seriously in

violation of the Wisconsin Election Code that the Wisconsin Legislature has mandated
that ballots collected in such a manner, “may not be included in the certified result of any
election.” Wis. Stat. § 6.84(2).
178.

Therefore, all absentee ballots collected at the illegal, un-manned absentee

ballot drop boxes in Wisconsin were cast in direct contravention of the Wisconsin
Election Code. As a result, these ballots have no legal weight in determining the outcome
of the Presidential Election. The cities and other units of government that counted them
simply broke the law and willfully defied the clear direction of the Wisconsin Legislature
as to the Presidential election, committing a manifest violation of the Electors Clause.
179.

The Wisconsin Legislature is so concerned about the sites at which

absentee ballots may be delivered that it specifically describes in the Election Code
“Alternate absentee ballot site[s]” and details the procedure by which the governing body
of a municipality may designate a site or sites for the delivery of absentee ballots “other
than the office of the municipal clerk or board of election commissioners as the location
from which electors of the municipality may request and vote absentee ballots and to
which voted absentee ballots shall be returned by electors for any election.” Wis. Stat.
6.855(1) (emphasis added).
5 Mayors’ Voting Plan, p. 10.
As discussed below, there are several clear policies in the Wisconsin Election Code which are
undermined by absentee ballot drop boxes, such as the desire to ensure that absentee voters are
free to prepare and cast their ballots in secret, free from coercion and the desire to avoid ballot
harvesting, i.e., the practice of representatives of parties or candidates collecting ballots from
individuals and delivering them to the polls, which can be coercive and subject balloting to other
possibilities for manipulation.

37
38
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180.

Any alternate absentee ballot site “shall be staffed by the municipal clerk

or the executive director of the board of election commissioners, or employees of the
clerk or the board of election commissioners.” Wis. Stat. 6.855(3). Likewise, Wis. Stat.
7.15(2m) provides, “[i]n a municipality in which the governing body has elected to an
establish an alternate absentee ballot sit under s. 6.855, the municipal clerk shall operate
such site as though it were his or her office for absentee ballot purposes and shall ensure
that such site is adequately staffed.” Thus, unmanned absentee ballot drop-off sites as
proposed by the Mayors, and ultimately used throughout their cities in the 2020
Presidential election, are prohibited by the Wisconsin Legislature.
181.

Despite the clear provisions of the Election Code described above, the

Wisconsin Elections Commission endorsed the concept of un-manned absentee ballot
drop boxes in official guidance to local Wisconsin election officials on August 19,
2020. 39
182.

Notably, the guidance posted by the Commission on its website contained

no analysis of the legality of such drop boxes under Wisconsin law. 40
183.

As stated in the Commission’s August 19 guidance, that guidance was

drawn directly from a document distributed by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency (CISA) Elections Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council and
Sector Coordinating Council’s Joint COVID Working Group, an agency of the U.S.
federal government.
Wisconsin Elections Commission Memoranda, To: All Wisconsin Election Officials, Aug. 19,
2020, available at: https://elections.wi.gov/sites/elections.wi.gov/files/202008/Drop%20Box%20Final.pdf. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 13.
40
Id.; see also Wisconsin Elections Commission Notice, “Absentee Ballot Drop Box
Information,” To: Wisconsin County Clerks, Wisconsin Municipal Clerks, City of Milwaukee
Election Commission, Milwaukee County Election Commission, Aug. 19, 2020, available at:
https://elections.wi.gov/node/7036. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 14.
39
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184.

The CISA guidance document, 41 which was copied and reissued virtually

verbatim (except for several telling exclusions discussed below) by the Wisconsin
Elections Commission, included the following warning:
If you are considering the use of ballot drop boxes, you should review
your existing laws and requirements and determine whether emergency
changes may be necessary. A full list of state practices can be found at the
National Conference of State Legislators (NCSL) website listed in the
Additional Resources section. 42
185.

However, the foregoing warning was deleted from the guidance issued by

the Wisconsin Elections Commission which guidance, as discussed above, patently
conflicts with Wisconsin state law.
186.

As a consequence of the Commission’s unlawful guidance, unauthorized,

illegal, un-manned absentee ballot drop boxes were used in Wisconsin in the 2020
Presidential Election.
187.

Through the Commission’s irresponsible August 19, 2020 guidance and

related actions which encouraged local election officials in Wisconsin to implement, unmanned absentee ballot drop boxes in violation of Wisconsin law, the Commission
created a wholly new process and procedure for casting an absentee ballot in Wisconsin
not sanctioned by state law or the Wisconsin Legislature.
188.

On information and belief, it is understood that these failures by the

Commission, the Mayors in Wisconsin’s five largest cities and election administrators
throughout Wisconsin resulted in unlawful, un-manned absentee ballot drop boxes being
used in hundreds of locations throughout the State.
CISA Ballot Drop Box Paper, available at:
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/electionofficials/vbm/Ballot_Drop_Box.pdf. Submitted as
Plaintiff’s Exhibit 15.
42
Id. (emphasis added).
41
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189.

In fact, is understood that over five hundred un-manned, illegal, absentee

ballot drop boxes were used in the Presidential election in Wisconsin. 43
190.

Un-manned absentee ballot drop boxes opened the absentee voting process

in Wisconsin to the unsavory and, in Wisconsin illegal, practice of ballot harvesting
which is otherwise prevented by the requirement in the Election Code that absentee
ballots may be voted only by depositing absentee ballots in the mail or by the voter
delivering them directly to an authorized election worker at a designated absentee ballot
site under Wis. Stat. § 6.855.
191.

Un-manned absentee ballot drop boxes permit a ballot harvester to drop

off multiple absentee ballots at a time which cannot be legitimately accomplished when
the statutory procedures for voting an absentee ballot in person are followed. See Wis.
Stat. § 6.87.
192.

Absentee ballot harvesting opens the election process to the potential for

fraud and coercion, identified by the Wisconsin Legislature as a prime concern and
reason for the strict limitations on absentee voting contained in the Wisconsin Election
Code. See Wis. Stat. 6.84(1) (“to prevent overzealous solicitation of absent electors who
may prefer not to participate in an election; to prevent undue influence on an absent
elector to vote for or against a candidate . . . or other similar abuses”).

“Ballot drop boxes offer ‘a safe place’ for voting in Wisconsin’s election,” Wisconsin Center
for Investigative Journalism, October 29, 2020, (“The drop box in the Green Bay suburb where
Vincent deposited her ballot is one of more than 500 in the state, according to the Wisconsin
Elections Commission.”) available at: https://www.channel3000.com/ballot-drop-boxes-offer-asafe-place-for-voting-in-wisconsins-election/ Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 16; “Search for a
ballot drop box in your community using this tool,” Wisconsin Watch, October 27, 2020, (“With
Election Day just days away, voters are being urged to deposit their absentee ballots in one of the
over 500 secure drop boxes across the state.”), available at:
https://www.wisconsinwatch.org/2020/10/wisconsin-absentee-ballot-drop-box-search/. Submitted
as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 17.
43
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193.

The Wisconsin Elections Commission’s endorsement of standard-less, un-

manned absentee ballot drop boxes violated the Wisconsin Election Code and
fundamentally altered the 2020 President election in Wisconsin, breaking the detailed
statutorily mandated custody, presentment and voting procedures for absentee ballots, see
Wis. Stat. §§ 6.855, 6.87, 6.875, 6.88, 7.15(2m), thereby voiding the legality of all
absentee ballots placed in these un-manned absentee ballot drop boxes. See Wis. Stat. §§
(“Notwithstanding s. 5.01(1), with respect to matters relating to the absentee ballot
process, ss. 6.86, 6.87(3) to (7) and 9.01(1)(b)(2). and (4) shall be construed as
mandatory. Ballots cast in contravention of the procedures specified in those provisions
may not be counted. Ballots counted in contravention of the procedures specified in those
provisions may not be included in the certified results of any election.”).
194.

Because absentee ballot drop boxes are barred by the Wisconsin Election

Code, there are no chain of custody and public access and observation standards or rules
regarding the use of such drop boxes in the Wisconsin Election Code.
195.

The Wisconsin Elections Commission’s guidance on un-manned absentee

ballot drop boxes contained absolutely no direction, instructions or standards for local
election officials regarding the important aspects of ballot chain of custody, and openness
to the public that are emphasized throughout the Wisconsin Election Code in relation to
all other aspects of the voting and ballot handling processes. 44

44

See, e.g., Wis. Stat. §§ 6.855, 6.86, 6.87, 6.875, 6.88.
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196.

Tellingly, the following section from the CISA guidance document was

entirely omitted from the Commission’s guidance to Wisconsin election officials:
Election Night and Closing Boxes
You need to give special consideration to returning temporary ballot drop
boxes and locking permanent drop boxes on election night. Organizing
teams from other county or city departments is one way to accomplish
this. Essentially you need bipartisan teams to be at every ballot drop-off
location precisely when polls close. Their responsibilities include:
Identifying the voter or car in line at the time polls close and ensuring they
have the opportunity to deposit their ballots.
Retrieving the temporary indoor boxes and returning them to the counting
facility.
Locking the drop slot on the 24-hour boxes and transferring ballots to a
ballot transfer bag or box and returning them to the counting facility.
Completing “chain of custody” forms. 45
197.

No uniform standards were issued by the Commission regarding election

night procedures, removing absentee ballots from the boxes, transport of the ballots to
wards or counting centers, procedures for maintaining the security and chain of custody
of the absentee ballots and for ensuring public accountability and observation throughout
the process. These are all important aspects of the integrity of an election for which the
Wisconsin Legislature has shown a strong concern in the Election Code. See, e.g., Wis.
Stat. 6.88.
198.

Rather, in the rush to push the use of drop boxes, not only did the

Commission not adopt standards for their use, the Commission deleted even the

CISA Ballot Drop Box Paper, available at:
https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/electionofficials/vbm/Ballot_Drop_Box.pdf. Submitted as
Plaintiff’s Exhibit 15.
45
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barebones notice about the need for standards in the meagre guidelines it issued. Thus,
local officials were not even advised to consider adopting standards to guide the use of
the ballot drop boxes.
199.

Without such standards and procedures there can be no assurance that the

drop boxes and their contents were handled consistently throughout the State, regarding
who had access to the ballots from the time they left the voters hands until they were
ultimately delivered to election officials or even that ballots throughout the State were
properly collected from the hundreds of unauthorized sites around the State. Therefore,
even if the use of unmanned drop boxes were permissible under State law, it is clear that
there was an abject lack of uniform standards regarding the handling, security and
openness of the process to the public in connection with the new use of un-manned,
absentee ballot drop boxes, rendering them constitutionally suspect under the Equal
Protection and Due Process Clauses of the U.S. Constitution. See Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S.
at 109 (observing that the election recount process at issue there was “inconsistent with
the minimum procedures necessary to protect the fundamental right of each voter”)
(“there must be at least some assurance that the rudimentary requirements of equal
treatment and fundamental fairness are satisfied”); Anderson v. Celebrezze, 460 U. S.
780, 788, (1983) (States should adopt “generally applicable and evenhanded restrictions
that protect the integrity and reliability of the electoral process itself.”); Storer v. Brown,
415 U. S. 724, 730 (1974) (“[A]s a practical matter, there must be a substantial regulation
of elections if they are to be fair and honest and if some sort of order, rather than chaos, is
to accompany the democratic processes.”).
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200.

Regarding un-manned absentee ballot boxes in Wisconsin in the 2020

President election, and as to the ballots that were housed therein, there can be no
assurance that the ballots were secured, maintained, and transported in an equal and fair
way because there were simply no standards in place in relation to these boxes.
201.

Rather, it is apparent that, although the use of these drop boxes was

sanctioned by the Wisconsin Elections Commission, which operated an interactive list of
such locations, using absentee ballot drop boxes in these locations was not subject to
uniform rules or any acceptable standards, and there were no uniform chain of custody
procedures or standards connected to their use. A review of an interactive list of absentee
ballot drop boxes provided on the internet by the Wisconsin Elections Commission (the
“WEC Drop Box List”) 46 bears out the lack of any uniform standards related to the
unmanned, absentee ballot drop boxes used in the 2020 Presidential election in
Wisconsin:
-

For the drop box located in Hayward, Wisconsin, the information provided to
the public on the WEC Drop Box List is: “Drop Box - Use Water & Sewer
payment drop box located in the back of City Hall by the bulletin board.” 47

-

On the WEC List for the City of Menasha, Wisconsin there is a “Library Drop
Box” with the instruction: “Designated book drop slot,” 48 apparently

The WEC Drop Box List was accessible to the public and linked through internet articles. See,
e.g., “Search for a ballot drop box in your community using this tool,” Wisconsin Watch, October
27, 2020, (Links to the WEC Drop Box List and allows public to search list of all drop boxes in
state.), available at: https://www.wisconsinwatch.org/2020/10/wisconsin-absentee-ballot-dropbox-search/. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 17; Screenshots of all of the drop box locations on
the WEC Drop Box List are submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 18.
47
See Plaintiff’s Exhibit 19.
48
See Plaintiff’s Exhibit 20.
46
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indicating that absentee ballots may have been intermingled with library
books and evidently that access to the ballots was available to library staff. 49
-

In the town of Vermont in Dane County the drop box instruction was: “Please
drop ballots through the mail slot in the door.” 50

-

For the Village of Deforest in Dane County the drop box instruction was:
“Please use the night depository found in the vestibule of Village Hall to drop
off your absentee ballot 24/7.” 51

-

In the Village of Boyd the public was instructed: “Ballots can be placed in
mail slot in front door of Village Hall.” 52

202.

Thus, the Wisconsin Elections Commission and hundreds of election

jurisdictions around the State acting under the imprimatur of the Commission, contrary to
the express directions of the Wisconsin Legislature in the Wisconsin Election Code,
employed a mish-mash of last minute unauthorized absentee ballot drop off locations
which lacked uniform standards regarding security and chain of custody of the ballots
and opened up the absentee ballot voting process to the very concerns for ballot
harvesting identified by the Legislature in Wis. Stat. 6.84(1).
203.

While everyone understands that public officials working in cities and

towns across Wisconsin are dedicated and selfless, it should not be a moment of pride
that the Wisconsin Elections Commission offered so little guidance that absentee ballots
could be intermingled with library books and utility bills without any requirement for

There were numerous drop boxes located at libraries and other locations where it appears the
same slots or boxes were used to deposit books, utility bill payments and perhaps other papers
somewhat less critical than ballots in a presidential election.
50
See Plaintiff’s Exhibit 21.
51
See Plaintiff’s Exhibit 22.
52
See Plaintiff’s Exhibit 23.
49
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chain of custody rules or fixed standards regarding who could access ballots. Nor did the
Commission apparently require records to be kept of any of this.
204.

Milwaukee alone used 15 unauthorized, illegal, un-manned absentee ballot

drop boxes in connection with the 2020 Presidential Election. 53
205.

The illegal drop boxes were a last minute, unexpected addition to the

election landscape in Wisconsin. For instance, Madison, Wisconsin added 14 un-manned,
absentee ballot drop boxes on October 16, 2020, just two and a half weeks before the
Presidential Election. 54 One of these drop boxes was placed in a large public park in
Madison not adjacent to any building, making it an obvious potential location for
dropping off multiple ballots in a ballot harvesting operation. 55
206.

Pictures of these un-manned drop boxes are accessible in the articles

referenced in the footnotes below and clearly demonstrate they do not meet the
requirements for an alternate absentee ballot site described in the Wisconsin Election
Code. 56
207.

Yet another failure of the un-manned absentee ballot drop box program

was that it ended up extending the election in some locations beyond the 8 p.m. deadline
set in the Wisconsin Election Code for the close of the polls and the end of balloting. See
See, e.g., “Milwaukee gears up for historic election in which up to 70% of voters may not cast a
ballot at polls on Nov. 3,” Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, September 15, 2020, available at:
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/local/milwaukee/2020/09/15/milwaukee-offers-15absentee-ballot-drop-boxes-november-election/5650834002/, Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 24;
“Milwaukee absentee ballot drop boxes to be replaced this week with permanent versions,”
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, October 27, 2020, available at:
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/10/27/milwaukee-absentee-ballotdrop-boxes-replaced-week/6046375002/, Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 25.
54
“City of Madison Unveils Secure Absentee Ballot Drop Boxes,” cityofmadison.com, October
16, 2020, available at: https://www.cityofmadison.com/news/city-of-madison-unveils-secureabsentee-ballot-drop-boxes. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 26.
55
Id; The description for the Elver Park location on the WEC Drop Box List says, “Box is located
in island of the circle drive near the park shelter.” See Exhibit 27.
56
See photographs in connection with articles identified in footnotes above.
53
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Wis. Stat. §§ 6.78 (“The polls at every election shall be open from 7 a.m. until 8 p.m.”).
6.87(6) (regarding absentee ballots, “[t]he ballot shall be returned so it is delivered to the
polling place no later than 8 p.m. on election day.”); 7.52 (regarding counties that canvass
absentee ballots at a location other than the polling place, the municipality is only to
“canvass all absentee ballots received by the municipal clerk by 8 p.m. on election day”).
208.

Officials in a number of municipalities around Wisconsin announced that

ballots could be deposited in un-manned drop boxes until 8 p.m. on Election Day. 57 This
was incorrect, however, as a matter of law. As the un-manned drop boxes are not a
polling place, a clerk’s office, or an alternate absentee ballot site, ballots contained in
drop boxes at 8 p.m. on Election Day could no longer be lawfully counted.
209.

Observance of the deadline for the close of the polls and the end of the

balloting is clear in the Wisconsin Election Code, representing the firm and considered
judgment of the Wisconsin Legislature that there must be an absolute cut-off for the time
and place at which ballots must be received by 8 p.m. In locations in which absentee
ballots are counted at the polls there is no grace period for ballots that have been mailed
but not yet delivered to the polls as Wis. Stat. § 6.87(6) makes clear. Likewise, where
absentee ballots are counted centrally only such ballots as have been “received by the
municipal clerk by 8 p.m. on election day” 58 may be counted.
210.

Of course, as the Election Code does not contemplate un-manned absentee

ballot drop boxes, there is no grace period in the Code for ballots placed in a drop box
that were not delivered to the polls, to the municipal clerk’s office or to an alternate

See, Screenshots of drop box locations on the WEC Drop Box List submitted as Plaintiff’s
Exhibit 18.
57
58

Wis. Stat. § 7.52(1)(a).
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absentee ballot site. See Wis. Stat. §§ 6.855, 7.15(2m). Alternate absentee ballot sites
must be “staffed” therefore un-manned drop boxes do not qualify. Id.
211.

The importance of the timing and delivery provisions related to absentee

balloting in the Wisconsin Election Code are clear, and under the Electors Clause they
cannot be set aside by any state actor save the Wisconsin Legislature. See Carson, 978
F.3d at 1060-61 (finding that the Minnesota Secretary of State’s “plan to count mail-in
ballots received after the deadline established by the Minnesota Legislature will inflict
irreparable harm on the [Presidential] Electors”).
212.

As the Eighth Circuit held in Carson, an election official’s plan to count

ballots received after the statutory deadline in a Presidential election violates the Electors
Clause.
213.

Likewise, decisions of election officials to count ballots from ballot boxes

that were not emptied until 8 p.m. is just one more way that the poorly planned and
executed drop box program created substantial and unfortunate conflicts with the
Election Code to the detriment of both candidates and voters.
214.

The unlawful unmanned ballot drop boxes used in Madison, Milwaukee,

Racine, Kenosha and Green Bay in the 2020 Presidential Election, were an integral part
of the five Mayors’ plan to “encourage higher percentages of [the Mayors’] electors to
vote absentee.” 59
215.

Because of the unlawful drop boxes and the promotion of absentee voting

in which Milwaukee planned to engage, that City “anticipate[d] that 80% of residents will
vote absentee by mail.” 60
59
60

5 Mayors’ Voting Plan, p. 7.
Id. at 8.
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216.

Recognizing “very small numbers of voters had traditionally chosen to

cast ballots by mail,” the five Mayors sought through their coordinated plan to “promote
absentee voting,” 61 including through unlawful, unmanned drop boxes, “in the midst of a
global pandemic when many voters are . . . apprehensive about in-person voting.” 62
217.

Yet, the five Mayors’ Voting Plan included no data or analysis supporting

the claim that in-person voting with social distancing and mask wearing was any less safe
than voting via curbside voting or illegal drop boxes.
218.

The Mayors received the entire $6,324,567 request for funding they

sought from CTCL 63 and the impact of the funding and their plan to expand absentee
voting in their cities is undeniable.
219.

Madison recorded 90% turnout in the November 3, 2020 election; 64 Green

Bay’s turnout was 90%; 65 Milwaukee’s turnout was 83% 66 and Kenosha’s turnout was

Id. at 7.
Id.
63
See “The 5 Mayors’ Voting Plan”) available at: https://www.techandciviclife.org/wpcontent/uploads/2020/07/Approved-Wisconsin-Safe-Voting-Plan-2020.pdf. Submitted as
Plaintiff’s Exhibit 12; CTCL Press Release: CTCL Partners with 5 Wisconsin Cities to Implement
Safe Voting Plan, July 7, 2020, available at: https://www.techandciviclife.org/wisconsin-safevoting-plan/. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 28.
64
Comparing 178,346 registered voters, see 5 Mayors’ Voting Plan, p. 2, to 161,836 votes. Vote
totals for the 2020 Election in Madison are available in:
https://badgerherald.com/news/2020/11/04/voter-turnout-in-madison-dane-county-surpassesrecord-2016-numbers/ Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 29.
65
Comparing 52,064 registered voters, see 5 Mayors’ Voting Plan, p. 2, to 47,375 votes. Vote
totals for the 2020 Election in Green Bay are available in:
https://www.greenbaypressgazette.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/11/03/green-bayelection-2020-voters-go-polls-wisconsin/6117086002/. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 30.
66
Comparing 294,459 registered voters, see 5 Mayors’ Voting Plan, p. 2, to 246,934 votes. Vote
totals for the 2020 Election in Milwaukee are available in:
https://county.milwaukee.gov/EN/County-Clerk/Off-Nav/Election-Results/Election-Results-Fall2020. (Not reproduced due to volume of data.) (Accessed Dec. 1, 2020).
61
62
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86%, 67 all compared to the number of registered voters they listed in their June 15, 2020,
application for grant funding.
220.

These are extraordinary turn out ratios.

221.

However, the extraordinary voter turnout in these cities was achieved via

an unlawful absentee-ballot expansion plan that flouted state law limits on absentee
voting, reduced barriers to fraud, and introduced manifold opportunities for abuse by
rushing in an untested, unauthorized, standardless new absentee balloting process in
Wisconsin.
222.

Rather than seek to raise the protections surrounding mail-in ballots to

address the increased risk of fraud associated with this type of voting, there was a
directed effort by the five largest cities in Wisconsin to reduce the guardrails against
mail-in ballot fraud and make the voting system less, rather than more, secure.
223.

CTCL funding like that received by the Mayors of Wisconsin’s five

largest cities to promote a massive absentee ballot expansion program and opened the
doors to ballot harvesting and voter coercion, among other practices about which the
Wisconsin Legislature has expressly stated its concerns, was also received by other
jurisdictions across America.
224.

Publically available records indicate that at least 250 million dollars was

made available for jurisdictions administering elections and channeled through CTCL, 68

Comparing 47,433 registered voters, see 5 Mayors’ Voting Plan, p. 2, to 41,251 votes. Vote
totals for the 2020 Election in Kenosha are available in:
https://www.kenosha.org/departments/city-clerk-treasurer/elections. (Not reproduced due to
volume of data.) (Accessed Dec. 1, 2020).
68
“CTCL Receives $250M Contribution to Support Critical Work of Election Officials,” Sept. 1,
2020, available at: https://www.techandciviclife.org/open-call/. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit
31.
67
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which by CTCL’s own admission originated from a very limited donor base of one or
two wealthy individuals. 69
225.

It appears that in connection with the 2020 election season CTCL has

distributed throughout the United States an amount roughly comparable to that
appropriated by the U.S. Congress for election administration in the CARES Act in
March, 2020, for the entire United States. 70 The extraordinary amounts of CTCL’s grants
to election administrators raise questions regarding the transparency and reporting
standards applicable to entities which work directly with powerful politicians and
election administrators and are, through their funding, able to influence the elections
process.
226.

In Wisconsin, the more than $6.3 million received from CTCL by the

State’s five largest cities for their Mayors’ Voting Program nearly equaled the total of
$7.2 million in total federal CARES Act funding available to the Wisconsin Elections
Commission and dwarfed the $4.1 million in CARES Act funds available to the entire
state to help local election officials “prepare for Fall 2020 elections amid the COVID-19
pandemic.” 71
227.

However, the CTCL funding does not only evidence a potential municipal

vs. rural bias 72 and it is not only concerning because it paid for programs which, at least
in part undermined, rather than upheld state election law.

Id.
See CTCL website, noting $400 million contribution to election administration through the
CARES Act. Available at: https://www.techandciviclife.org/open-call/.
71
“WEC Prepares for Fall Elections by Approving Block Grants to Municipalities and Mailing to
Voters - COVID-19,” Wisconsin Elections Commission, May 29, 2020, available at:
https://elections.wi.gov/node/6917. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 32.
72
The CTCL website lists grants to other entities in Wisconsin but the amount of these grants
does not appear to be available. See
69
70
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228.

There is also an evident partisan political correlation. The funding in the

so called “Safe Voting Plan” announced by CTCL on July 7, 2020, went to five
municipalities in which Democrat Presidential Candidate Hillary Clinton won more votes
than Republican Presidential Candidate Donald Trump in the 2016 Presidential Election.
229.

The partisan correlation of funding under the “Safe Voting Plan” in

Wisconsin in 2020 is summarized in the following table 73:
Jurisdiction/City Grant
Amount
Madison
$ 1,271788

Trump 2016
Votes
23,053

Clinton 2016
Votes
120,078

Clinton
Percentage
83.89%

Milwaukee

$ 2,154,500

45,167

188,653

80.68%

Racine

$ 942,100

8,934

19,029

68.05%

Kenosha

$ 862,779

15,829

22,949

58.98%

Green Bay

$ 1,093,400

19, 821

21,291

51.78%

Totals

$ 6,324,567

112,804

372,000

76.73%

230.

While correlation does not always equal causation, the facial correlation

between partisan political interests and the illegal program of absentee ballot expansion
should provoke questions from any fair-minded observer.
231.

The fact that CTCL is not a grassroots organization and that hundreds of

millions of dollars of its funding comes from one or two individuals adds further concern.
232.

When multiple violations of state law regarding the administration of a

single Presidential election can be tied to a single out-of-state organization that invested
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1E7P3owIO6UlpMY1GaeE8nJVw2x6EeiI9d37hEEr5ZA/edit#gid=1993755695. (Not reproduced due to volume of data.) (Accessed Nov.
29, 2020).
73
The elections data is accessible at: https://elections.wi.gov/elections-voting/results/2016/fallgeneral.
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enormous sums in the administration of that very election: this correlation adds further
strength to the conclusion that those election law violations undermined the direction of
the Wisconsin Legislature.
233.

In other words, the duty of the Wisconsin Elections Commission was to

pay closer attention to the directions of the Wisconsin Legislature than to facilitating the
projects funded by CTCL.
234.

However, the record described above demonstrates that when it comes to

the massive absentee balloting program expansion in Wisconsin and the proliferation of
un-manned absentee ballot drop boxes throughout the State, CTCL’s directions (as
reflected through the projects it funded) were followed more closely in the Presidential
election than the directions of the Wisconsin Legislature.
The Wisconsin Elections Commission Unlawfully Directed Election Officials
to Tamper with Absentee Ballot Witness Certifications
235.

Adding to these concerns, it is now understood that election workers in the

five Wisconsin cities, whose employment by the cities was almost certainly funded by the
generous, private, targeted July, 2020 CTCL grant, also engaged in the prohibited
practice of ballot tampering by manipulating absentee ballot envelope certifications in
compliance with yet another ultra vires guidance issued by the Wisconsin Elections
Commission which, as explained below, violated state law and abrogated the
Legislature’s authority regarding the conduct of the election.
236.

Election workers at the Central Count location in the City of Milwaukee

were observed marking on absentee ballot envelopes and altering absentee ballot
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certifications contained on the envelope. 74 For election workers to alter under oath
certifications on an absentee ballot envelope obviously makes little sense in terms of
process management, chain of custody, or election integrity and there exist no detailed
statewide standards that would authorize or guide such conduct by election workers.
237.

The Wisconsin Election Code requires that election inspectors examine

absentee ballot envelope certifications to find whether “the certification has been
properly executed.” 75 “When the inspectors find that a certification is insufficient . . .
inspectors shall not count the ballot.” Only then is an election official to write on the
ballot envelope – “inspectors shall endorse every ballot not counted on the back, ‘rejected
(giving the reason)’.” Wis. Stat. § 6.88(3)(b).
238.

Therefore, the Election Code treats absentee ballot envelope certifications

as evidence in a legal process. These certifications are sworn statements made expressly
“subject to the penalties of s. 12.60(1)(b), Wis. Stats., for false statements.” Wis. Stat. §
6.87.2. The absentee ballot is subject to being counted or not based upon whether the
inspectors find the certification sufficient.
239.

As a matter of forensics and evidence handling, election workers being

instructed to enter information on an absentee ballot certification makes no sense. This is

See Affidavit of Bartholomew R. Williams, (prevented from meaningful observation at
Milwaukee Absentee Ballot Central Count location; observed that ballot counters were refusing
to announce name of the elector and observed election staff looking up names of ballot witness
and inserting witness addresses without contacting witness or elector); Submitted as Plaintiff’s
Exhibit 33; Affidavit of Anne Marie Klobuchar (when she arrived at the Milwaukee Central
Count location they were not permitting Republicans to observe so she registered as an
Independent, she observed absentee ballots arriving at Central Count with already opened
envelopes, she observed approximately 75 absentee ballots where red marks appeared to indicate
dates or other information had been changed, she observed absentee ballots that appeared to be in
non-official envelopes but was too far away to be able to see what was being done with the
ballots), Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 34.
75
Wis. Stat. § 6.88(3)(b).
74
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akin to court staff altering an affidavit or other sworn instrument before it is seen by the
judge, and without the judge knowing who made the alterations and why, or when they
were made.
240.

Yet, on October 19, 2020, the Wisconsin Elections Commission issued a

“Spoiling Absentee Ballot Guidance” advising election officials that an absentee ballot
“witness does not need to appear to add a missing address.” 76 As Plaintiff’s affidavits
indicate, this erroneous guidance by the Commission was followed by election workers
who completed addresses for witnesses and counted ballots with incomplete witness
certifications contrary to state law, see Wis. Stat. § 6.84(2) (such ballots “may not be
included in the certified result of any election”), resulting in an unknown number of
unlawful votes being counted from absentee ballots submitted without photo
identification and without compliance with witnessing requirements required in state law.
241.

The clear language of the Election Code forbids these alterations.

Wisconsin Statutes § 6.87(6d) states, “[i]f a certificate is missing the address of a witness
the ballot may not be counted;” and Wis. Stat. § 6.87 (9) requires any defects in an
absentee voter’s certification to be cured only by the absent voter and by 8 p.m. on
election day.
242.

Again, why the Wisconsin Elections Commission decided to alter the

Election Code is not known, nor relevant. 77 What matters is they changed the law without
authority to do so.

Spoiling Absentee Ballot Guidance, Wisconsin Elections Commission, October 19, 2020,
available at: https://elections.wi.gov/node/7190. Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 35.
77
Just a few months earlier on August 18, 2020, the Commission instructed voters that a witness
to a voter’s absentee ballot “must sign and provide their full address (street number, street name,
city) in the Certification of Witness section” of the absentee ballot envelope and, consistent with
the law, cautioned voters that, “[i]f any of the required information above is missing, your
76
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243.

What can be said, however, is the Commission’s directive was unwise. By

instructing election workers to write on a ballot envelope certification before it was ruled
on by the inspectors the Commission increased the potential for tampering and confusion,
while undermining a key evidentiary link in the absentee balloting system.
244.

A barrier crossed by the directive was the sanctity and reliability of the

certification itself. Once a third party is authorized to write on the evidence, concerns
begin to arise regarding what else might get written in. If a witness address can be added,
why not a signature?
245.

The Commission’s guidance upset other important aspects of the security

net that the Legislature put in place.
246.

The Legislature has gone to significant length and detail in the Election

Code to ensure the absentee elector is at all times in control of the destiny of their ballot.
247.

However, the Commission undermined the Legislature’s voter-centric

approach in the Commission’s October 19, 2020 guidance by ordering that, “[t]he witness
can appear without the voter to add their signature or address.” 78
248.

The Commission’s directive also undermined the forensic value of the

absentee ballot witnessing process.
249.

For good reason notaries are not permitted to sign jurats days or weeks

after the fact. They must affirm a document was signed on the date they act as a witness.
The reason the certification form prescribed by the Legislature for an absentee ballot

ballot will not be counted.” Uniform Instructions for Wisconsin Absentee Voters, Wisconsin
Elections Commission, August 18, 2020, available at:
https://elections.wi.gov/sites/elections.wi.gov/files/202009/Uniform%20Absentee%20Instructions%20-%20Current%20-%20By-Mail%20Voters.pdf.
Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 36.
78
Spoiling Absentee Ballot Guidance, Plaintiff’s Exh. 35 (emphasis added).
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envelope does not reference a date is likely because the statutory process itself does not
permit witnesses to come back after the fact and alter or sign their certification.
250.

Indeed, if a witness can come back after the fact to sign a certification

there is nothing that could prevent a witness from withdrawing their certification, thereby
invalidating the absentee ballot.
251.

It is therefore easy to see how the Commission’s improvident guidance is

a recipe for chaos.
252.

Just as importantly, the Commission’s abrogation of plain statutory

language takes control away from the voter, allowing others outside the voter’s sphere of
influence (or even knowledge) to take actions that affect the validity of his or her vote.
253.

But the Commission’s directive went even further. It required that

“clerk[s] should attempt to resolve any missing witness address information prior to
Election Day if possible, and this can be done through reliable information (personal
knowledge, voter registration information, through a phone call with the voter or
witness).” Id.
254.

This was pure bureaucratic diktat, not supported by any of the statutory

citations perfunctorily included at the end of the directive.
255.

Through this mandate the Commission turned clerks into the

Commission’s functionaries, requiring clerks to hound voters and witnesses for missing
information on the ballot envelope and empowering clerks to insert this information into
the certification without even authorization from the voter, who, after all, is the person
who would know if the clerk’s supposition about what the clerk considers “personal
knowledge” or “reliable information” is accurate.
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256.

It is impossible to believe that when legislators voted to require

“certificate[s]” from an absentee elector and witness via a form similar to that set forth in
Wis. Stat. § 6.87(2) that any legislator could have conceived a process where the
“witness” (or more accurately someone an election official thinks was the witness) could
provide a missing signature days after the fact without even giving notice to the voter.
257.

No supposition is required. It is clear the Legislature did not intend such a

process because the Election Code provides simply and clearly, “If a certificate is missing
the address of a witness, the ballot may not be counted.” Wis. Stat. § 6.87(6d).
258.

A thorough review of the absentee balloting process in the Wisconsin

Election Code also exposes the utter incongruity of the Commission’s directive with the
statutory language itself.
The Voter-Centric Approach to Absentee Balloting in the Wisconsin Election Code
259.

The Wisconsin Election Code absentee balloting process is, in fact, very

different from the absentee balloting process implemented by the Wisconsin Elections
Commission through its guidance documents which during 2020 repeatedly amended
Wisconsin Election Law and changed the way elections are administered in Wisconsin.
260.

While the Wisconsin Elections Commission has recently bought into an

absentee ballot free for all, the Wisconsin Election Code charts a more measured course.
261.

Starting with recognition of the potential for fraud and abuse in the

absentee ballot process (i.e., the need for “voting by absentee ballot [to] be carefully
regulated to prevent the potential for fraud or abuse” 79) the Election Code describes a
closely regulated voter-centric system where both the voter and the public (i.e., other
voters) are protected by giving the voter alone— not absentee ballot witnesses, and
79

Wis. Stat. § 6.84(1).
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certainly not anonymous bureaucratic functionaries—control over whether the voter’s
absentee ballot is cast. The voter may ask for assistance during the absentee process, but
the Election Code empowers the voter alone and places responsibility upon the voter
alone to make all crucial choices regarding the voter’s absentee ballot and whether it will
be cast and counted.
262.

As a consequence, the absentee balloting process set forth in the

Wisconsin Election Code, in contrast to the new system the Commission has enacted
through fiat, provides for a more measured, structured, reliable, and ultimately safer and
more secure approach.
263.

The voter-centric absentee ballot process described in the Election Code

starts with the necessity of the voter alone requesting an absentee ballot. Wisconsin
Statutes § 6.86(1)(ar) states, “[e]xcept as authorized in s. 6.875(6), the municipal clerk
shall not issue an absentee ballot unless the clerk receives a written application therefor
from a qualified elector of the municipality.”
264.

The only arguable exception to a voter-centric approach of the absentee

ballot requesting process is in Wis. Stat. §6.875(6), relating to “[a]bsentee voting in
person inside residential care facilities and qualified retirement homes [which] shall be
conducted by municipalities only in the manner described in [Wis. Stat. §6.875],” 80
which permits a municipal clerk to set up a visit to the facility for the purpose of giving
the residents an opportunity to vote in person by absentee ballot. See Wis. Stat.
§6.875(6). This reasonable exception, however, is closely regulated through detailed
rules to protect the security of the process, including that “2 special voting deputies” must
conduct the visit with explicit advance public notice requirements and the deputies to be
80

Wis. Stat. § 6.875(2)(a) (emphasis added).
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appointed by the two largest political parties in the state, among other things. See Wis.
Stat. 6.875(4)(a), (4)(b), (5), (6)(a). Thus, this narrow exception really proves the rule.
The detailed manner in which the Election Code governs absentee voting in retirement
facilities serves to underscore the Legislature’s underlying intent to create a structured,
closely regulated, system of absentee voting.
265.

Unless the voter requesting an absentee ballot is exempt from the

requirement to provide proof of identification (pursuant to limited exceptions discussed
above), “the absent elector shall enclose a copy of his or her proof of identification” with
the application. Wis. Stat. § 6.87(1) (emphasis added). There is no provision authorizing
anyone other than the elector to transmit proof of identification to the clerk’s office.
266.

Likewise, the absentee ballot must be transmitted only to the absentee

voter and (unless they are a military or overseas voter) via only one of two possibilities:
(1) by “mail[ing] the absentee ballot to the elector’s residence” 81 or (2) by “deliver[ing] it
to the elector personally at the clerk’s office or at an alternate [absentee ballot] site,” 82
(which pursuant to the Election Code is required to be a staffed clerk’s office). Again, the
transaction involving an absentee ballot is only between the clerk and the absentee voter.
There is no option for the clerk to give another person any aspect of control over the
delivery of the ballot to the voter. An absentee ballot cannot be handed off by the clerk to
the voter’s spouse, friend or designee.
267.

Once the absentee voter has received the balloting materials and is ready

to vote the elector must mark his or her ballot in the presence of a witness. Wis. Stat. §
6.87(4)(b)(1). However, the witness is not permitted to learn how the elector voted. Id.
81
82

Wis. Stat. § 6.87(3)(a).
Id. (emphasis added).
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While a voter needing assistance can receive it, all aspects of the voting process are
supposed to take place at the direction of the voter.
268.

After marking the ballot the voter is to place it in the return envelope and

seal the envelope. Id. The return envelope has a certificate on it to be completed by both
the voter and the witness. Wis. Stat. § 6.87(2). The voter is to sign the certificate and
provide an identification number, if any. Id. The witness is to print their name and
address and sign the certification. Id.
269.

In the statutory description of the voting process every piece of paper that

is to be enclosed in the return envelope is connected to the phrase “the elector shall
enclose,” or words to that effect. Wis. Stat. § 6.87(4)(b)(1).
270.

The statute next provides that the return envelope “shall be mailed by the

elector or delivered in person to the municipal clerk issuing the ballot or ballots.” Id.
Again, the Code language specifies a voter-centric system in which the voter is the one
who accomplishes delivery of the sealed ballot envelope in one of only two ways:
delivery by the elector in person or by mail.
271.

“If a municipal clerk receives an absentee ballot with an improperly

completed certificate or with no certificate, the clerk may return the ballot to the elector,
inside the sealed envelope when an envelope is received, together with a new envelope if
necessary, whenever time permits the elector to correct the defect and return the ballot
within the period authorized under sub. (6),” i.e., by 8 p.m. on election day. Wis. Stat. §
6.87(9).
272.

“When an absentee ballot arrives at the office of the municipal clerk . . .

the clerk shall enclose it, unopened, in a carrier envelope which shall be securely sealed
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and endorsed with the name and official title of the clerk, and the words ‘This envelope
contains the ballot of an absent elector and must be opened in the same room where votes
are being cast at the polls during polling hours on election day or, in municipalities where
absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, stats., at a meeting of the municipal board of
absentee ballot canvassers under s. 7.52, stats.’” Wis. Stat. § 6.88(1) (emphasis added).
273.

The above provisions directly contradict the Wisconsin Elections

Commission’s October 19, 2020 directive to clerks and election workers to inject
themselves into the actual voting process by seeking to proactively amend the absentee
ballot envelope certifications. In contrast, the plain statutory language requires that the
clerk treat the envelope certification as forensic evidence and “may” either return a ballot
that lacks a completed certification or place the ballot envelope in a “carrier envelope
which shall be securely sealed and endorsed.” Wis. Stat. § 6.88(1).
274.

The clear intent of these Code provisions is that once sealed the carrier

envelope is to stay sealed not be repeatedly opened by clerk’s office employees in an
expensive and time consuming quest to participate in the voting process by seeking out
information and marking up the absentee ballot envelope certification.
275.

Ultimately, the carrier envelope is to be “enclose[d] . . . in a package and

deliver[ed] to the election inspectors of the proper ward or election district or, in
municipalities where absentee ballots are canvassed under s. 7.52, to the municipal board
of absentee ballot canvassers when it convenes under s. 7.52(1).” Wis. Stat. § 6.88(2).
276.

Once the carrier envelopes are delivered to a poll to be counted on

Election Day it is the responsibility of the inspector at that poll to in public “open the
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carrier envelope only, and announce the name of the absent elector.” Wis. Stat. §
6.88(3)(a).
277.

“When the inspectors find that the certification has been properly

executed” and all other aspects concerning the qualifications of the elector appear to be in
order then the absentee ballot envelope can be opened as part of the ballot counting
process. Id.
278.

The foregoing is the absentee balloting process as described in the

Wisconsin Election Code, and it is plainly not the process that was implemented by the
Wisconsin Elections Commission through its directives issued to municipal clerks in the
most recent election.
279.

As a matter of clear statutory direction, Wis. Stat. 6.84(2), demonstrates

what a serious matter the unlawful alterations of ballot envelopes that the Commission
directed municipal clerks to undertake were. This provision states that ballots tampered
with in contravention of 6.87(6d), which prohibit a witness’s address from being altered
or changed, “may not be included in the certified result of any election.” 6.84(2)
(emphasis added).
280.

By instructing clerks and other election officials on the unlawful alteration

of absentee ballot envelopes, the Wisconsin Elections Commission usurped the authority
of the Wisconsin Legislature and administratively amended the Election Code altering
the conduct of the election in violation of Article II of the U.S. Constitution.
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The Conduct of the Mayors in Wisconsin’s Five Largest Cities Contributed
to a Lack of Public Access to Absentee Ballot Processing and Counting
Contrary to Law, Undermining Public Confidence in the Election and
Depriving the Public of an Important Aspect of Accountability for Absentee
Ballots
281.

Public access and oversight are an essential safeguard of the absentee

balloting process guaranteed by the Wisconsin Election Code.
282.

The five Mayors knew that the intense efforts to generate mail-in ballots in

their cities would cause massive logistical issues that would make ballot counting more
difficult for citizens to observe and monitor. Thus, they should have worked to protect the
public’s right to meaningful access as provided for in the Wisconsin Election Code, but
did not.
283.

Wisconsin law provides that all aspects of elections in the State are to be

open to the public, including absentee ballot counting.
284.

Wis. Stat. 7.41(1) provides:

Any member of the public may be present at any polling place, in the
office of any municipal clerk whose office is located in a public building
on any day that absentee ballots may be cast in that office, or at an
alternate site under s. 6.855 on any day that absentee ballots may be cast at
that site for the purpose of observation of an election and the absentee
ballot voting process[.]
285.

Wis. Stat. 7.52(1)(a) provides:

Any member of the public has the same right of access to a meeting of the
municipal board of absentee ballot canvassers under this subsection that
the individual would have under s. 7.41 to observe the proceedings at a
polling place.
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286.

Yet, as designed, the Mayors’ absentee ballot expansion program that was

intended to generate absentee ballots from 80% or more of the registered voters in a
major city like Milwaukee could never reasonably accommodate public scrutiny.
287.

This fact is evident from the five Mayors’ Voting Plan itself which sought

funding in the City of Milwaukee for a Central Count location to count absentee ballots
where there would be “15 chiefs and 200 election workers.” 83
288.

It would literally require an army to keep tabs on the counting of hundreds

of thousands of absentee ballots by more than 200 election workers at the Milwaukee
Central Count location. But, it appears no CTCL funding was requested to enhance truly
effective public scrutiny and oversight of the absentee ballot canvassing and counting
processes.
289.

Moreover, as the affidavits attached to the Complaint indicate,

Republicans were limited to only 15 watchers at the Milwaukee Central Count location to
try to keep abreast of the activities of more than 200 election workers dealing with
mountains of absentee ballots. 84
290.

The small band of Republican watchers were further hampered by

unwritten rules, zealously enforced, that kept Republican watchers so far away from the

5 Mayors’ Voting Plan, p. 19.
See also “What poll watchers can and can’t do at Wisconsin voting sites,” Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel, October 20, 2020, (“Milwaukee election officials currently anticipate about 60 observers
will be allowed at central count on Election Day, including 15 from each of the two major
political parties.”), available at:
https://www.jsonline.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/10/20/what-poll-watchers-can-andcant-do-wisconsin-voting-sites-election-polling-places-election-observers/5941883002/.
Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 37.
83
84
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absentee ballot canvassing and counting that they could not meaningfully view the
process. 85 These restrictions violated Wis. Stats. §§7.41(1) and 7.52(1)(a).
291.

Similarly, observers in other cities which received CTCL funding were

prevented from observing absentee ballots being processed. 86
292.

Likewise, the un-manned absentee ballot box program ushered in by the

five Mayors and the Wisconsin Elections Commission provided for none of the public
oversight and accountability protections which are applicable to other forms of balloting
under the Wisconsin Elections Code (i.e., in-person voting, in-office absentee voting and
absentee voting by mail) such as the opportunity for public watchers, notice to the public
regarding how the program was administered and uniform chain of custody standards for
the ballots.
See Affidavit of Beth A. Brown, paras. 6-8 (Milwaukee poll watcher who was prevented from
observing voting and curb-side voting), Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 38; Affidavit of
Bartholomew R. Williams, (prevented from meaningful observation at Milwaukee Absentee
Ballot Central Count location; observed that ballot counters were refusing to announce name of
the elector and observed election staff looking up names of ballot witness and inserting witness
addresses without contacting witness or elector). Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 33.
86
See Affidavit of Mary Angelina Horn, (prevented from serving as a poll watcher in Racine,
observed questionable conduct such as voters “voting more than once” but no action was taken),
Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 39; Affidavit of Charles A. Armgardt, paras. 5-14, see especially
para. 10 (City of Racine watcher: “I was also denied access by election officials to the station
within the polling places where mailed or absentee ballots were checked in and counted. At
Festival Park Hall, for example, the absentee ballot station was placed in the back of the room,
approximately seventy feet from any designated observer area.”), Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit
40. ; Affidavit of Steve S. Goetz, para. 6 (poll watcher in Madison, Wisconsin who reported: “I
was required to stand in a very small designated area that was at least 10 feet [from] the
registration tables, where I could not meaningfully observe the process.”) Submitted as Plaintiff’s
Exhibit 41; Affidavit of Lana Sloane, para. 6 (was a poll watcher in a precinct in Madison,
Wisconsin where watching area was so small that she was told there was only room for one
person and that she could only alternate with a Democrat poll observer, accordingly she was
unable to watch during 90 minute periods when the Democrat poll watcher was the only
observer), Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 42;
see also Affidavit of Kyle Hudson, paras. 3-10 (poll watcher in Sun Prairie was asked to leave
and not observe the canvassing of ballots, when he demanded access he was told the only access
he would be given was via Zoom call, as the video feed for the canvass continually froze he was
unable to observe the canvassing), Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 43; Affidavit of Jeremy
Bowers (Sun Prairie poll watcher who confirms he was excluded from polling place and could
only watch via an insufficient Zoom call); Submitted as Plaintiff’s Exhibit 44.
85
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293.

Thus, the five Mayors’ Voting Plan foresaw and facilitated a massive

volume of mail-in ballots that flooded mammoth, centralized, municipal counting centers
where the activities of the workers paid for by CTCL funding could not be observed, and
many workers therefore counted ballots effectively unobserved.
294.

This scenario is literally the furthest thing one can imagine from the

“Legislative policy” set forth in Wis. Stat. § 6.84 that “voting by absentee ballot must be
carefully regulated to prevent the potential for fraud or abuse.”
295.

When viewed in light of the patent violations of Wisconsin election law

discussed herein, it is evident that the CTCL funding, the five Mayors’ Voting Plan
coupled with the unlawful directives of the Wisconsin Elections Commission facilitated a
disturbing number of illicit acts and practices by Wisconsin election officials which
increased the risk of fraud in the November 3, 2020 election and squarely conflicted with
the directions of the Wisconsin Legislature.
296.

For all of the foregoing reasons, the 2020 Presidential election in

Wisconsin was manifestly different from prior Wisconsin elections due to factors such as
the massive number of mail-in ballots voted, the manner in which those ballots were
processed, the lack of fidelity to the requirements of the Election Code, and the standardless application of processes related to the collecting, handling, canvassing, and counting
of absentee ballots and the lack of meaningful public observation of these processes.
297.

Separately and collectively, the Defendants’ actions dramatically lowered

the guardrails against fraud in the Wisconsin Election Code, creating an invitation for
mail-in ballot fraud contrary to the intent of the Wisconsin Legislature and undercutting
the consistency of election procedures in the State, making the November 3, 2020
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election impossible to administer fairly, and rendering the election irredeemably
inconsistent with the directions of the State Legislature regarding the conduct of the
election.
298.

As the U.S. Supreme Court and Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals both

recently warned, such acts which increased the propensity for fraud in a targeted way in a
battleground state in what was a close election, can do nothing other than undermine the
public’s faith in democracy.
299.

Fortunately, the Electors Clause was intended by the Framers as a bulwark

against the actions of local executive branch officials who would attempt to subvert the
will of the people, as reflected in their state legislature’s directions regarding the manner
in which electors for the Nation’s Chief Executive are to be chosen.
300.

Given the clear statement in the Wisconsin Election Code that the

absentee balloting provisions of the Code are “mandatory” 87 and that absentee ballots
cast “in contravention of the procedures specified in those provisions may not be
included in the certified result of any election,” 88 the Wisconsin Legislature’s directions
were neither followed during the absentee balloting process when absentee ballot drop
boxes were used contrary to Wisconsin law, nor were the Wisconsin Legislature’s clear
instructions followed when absentee ballots collected in these boxes were counted in the
canvassing and/or recount processes. Plainly, it would violate Wisconsin law to certify
any election result in which ballots from these illegal ballot drop boxes were counted.
301.

As Justice Gorsuch said little more than a month ago in a case involving

Wisconsin’s deadline for counting absentee ballots, “[t]he Constitution provides that state
87
88

Wis. Stat. § 6.84(2)
Id.
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legislatures—not federal judges, not state judges, not state governors, not other state
officials—bear primary responsibility for setting election rules.” Democratic Nat'l
Comm. v. Wisconsin State Legislature, No. 20A66, 2020 WL 6275871, at *2 (U.S. Oct.
26, 2020) (concurring in denial of application to vacate stay). While Justice Gorsuch and
Justice Kavanaugh, who joined the concurrence, were in that case addressing the
Elections Clause, their analysis holds equally under the Electors Clause.
302.

The clear meaning of the Electors Clause compels the determination that

the 2020 Presidential Election in Wisconsin was not conducted consistent with the
direction of the Wisconsin Legislature thereby violating the U.S. Constitution.
CONCLUSION
By ignoring the Wisconsin Legislature’s express directions regarding the
collection, handling, processing, canvassing, and counting of absentee ballots and related
activities and/or through improper certification of elections and related activities, all in
violation of the Wisconsin Election Code and through violations of the Electors and
Elections Clauses and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses to the United States
Constitution, the Defendants ran an unconstitutional and unlawful Presidential election in
Wisconsin.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Donald J. Trump prays for judgment:
1.

Declaring the Defendants violated the Electors Clause by failing to
abide by the directions of the Wisconsin Legislature in connection
with the conduct of the 2020 Presidential Election in Wisconsin;

2.

Declaring the Defendants violated the Equal Protection and Due
Process Clauses in connection with the conduct of the 2020
Presidential Election in Wisconsin;
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3.

Declaring that the constitutional violations of the Defendants likely
tainted more than 50,000 ballots, a number well in excess of the
current estimated difference between the vote totals for the
Republican and Democrat candidates for President;

4.

Remanding this case to the Wisconsin Legislature to consider the
Defendants’ violations of the Electors, Equal Protection and Due
Process Clauses and determine what remedy, if any, the Wisconsin
Legislature should impose within its authority pursuant to the
Electors Clause;

5.

Enjoining any actions inconsistent with the Court’s declaration and
judgment;

6.

Awarding the Plaintiff his costs and attorneys fees under 42 U.S.C.
§ 1983 and any other applicable authority; and

7.

Awarding all other just and proper relief.
Respectfully Submitted,
KROGER, GARDIS & REGAS, LLP
/s/ William Bock, III
William Bock III, Indiana Attorney No. 14777-49
James A. Knauer, Indiana Attorney No. 5436-49
Kevin D. Koons, Indiana Attorney No. 27915-49
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF DONALD J. TRUMP

KROGER, GARDIS & REGAS, LLP
111 Monument Circle, Suite 900
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone: (317) 692-9000
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE DIVISION
Donald J. Trump, Candidate for President
of the United States of America,
Plaintiff,
vs.
The Wisconsin Elections Commission, and its
members, Ann S. Jacobs, Mark L. Thomsen,
Marge Bostelman, Dean Knudson, Robert F.
Spindell, Jr., in their official capacities, Scott
McDonell in his official capacity as the Dane
County Clerk, George L. Christenson in his
official capacity as the Milwaukee County Clerk,
Julietta Henry in her official capacity as the
Milwaukee Election Director, Claire WoodallVogg in her official capacity as the Executive
Director of the Milwaukee Election Commission,
Mayor Tom Barrett, Jim Owczarski, Mayor Satya
Rhodes-Conway, Maribeth Witzel-Behl, Mayor
Cory Mason, Tara Coolidge, Mayor John
Antaramian, Matt Krauter, Mayor Eric Genrich,
Kris Teske, in their official Capacities; Douglas J.
La Follette, Wisconsin Secretary of State, in his
official capacity, and Tony Evers, Governor of
Wisconsin, in his Official capacity.
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
) Case No. 2:-20-cv-01785-BHL
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PLAINTIFF’S WITNESS LIST
Plaintiff Donald J. Trump, by counsel, identifies the witnesses he presently intends to call
at the hearing in this matter pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Court’s Minutes and Order of
December 4, 2020 (Doc. 45). Plaintiff presently expects to call the following witnesses at the
hearing in this matter:
1
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Witnesses
1.

Meagan Wolfe – Wisconsin Elections Commission Administrator
Contact information: Ms. Wolfe can be contacted through counsel for Defendant

Wisconsin Elections Commission.
Areas of anticipated testimony: Ms. Wolfe will be questioned about the policies,
procedures and activities of the Wisconsin Elections Commission and in relation to 2020
elections in Wisconsin or such other elections as may relate to or be compared to the 2020
election, including, but not limited to, funding, training, directives, interpretations and other
communications issued to election officials.
2.

Maribeth Witzel-Behl – Madison City Clerk
Contact information: Defendant Witzel-Behl can be contacted through her counsel.
Areas of anticipated testimony: Defendant Witzel-Behl will be questioned about

election planning, administration, funding and activities undertaken related to elections in the
City of Madison in 2020, and regarding the policies, procedures and activities of the Wisconsin
Elections Commission and in relation to 2020 elections in Wisconsin or such other elections as
may relate to or be compared to the 2020 election, including, but not limited to, guidances,
directives, interpretations and other communications issued to election officials.
3.

Claire Woodall-Vogg – Milwaukee Election Commission Executive Director

Contact information: Defendant Woodall-Vogg can be contacted through her counsel.
Areas of anticipated testimony: Defendant Woodall-Vogg will be questioned about
election planning, administration, funding and activities undertaken related to elections in
Milwaukee in 2020, and regarding the policies, procedures and activities of the Wisconsin
Elections Commission and in relation to 2020 elections in Wisconsin or such other elections as
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may relate to or be compared to the 2020 election, including, but not limited to, guidances,
directives, interpretations and other communications issued to election officials.
4.

Tom Barrett – Milwaukee Mayor
Contact information: Defendant Barrett can be contacted through his counsel.
Areas of anticipated testimony: Defendant Barrett will be questioned about election

planning, administration, funding and activities undertaken related to elections in the Milwaukee
in 2020, his communications with fellow mayors and other public officials regarding the 2020
election and regarding the policies, procedures and activities of the Wisconsin Elections
Commission and in relation to 2020 elections in Wisconsin or such other elections as may relate
to or be compared to the 2020 election, including, but not limited to, guidances, directives,
interpretations and other communications issued to election officials.
5.

Bartholomew (“Bart”) Williams
Contact information: 2420 Skyline Drive, West Bend, WI 53090
Areas of anticipated testimony: Mr. Williams served as an observer at the Milwaukee

Central Count on Election Day and is expected to testify concerning his personal experience and
observations that day, including limits that were placed on a meaningful opportunity to observe
certain activities and ballots being counted, certain actions of ballot counters, status and
condition of the absentee ballots and envelopes observed, and instructions that were provided to
inspectors and ballot counters for counting or challenging absentee ballots.
6.

Daniel Miller
Contact information: 931 E Auer Ave, Milwaukee, WI 53212-2213
Areas of anticipated testimony: Mr. Miller served as a ballot counter at the Milwaukee

Central Count on Election Day and is expected to testify concerning his personal experience and
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observations that day, including limits that were placed on a meaningful opportunity for
observers to observe certain activities and the absentee ballots being counted, certain actions of
ballot counters and election officials, the status and condition of absentee ballots and envelopes,
and instructions that were provided to inspectors and ballot counters for counting or challenging
absentee ballots.
7.

David Bolter
Contact information: 2761 South 43rd Street, Milwaukee, WI 53219
Areas of anticipated testimony: Mr. Bolter served as a ballot counter at the Milwaukee

Central Count on Election Day and is expected to testify concerning his personal experience and
observations that day, including limits that were placed on a meaningful opportunity for
observers to observe certain activities and the absentee ballots being counted, actions of ballot
counters and election officials, the status and condition of absentee ballots and envelopes, and
instructions that were provided to inspectors and ballot counters for counting or challenging
absentee ballots.

Respectfully Submitted,
KROGER, GARDIS & REGAS, LLP
/s/ William Bock, III
William Bock III, Indiana Attorney No. 14777-49
James A. Knauer, Indiana Attorney No. 5436-49
Kevin D. Koons, Indiana Attorney No. 27915-49
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF DONALD J. TRUMP
KROGER, GARDIS & REGAS, LLP
111 Monument Circle, Suite 900
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone: (317) 692-9000
4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
A copy of the foregoing document was served upon all parties’ counsel of record via this
Court’s CM/ECF service on this 6th day of December, 2020.
/s/ William Bock, III
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE DIVISION
DONALD J. TRUMP, Candidate for President
of the United States of America,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 2:20-cv-01785-BHL

vs.
THE WISCONSIN ELECTIONS
COMMISSION, et al.,
Defendants.

DECLARATION OF EARNESTINE MOSS
I, Earnestine Moss, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the matters stated in this Declaration and would

testify to them if called as a witness in Court.
2.

I am over eighteen years of age and am otherwise competent to testify in Court.

3.

I currently live in the City of Madison, which is in Dane County.

4.

I am a registered voter at my current address in Madison and have been since around

5.

I am 68 years old; my racial background is African-American.

6.

I am a member of the NAACP Dane County Branch 36AB, located in Madison.

7.

For the November 3, 2020 general election, I voted in person at Lakeview Lutheran

2006.

Church at 4001 Mandrake Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53704.
8.

I love to vote in-person on Election Day as it is a great way to engage with my

community about the importance of voting and elections. Normally I offer rides to the polls and
JD090
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see if my neighbors and friends voted already but I could not do that this year because of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
9.

I understand this lawsuit seeks to invalidate my vote and those of thousands of

Wisconsin absentee and in-person voters despite the fact that those votes were legally cast, and I
object to the notion that my voice would not be heard and I would not be represented.
10.

It is unfortunate that we live in a democracy that encourages voter engagement and

now that people are stepping up to the plate to make their voices heard, someone wants to question
their actions, without proof, and invalidate their votes, which are their voice.
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the
United States, that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
Dated this 3rd day of December, 2020.
/s/ Earnestine Moss
Earnestine Moss
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE DIVISION
DONALD J. TRUMP, Candidate for President
of the United States of America,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 2:20-cv-01785-BHL

vs.
THE WISCONSIN ELECTIONS
COMMISSION, et al.,
Defendants.

DECLARATION OF WENDELL J. HARRIS, SR.
I, Wendell J. Harris, Sr., hereby declare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the matters stated in this Declaration and would

testify to them if called as a witness in Court.
2.

I am over eighteen years of age and am otherwise competent to testify.

3.

I currently live in the City of Milwaukee, which is located in Milwaukee County.

4.

I am registered to vote at my current address in Milwaukee.

5.

For the November 3, 2020 general election, I voted by absentee ballot because I

was ill with COVID-19 and was concerned about infecting others. I mailed my ballot from my
residence on October 26, 2020.
6.

Normally I vote in-person at the Enderis Park Polling Place at 2900 N 72nd St,

Milwaukee, WI 53210. I was unable to do this for the November 3, 2020 general election because
of my COVID-19 diagnosis.

JD092
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7.

I prefer to vote in-person because it is a way neighbors get to see each other. We

are on a first-name basis with the poll workers. It is a community effort and we all talk to each
other about the importance of voting and elections.
8.

I understand this lawsuit seeks to invalidate my vote and those of thousands of

Wisconsin absentee and in-person voters despite the fact that those votes were legally cast.
9.

If my vote were not counted, I would be robbed of this essential democratic voice,

through no fault of my own. If my vote does not count, my voice is not heard, and I am not
represented. As a result, I would lose faith in our democracy, of which I am very proud.
10.

Additionally, I am a member of the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People (“NAACP”), a nonpartisan and non-profit organization.
11.

I currently serve as the President of the Wisconsin State Conference NAACP

(“Wisconsin NAACP”). I have held this position since November 2019.
12.

The Wisconsin NAACP is an affiliated unit of the NAACP which is comprised of

7 local units in Wisconsin.
13.

The Wisconsin NAACP has approximately 4,000 members in 7 units across

Wisconsin. Many of those members are eligible to vote in Wisconsin, and a significant portion of
them are registered to vote in Wisconsin. The vast majority of our members are in Milwaukee
County.
14.

The Wisconsin NAACP works in the areas of voter registration, voter education,

get-out-the-vote efforts, and grassroots mobilization around voting rights.
15.

For the 2020 general election, we continued these efforts including voter education,

voter registration, election protection, and grassroots mobilization to get out the vote. In addition,

2
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Wisconsin NAACP members served as poll monitors statewide, but most of the work was done in
Milwaukee County.
16.

The Wisconsin NAACP has an interest in preventing the disenfranchisement of

eligible voters who properly cast absentee voter ballots, including voters it may have assisted in
navigating the absent voter voting process.
17.

Discarding lawfully cast absent voter ballots by qualified electors in Milwaukee

would effectively disenfranchise a disproportionate number of Black voters who cast such ballots
and is substantially likely to harm individual Wisconsin NAACP members who cast absent voter
ballots.
18.

Discarding lawfully cast absent voter ballots would also undermine the Wisconsin

NAACP’s voter advocacy efforts by leading some voters to believe that voting is pointless because
their ballots will not be counted. This sense of futility will likely depress turnout in the future and
make it more difficult for the Wisconsin NAACP to carry out its mission of encouraging Black
individuals to register to vote, to vote, and to help protect others’ right to vote.
19.

Moreover, discarding lawfully cast absent voter ballots will force the Wisconsin

NAACP to dedicate additional resources to voter education efforts, at the expense of other
organizational priorities. These questions will result in the Wisconsin NAACP spending additional
volunteer time and resources responding that could have been dedicated to other efforts.
20.

Furthermore, the rejection of Wisconsin voters’ absent voter ballots will force the

Wisconsin NAACP, in an effort to promote the effective enfranchisement of Black individuals, to
dedicate a larger share of its limited sources to voter education efforts, to ensure that voters cast
mail-in ballots that cannot be challenged or rejected on the basis of minor errors. Because the

3
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Wisconsin NAACP’s resources are limited, those efforts will necessarily come at the expense of
other efforts, including voter registration and get out the vote drives.
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States and pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 1746, that the foregoing is true and correct.
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the
United States, that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
Dated this 3rd day of December, 2020.
/s/ Wendell J. Harris, Sr.
Wendell J. Harris, Sr.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE DIVISION
DONALD J. TRUMP, Candidate for President
of the United States of America,
Plaintiff,

Case No. 2:20-cv-01785-BHL

vs.
THE WISCONSIN ELECTIONS
COMMISSION, et al.,
Defendants.

DECLARATION OF DOROTHY HARRELL
I, Dorothy Harrell, hereby declare as follows:
1.

I have personal knowledge of the matters stated herein and would testify to the

same if called as a witness in Court.
2.

I am over eighteen years of age and am otherwise competent to testify in Court.

3.

I currently live in the City of Beloit, which is in Rock County.

4.

I am a registered voter at my current address in Beloit and have been registered here

for almost ten years.
5.

I am 71 years old; my racial background is African-American.

6.

I am the President of the Wisconsin NAACP Beloit Branch.

7.

For the November 3, 2020 general election, I voted in-person early voting at Beloit

City Hall at 100 State Street, Beloit, Wisconsin 53511. I voted early during the last week of
October, 2020.

JD096
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8.

I understand this lawsuit seeks to invalidate my vote and those of thousands of

Wisconsin absentee and in-person voters despite the fact those votes were legally cast.
9.

This lawsuit and any others like it need to be thrown out so that people of color can

regain their trust that they have legal rights in this society, which includes the right to vote. I also
think these suppression efforts are a waste of valuable resources in cities and states across this
country.
Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury, under the laws of the
United States, that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
Dated this 3rd day of December, 2020.
/s/ Dorothy Harrell
Dorothy Harrell
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
---------------------------------------------------------------Donald J. Trump, Candidate for
)
President of the United States of
)
America,
)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
vs.
)
Case No. 20-CV-1785
)
The Wisconsin Elections Commission,
)
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
and its members, Ann S. Jacobs, Mark
)
L. Thomsen, Marge Bostelman, Dean
December 10, 2020
)
Knudson, Robert F. Spindell, Jr., in
9:00 a.m.
)
their official capacities, Scott
)
McDonell in his official capacity as
)
the Dane County Clerk, George L.
)
Christenson in his official capacity
)
as the Milwaukee County Clerk,
)
Julietta Henry in her official
)
capacity as the Milwaukee Election
)
Direction, Claire Woodall-Vogg in her
)
official capacity as the Executive
)
Director of the Milwaukee Election
)
Commission, Mayor Tom Barrett, Jim
)
Owczarski, Mayor Satya Rhodes-Conway,
)
Maribeth Witzel-Behl, Mayor Cory
)
Mason, Tara Coolidge, Mayor John
)
Antaramian, Matt Krauter, Mayor Eric
)
Genrich, Kris Teske, in their
)
official Capacities; Douglas J.
)
LaFollette, Wisconsin Secretary of
)
State, in his official capacity, and
)
Tony Evers, Governor of Wisconsin, in
)
his official capacity,
)
)
Defendants.
)
---------------------------------------------------------------TRANSCRIPT OF EVIDENTIARY HEARING (VIA ZOOM)
BEFORE THE HONORABLE BRETT H. LUDWIG
UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE
REPORTED BY:

JOHN SCHINDHELM and SUSAN ARMBRUSTER,
United States Official Court Reporters

Proceedings recorded remotely by stenography via Zoom,
t r a n s c r i p t p r o d u c e d b y c o m p u t e r a i d e d t r a n s c r i p t i o n.
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Evidentiary Hearing
December 10, 2020

1

09:18

P R O C E E D I N G S

2

(Call to Order of the Court at 9:15 a.m.)

3

THE CLERK:

4

20-CV-1785, Trump vs. Wisconsin Elections Commission, et al.

5

appearances in the courtroom, all appearances by Zoom.

6
7

9
10

please.
MR. BOCK: Yes.

09:18

09:18

Also a couple

We are appearing on behalf of the President of the
United States as candidate for President of the United States.
THE CLERK:

Thank you.

And appearances for Wisconsin

Elections Commissions, Wisconsin Department of Justice?

15

MR. FINKELMEYER:

Good morning.

Assistant Attorneys

16

General Corey Finkelmeyer and Colin Roth on behalf of the

17

Wisconsin Elections Commission and its Secretary of State, Doug

18

LaFollette.

19

THE COURT:

Good morning.

20

THE CLERK:

And appearances for Milwaukee County

21

defendants?

22

09:18

This is Bill Bock, and in

of people assisting us in the room as well.

13
14

Thank you.

the room with me are Jim Knauer and Kevin Koons.

11
12

No

Let's start with the appearances for the plaintiff,

8

09:18

The court is now in session calling case

MR. JONES:

Good morning, Your Honor.

Andrew Jones of

23

Hanson Reynolds on behalf of the Milwaukee County Clerk George

24

Christenson and the Milwaukee County Elections Director Julietta

25

Henry.

Also appearing is Margaret Daun, the Milwaukee County
JD103
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09:18

09:18

1

Corporation Counsel.

2

THE COURT:

Good morning.

3

MR. JONES:

Good morning.

4

THE CLERK:

And appearances for Governor Tony Evers?

5

MS. BROOK:

This is Davida Brook of Stafford

6

Rosenbaum.

7

co-counsel Jeffrey Mandell.
THE COURT:

Good morning.

9

THE CLERK:

And appearances for City of Milwaukee

10

09:18

defendants?
MR. CARROLL:

Yes, Your Honor.

Assistant City

12

Attorneys Jim Carroll, Tyrone St. Junior, and Patrick McClain

13

appear on behalf of the City of Milwaukee defendants, Mayor Tom

14

Barrett, Claire Woodall-Vogg, and Jim Owczarski.

Thank you.

15

THE COURT:

Good morning.

16

THE CLERK:

And appearances for the Kenosha

17

defendants, the City of Racine defendants and Green Bay

18

defendants?

19
09:18

Good morning.

8

11

09:18

With me is my partner Steve Morrissey and our

20

MR. BACH:

Good morning.

Dan Bach and Dixon Gahnz on

behalf of Green Bay, Racine, and Kenosha defendants.

21

THE COURT:

Good morning.

22

THE CLERK:

And appearances for Madison and Dane

23

County defendants?

24

MR. MAY:

25

Yes.

Appearing for the Madison and Dane

County defendants are Michael May, and along with me is James
JD104
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1

09:19

09:19

09:19

09:19

09:20

Bartzen here in the room, of Boardman & Clark in Madison.

2

THE COURT:

Good morning.

3

THE CLERK:

And appearances for the intervenor DNC?

4

MR. CURTIS:

Good morning, Your Honor.

Charles Curtis

5

with Perkins Coie in Madison, Wisconsin, appearing on behalf of

6

the Democratic National Committee.

7

THE COURT:

Good morning.

8

THE CLERK:

And appearances for intervenor NAACP?

9

MR. GOODE:

Good morning, Your Honor.

Joseph Goode of

10

Laffey, Leitner & Goode in Milwaukee on behalf of the Wisconsin

11

NAACP defendants.

12

Jon, do you want to make your own appearance?

13

MR. GREENBAUM:

Jon Greenbaum for the Lawyer's

14

Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, also on behalf of the

15

Wisconsin State Conference NAACP, Wendell J. Harris, Sr.,

16

Dorothy Harrell, and Earnestine Moss.

17

THE COURT:

18

MR. GREENBAUM:

19

THE CLERK:

20

Good morning.
Good morning, Your Honor.

Any further appearances the Court should

be aware of?

21

(No response.)

22

THE CLERK:

No further appearances.

23

THE COURT:

All right.

So good morning, everyone.

24

We're here for the final pretrial hearing on the merits on

25

plaintiff's request for declaratory and injunctive relief.
JD105
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1

09:20

2

matters we should deal with.

3

motions to quash subpoenas of plaintiff's adverse witnesses.

4

There was a motion in limine to exclude the testimony from some

5

of plaintiff's friendly witnesses, and we had a discussion of

6

that yesterday at the final pretrial, the prehearing, and the

7

Court encouraged the folks to try to work out a consensual

8

resolution.

9
09:21

09:21

09:22

10

There was -- there have been

Where do things stand on that, Mr. Bock?
MR. BOCK:

Thank you, Your Honor.

We attempted to

11

work out a resolution.

12

a proposed stipulation, and we're still awaiting on information

13

from the defendants related to some statistics that we asked

14

them about that we'll otherwise need to ask witnesses about.

15

Yesterday we sent out several drafts of

We were prepared to stay all evening and work into the

16

morning to get that done.

17

2 a.m. our time, 1:00 central that we received word that the

18

governor's counsel and the defense counsel were done for the

19

evening and that we would receive a response to our latest draft

20

in the morning.

21

09:22

Before we proceed further, I guess a few preliminary

I would say it was approximately

Approximately 8:15 a.m., Central time is when we

22

received a draft.

23

received that draft, about a half hour before this call.

24

red line was a reverse red line so we could not see the changes

25

that had been accepted and what was being proposed.

Maybe 8:30 a.m. Central was when we finally
The
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1

And so we're -- all we have now is a fairly lengthy,

2

what, eight-, 10-page document clean that we would have to

3

reread.

4
09:22

09:23

09:23

09:24

5

our part, we can't report that we have a completed stipulation.

6

And I am also unable, because of what I've just reported, to

7

tell you, Your Honor, whether some additional time would resolve

8

those issues or not.

9

THE COURT:

10

Mr. Bock, let me ask you this.

11

the statistical information that you referenced, have the

12

parties otherwise agreed on stipulated facts related to other

13

matters?

14

aware.

15

Before I turn to defense counsel,
Have the parties -- other than

Is it just down to that issue?

As far as you are

And I'll let the defendants weigh in.
MR. BOCK:

Yeah.

Well, it's difficult for me to

16

evaluate because we don't have a red line that we can view.

17

Whoever manipulated or handled the red line and sent it to us,

18

it was a reverse red line so we can see what's been taken out

19

and not what's in the document.

20

a pretty lengthy document line by line and compare it to the

21

prior draft in order to see where we are with regard to trying

22

to reach an agreement.

23

09:24

So, unfortunately, not because of a lack of will on

THE COURT:

And we would have to go through

I think there are software programs that

24

can do that, but that's more of the realm of the business

25

lawyers as opposed to the litigators so I don't know too much
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1
2

09:24

talking to Mr. Mandell before, but is there somebody on the

4

defense side who wants to take the lead on this and report what

5

the areas of disagreement are?

6

spend too much time on this if we're just wasting time, but I

7

would like to know what the status is particularly from the

8

defense standpoint.

10

09:26

Mr. Mandell, are you going to take this?

I think Mr. Mandell is having some trouble with his
audio so I will handle it.

12

Davida Brook on behalf of the governor.

Good morning, Judge Ludwig.

This is

Before we get into discussion of the evidentiary

14

issues we'd just like to very briefly note that we wanted to

15

alert the Court's attention as a supplemental authority to

16

Judge Pepper's ruling last night in which she reiterated the

17

importance of deciding any justiciability issues prior to

18

getting into evidence.

19

the pretrial conference yesterday, so I won't belabor it, other

20

than to say defendants renew their motion that the motion to

21

dismiss be decided and heard prior to any discussion of the

22

evidence; however, we will, of course, proceed in whatever

23

manner the Court prefers.

24
09:26

MS. BROOK:

At some point, I don't want to

11

13

09:25

Counsel for the defendant, who -- I guess I was

3

9
09:25

about that either.

25

We spoke about this at some length on

And so I take it the Court would like me to address
the evidentiary issues.
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09:26

09:26

09:27

1

THE COURT:

Yes.

2

MS. BROOK:

Thank you, Judge.

3

I actually believe that the parties are incredibly

4

close at reaching a stipulation.

5

you I'd suggest you throw us in the jury room and hammer this

6

out.

7

most sense is and what would be best from a perspective of

8

judicial economy, is to have the parties briefly confer to

9

resolve any issues.

10

09:27

Since we're not there in person, I think what makes the

We did send both a clean version of the proposed

11

stipulated facts back to the plaintiffs as well as a red line

12

comparing any changes from the latest clean version they sent

13

us.

14

format, we're happy to work with them to get it to them in that

15

format, of course.

16

09:27

Were we there in person with

To the extent they would prefer the document in a different

But in answer to Your Honor's question on the

17

substantive issues, we're very close to reaching agreement on

18

almost everything.

19

are some essentially discovery requests that they made via the

20

stipulated facts to the various defendants that we've all been

21

working around the clock to try to get answers to them for.

22

To the extent we don't have answers for them this

As counsel for plaintiff mentioned, there

23

morning to put in writing, the witnesses aren't going to have

24

answers to testify to in response to questioning.

25

certainly don't think it makes sense to, you know, go through

So I
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1

that whole process just to get I-don't-knows.

2

our proposal, that we take 15 minutes to try to hammer this out

3

and obviate the need for any evidentiary presentation.

4
09:27

MR. BOCK:

09:28

representation regarding the document is not accurate because we

6

cannot view the red line that was sent.

7

THE COURT:

8

caught up on bickering on that.

Let's not get

Understood.

THE COURT: Go ahead, Mr. Bock.

11

MR. BOCK:

Your Honor, I think that our examinations

12

of these witnesses would be fairly expeditious and we're

13

prepared to proceed.

14

for the commencement of the hearing, we attempted to work out a

15

stipulation, and I respectfully disagree that they don't have

16

the statistical data that we asked for because they've been

17

quoted in the media regarding the statistics that we're asking

18

about.

You know, we don't -- it's past the time

So I'm just going to ask their witnesses about the

20

statements that they've given to the press about the extent of

21

use, for instance, of the drop boxes and the number of ballots

22

that have been counted coming out of those drop boxes.

23

think that would be more efficient.

24
09:29

MR. BOCK:

Whatever, I don't care.

10

19
09:28

Your Honor, so, first of all, the

5

9
09:28

But that would be

25

And I

And at this point we're prepared to proceed and don't
want to waste any more time on this effort to achieve a
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1

stipulation, which I don't think that we're going to get to

2

because frankly they're not providing us the information that

3

they have.

4
09:29

5

THE COURT:

09:30

09:30

No.

So here's what I'm going to do.

I agree with

7

Ms. Brook.

8

another.

9

that as far as I can understand the plaintiff's theory, and to

10

the extent I understand the defendant's defenses, the material

11

facts, the facts that are material to this dispute to the theory

12

that's being raised and to the defenses that are being raised,

13

the material facts are not disputed.

14
09:30

No.

Sorry, Ms. Brook.

6

09:29

Here's what I'm going to do.

I'm going to give you guys 15 minutes to talk to one

And let me -- I think I was pretty clear yesterday

I very much would like the parties to work together to

15

agree on the parameters of those undisputed facts.

16

know, Ms. Brook indicates there are statistics that -- to the

17

extent plaintiffs are looking for specific statistics the

18

defendants do not have, asking witnesses -- fact witnesses if

19

they know certain statistics off the top of their head is not

20

going to be productive and the Court would be inclined to grant

21

the motion to quash if that's what we're going to have -- if

22

that's all what we're going to have the witnesses come here to

23

do -- or if that's the main reason we're going to have the

24

witnesses come here, and by "come here" I mean by Zoom.

25

that's a burden on them and it's really not adding a whole lot.

And, you

Because
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09:31

09:31

09:32

1

That being said, let me encourage Ms. Brook and the

2

defendants, to the extent that they're asked -- to the extent

3

the plaintiff is asking for confirmation of approximations,

4

approximate ballots, you know, statistics like that where we're

5

not talking about specific numbers but approximations, and the

6

defendants can provide that information if they provided it to

7

the press, or if they have it, you know, let's reach agreement

8

on that because that ought to suffice for everyone's purposes

9

today and we can save ourselves a lot of time and hassle.

10

We're going to go off the

11

record until 9:50 to give the parties a chance to talk.

12

you come back, I expect you'll have an agreement.

13

have an agreement, I'm going to want a report on what exactly is

14

remaining to be agreed upon, and it will be based on that that I

15

decide whether we're going to -- whether I'm going to quash

16

these subpoenas and allow written testimony -- or oral testimony

17

by Zoom today.

18

it doesn't make sense to have testimony.

Because, again, if we're down to minimal things,

Mr. Bock, is that clear?

20

MR. BOCK:

21

THE COURT:

And, Ms. Brook, is that clear?

22

MS. BROOK:

Yes.

23

THE COURT:

All right.

25

When

If you don't

19

24
09:32

So it is 9:31 right now.

Yes, Your Honor.

Thank you, Your Honor.
So get to it.

We'll be off

the record until 9:50.
(Recess taken at 9:32 a.m., until 11:19 a.m.)
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1
2

11:19

11:19

afternoon where the plaintiff's lawyers are.

4

I understand from the communications back and forth

5

with staff that the parties have reached an agreement on

6

stipulated facts.

7

stipulation of proposed facts, facts and exhibits.

8

briefly skimmed it, obviously not had a whole lot of time to

9

digest it, but I guess, before we go much further, Mr. Bock, why

10

And I see that the parties have docketed a
I have

don't you report on where we are.
MR. BOCK:

Yes, Your Honor.

With very good

12

cooperation I think from everybody and a big thanks to Davida

13

Brook for the laboring oar on entering the edits to the

14

stipulation, we've reached agreement on the document that's been

15

entered into the Court's file.

16

THE COURT:

18

And this agreement will obviate the need

entirely for witness testimony today; is that correct?
MR. BOCK:

It will, Your Honor.

And one thing I

19

should note is that the parties agreed and through the

20

stipulation that there would be an Exhibit A and B, which would

21

be affidavits that will be signed by the witnesses that the

22

plaintiffs were going to call that were not characterized as

23

hostile witnesses.

24
11:21

Although I guess it's

It's a good thing we started at 9:00.

17

11:20

So, good morning.

3

11

11:20

THE COURT:

25

And we're in the process of working on getting those
documents signed.

The stipulation originally said that we would
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11:22

1

get those documents in before the end of the hearing, but we

2

realize that we didn't know the technology capabilities nor the

3

transportation capabilities of the individuals who will be

4

signing the affidavit so that was changed to the end of the

5

proceedings.

6

get those two affidavits signed by our witnesses and then the

7

stipulation at that point will be complete.

8

THE COURT:

9

affidavits would be submitted?

10

MR. BOCK:

12

unforeseen reason, we will certainly let you know immediately.

15

And if there is any change in that for any

THE COURT:

Thank you.

anything to add to that?
MS. BROOK:

Ms. Brook, is all that --

Anything to clarify?

No, Your Honor.

I will pass it over to my

16

colleague Mr. Mandell who I think may have one point of

17

clarification.

18
19

11:22

We are hopeful that that will happen today,

Your Honor.

14

11:22

And what is your estimation on when those

11

13

11:22

So that before the conclusion of the case we would

20

MR. MANDELL:

Yes, Your Honor.

This is Jeff Mandell

for the governor.
Assuming that the Court accepts the stipulation, and I

21

did hear you say you haven't had a chance to fully read it yet,

22

without prejudice to any of our arguments for dismissal under

23

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1) and 12(b)(6), pursuant

24

to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 52, Governor Evers -- and

25

restating Governor Evers' evidentiary objections as indicated in
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11:23

1

documents 114 and 127 on the record, we would request the Court

2

issue findings of fact and conclusions of law and enter a

3

judgment in favor of all defendants.

4

THE COURT:

5

So that then leaves us with the rest of today's

6

proceedings.

7

for working to achieve this agreement on the stipulated facts.

8

I do think that the -- you know, based on the arguments as I

9

understand them, the facts that are material aren't in dispute.
There are some details that perhaps are in dispute and my

11

understanding is those are being worked out in state court.

11:25

But it is I think best for everyone here today that we

13

have an agreed-upon factual record to resolve the issues that

14

are before us.

15

So thank you all for doing that.

Next, what I would propose, and I'll listen to

16

alternative suggestions, but what I'd propose is that the

17

parties now present what are essentially closing arguments on

18

the positions in the case.

19
11:24

Well, let me first say, thank you to all counsel

10

12

11:24

Thank you.

And by calling them closing arguments, I don't mean to

20

indicate that defendants' motions to dismiss are -- those

21

arguments are off the table because I expect those would be

22

argued now, too.

23

we've had this expedited proceeding, this expedited hearing,

24

we've gotten the factual record set, and now it's really the

25

time for legal arguments to say -- to help the Court understand

But I'll call them closing arguments because
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1

what the parties think the Court should do at this point.

2

11:25

What I'd propose is that the plaintiff start,

3

summarizing again sort of the facts and the arguments that the

4

plaintiff believes show he's entitled for -- entitled to the

5

declaratory relief -- and I guess injunctive relief although I

6

still think it's primarily declaratory relief -- that plaintiff

7

thinks he's entitled to.

8
9
11:25

I will -- my plan would be to let the lawyers argue.
I may have some questions in the midst of arguments, in the

10

midst of the argument, but I will endeavor to control myself and

11

ask questions at the end.

12

that.

13

11:26

11:26

Obviously I'll also give the defense counsel the

14

chance to do the exact same thing and argue all of their legal

15

positions, and many of which I appreciate are more

16

motion-to-dismiss type issues as opposed to arguments on the

17

facts.

18

counsel in any way.

19
11:26

But we'll see how successful I am at

But, so you'll be free -- I'm not constraining defense

I guess -- well, so does that make sense to both sides

20

as a sensible way to proceed?

21

MR. BOCK:

22

THE COURT:

23

MR. MANDELL:

24

THE COURT:

25

I would offer one piece of advice just generally to

Mr. Bock?

Yes, Your Honor.
And Mr. Mandell?
Yes, Your Honor.

So that's what we'll do.
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11:27

1

both sides.

2

record and you stick to the applicable law as much as you can.

3

That would be most helpful to me and to my law clerks as we're

4

struggling to get this case resolved as quickly as we can.

5

I say that not because that's anything sort of

6

sophisticated or that you've never thought of, but what I'd like

7

to do is to limit the political theater as much as we can.

8

not lost on me that this is a political case, obviously, and

9

that the relief that's been requested, if that relief were

10

granted this would be a most remarkable proceeding and the

11

most -- probably the most remarkable ruling in the history of

12

this court or the federal judiciary.

13

get that.

14

facts that are here and to resolve this in an efficient way so

15

that all of us can get this resolved and move on as promptly and

16

fairly as we can.

17
18
19
11:28

It's

That's not lost on me, I

But what I'm trying to do is apply the law to the

So with that said, I will turn -- turn things over to
Mr. Bock.
MR. BOCK:

Thank you, Your Honor.

Before I begin I

20

just wanted to just provide a heads up that if it is okay with

21

the Court, Mr. Koons and I have split the argument amongst us

22

and some of the issues amongst us, so you would then be hearing

23

from two lawyers for the plaintiff.

24
11:28

I'd ask that you stick to the facts that are in the

25

THE COURT:

Sure.

Do you have an estimate of how

much time -- how long your argument will take?
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2

11:28

MR. BOCK:
minutes.

3

THE COURT:

4

MR. BOCK:

5

THE COURT:

6
MR. BOCK:

Please proceed.

May it please the court.

Your Honor, on

9

thank you for your time today to hear argument and receive

10

evidence in a case of national importance.
From our standpoint, it was telling when the municipal

12

defendants told the Court in their brief that the Wisconsin

13

Election Code was directory, not mandatory.
The stipulated evidence submitted to you through

15

plaintiff's exhibits show that the Wisconsin Elections

16

Commission and municipal defendants have a common view of

17

Wisconsin election law, and that is that the Wisconsin Election

18

Code is merely advisory and not compulsory.

19

11:30

Okay.

behalf of the President of the United States, Donald J. Trump,

14

11:29

90 minutes, Your Honor.

8

11

11:29

I'm sorry, what was that?

PLAINTIFF ARGUMENT

7

11:29

I don't have a firm one, but I would say 90

This is why we have said that this case is about the

20

rule of law.

21

not approved by the Wisconsin Legislature.

22

new terms never mentioned in the text of the Wisconsin Election

23

Code; terms like "absentee ballot drop boxes," and "human drop

24

boxes."

25

boxes, the alterations of witness certificates on ballot

This case is about new methods of voting that were
We have in this case

All of the concerns raised in this case with drop
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1

envelopes, and undermining Wisconsin's photo ID law, all tie

2

back to one thing:

3

of absentee ballots in the 2020 election.

4

consistent with the express requirements of the Wisconsin

5

Election Code, which is the authoritative statement of mandatory

6

rules given by the Wisconsin Legislature regarding the conduct

7

of the election in Wisconsin.

8

11:31

we need to apparently queue up.

10

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:

MR. BOCK:

Oh, our screen sharing is disabled,

13

Your Honor.

14

that we were just going to play as I was giving closing, if

15

that's okay.

We have slides related to both statutory provisions

16

THE COURT:

17

MR. BOCK:

18

Sure.
As well as a few of the exhibits that have

been stipulated and are in evidence.

19

11:32

It says our screen share is

disabled.

12

11:31

And none of it was

And I will now -- we have some PowerPoint slides that

9

11

11:31

A coordinated effort to maximize the number

THE COURT:

Ms. Perkins, if you can enable the screen

21

THE CLERK:

It should be enabled now.

22

THE COURT:

It should be enabled now.

23

MR. BOCK:

20

share.

Okay.

So this is, of course, the

24

expression of the policy of the Wisconsin Legislature related to

25

absentee balloting:
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1

That voting by absentee ballot is a privilege

2

exercised wholly outside the traditional safeguards of the

3

polling place.

4
11:32

The legislature finds that the privilege of voting by

5

absentee ballot must be carefully regulated to prevent the

6

potential for fraud and abuse.

7

11:33

11:33

11:33

8

law, and we will explain why in a minute.

9

Exhibit 32, the Wisconsin Elections Commission authorized

Yet, as indicated in

10

$4.1 million to purchase drop boxes and other election materials

11

for use in the presidential election.

12

Wisconsin Elections Commission rewrite the Election Code by

13

adding drop box voting as a new method of voting in the state,

14

the Commission authorized federal funds to be used in violation

15

of the law throughout the state.

Thus, not only did the

16

It has been said over and over by the administrators

17

who ran the election in Wisconsin, that it was the most secure

18

and reliable election in the state's history.

19

this case demonstrates those statements to be dramatically

20

untrue.

21

11:34

Absentee ballot drop boxes are illegal under Wisconsin

The evidence in

Contrary to the requirements of the Wisconsin Election

22

Code, the Wisconsin administrators at the Election Commission

23

and in Milwaukee and Dane Counties pushed an absentee ballot

24

election, the least secure of the two methods of voting under

25

Wisconsin law, and then the administrators pushed changes that
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1

made their absentee ballot election even less secure.

2

this.

3

the law, substituting their wisdom for the laws passed by the

4

legislature and signed by the governor.

5

7

back of absentee ballot envelopes and marked them up as if they

8

were a grade school homework assignment.

9

undermined the purpose of the certification to serve as a

In so doing, they

10

reliable indicator that the envelope contained a vote from a

11

valid elector.
Election administrators injected thereby into the

13

voting process.

14

nonpartisan became immeshed in a campaign to make every vote

15

count, irregardless of legal standards and legislative

16

direction, rather than to follow the law and ensure that every

17

legal vote count.

Election officials sworn to be neutral and

The Commission and election administrators then took

19

the photo identification law adopted by the legislature and

20

meant to prevent fraud and they widened a narrow exception for

21

indefinitely confined voters to fit every voter in the state, an

22

absurd construction that by definition rendered the words of the

23

statute meaningless.

24
11:36

Election administrators took absentee ballot witness
certifications made under penalty of fraud or perjury on the

18

11:35

Unelected election administrators did this by rewriting

6

12

11:35

They did

25

Then in a move not justified by the code that simply
incentivized breaking the law, the Wisconsin Elections
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1

Commission issued guidance to clerks telling them that they

2

could not contest a voter's claim to be indefinitely confined.

3

In this way, what was written as a limited exception and

4

provided that indefinitely confined voters did not have to

5

provide photo identification when voting absentee, became

6

applicable to the entire state, effectively gutting Wisconsin's

7

photo ID law.

8
9
11:36

11:37

approximately 250,000 people in the last election, about 180,000

11

more than the prior presidential election.
In short, Wisconsin's most influential election

13

administrators at the Wisconsin Elections Commission and in

14

Wisconsin's two most populous counties dramatically lowered

15

guardrails that made this election in terms of the rules applied

16

less secure, less reliable, less fair, and more susceptible to

17

fraud than perhaps any election in Wisconsin's recent history.

18

And all of this happened without the sort of robust public

19

access, oversight and transparency that are fundamental in a

20

free society.

21

11:37

Your Honor, you'll see that this was taken advantage of by

10

12

11:37

And in the stipulation that you've received,

This case fits squarely within a line of recent cases

22

upholding the vitality of Article II of the United States

23

Constitution in preventing a state's electoral process from

24

being hijacked by rogue administrators, whether those

25

administrators be compelled by benign motivations or not.
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11:38

2

Simon, the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals struck down an

3

allegedly COVID-19 based alteration of the Minnesota Election

4

Code, changing the date for the receipt of absentee ballots

5

saying:

6

11:38

policy perspective in the context of a pandemic during a

8

presidential election, it is not the province of a state

9

executive official to re-write the state's Election Code, at

10

least as it pertains to selection of presidential electors."

11:39

Respect for the rule of law requires that

12

administrators honor the province and authority of the

13

legislature even in a pandemic, and especially when those laws

14

are made pursuant to a direct grant of delegated authority to

15

the state legislature under -- only to the state legislature

16

under Article II of the U.S. Constitution.

17

11:39

"However well-intentioned and appropriate from a

7

11

11:39

For instance, in late October this year, in Carson vs.

In Marbury vs. Madison Chief Justice Marshall wrote:

18

It is "emphatically the province and duty of the judicial

19

department to say what the law is --"

20

(Audio glitch.)

21

THE COURT:

22

MR. BOCK:

Mr. Bock, you've frozen.
-- for the rule of law to prevail, courts

23

must uphold checks and balances and separation of powers

24

principles, and Article II is founded squarely on such concerns

25

for proper boundaries.
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11:40

11:40

11:41

11:41

1

THE COURT:

2

MR. BOCK:

3

THE COURT:

Mr. Bock?
Yes.
Mr. Bock?

Just a second.

You froze up on

4

screen on the Zoom just for 30 seconds there while you were

5

quoting Marbury vs. Madison.

6

make sure we get the link working correctly and I don't want you

7

to -- I don't want to miss your argument.

I point that out because I want to

8

MR. BOCK:

9

Can you see me okay now?

Thank you, Your Honor.

10

THE COURT:

Yes.

11

MR. BOCK:

Okay.

With that introduction, I will turn

12

to discussion of the evidence before the Court and why it

13

demonstrates a usurpation of legislative authority.

14

And first I'd like to talk about drop boxes.

15

Plaintiff has submitted as Exhibit 12 the grant proposal sent on

16

June 15th, 2020 by the mayors of Wisconsin's five largest

17

cities, all defendants here, to the Center For Tech and Civic

18

Life, an out-of-state not-for-profit corporation funded

19

primarily through a $250,000 million donation by one or two

20

individuals.

21

$6.3 million to fund election preparations in their five cities,

22

including funding for what was called "absentee ballot drop

23

boxes."

24

appropriated and used by the cities.

25

The mayors' grant proposal requested over

This funding request was granted and the money was

The timing of the five mayors' plan is interesting.
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11:42

11:42

1

Remember June 15th.

2

months before the Wisconsin Elections Commission had ever issued

3

any guidance regarding absentee ballot drop boxes, a term found

4

nowhere in the Wisconsin Election Code.

5

issued a guidance document on unmanned absentee ballot drop

7

boxes, which is Exhibit 14.

8

Such, however, was the frenetic pace of drop box

9

addition in Wisconsin in the late summer and fall, that by

10

several weeks before the November 3 election, Wisconsin had more

11

than 500 drop boxes as reflected in Exhibit 18, which is a list

12

of drop boxes that the Wisconsin Elections Commission has

13

confirmed through their responses to plaintiff's requests for

14

admissions.

15

As pointed out in the complaint and confirmed in the

16

evidence submitted to the Court, there were ultimately no

17

standards which guided the use of drop boxes.

18

standards.

No mandatory

Exhibit 18, which is that list of Wisconsin drop box

20

sites, reflects that library book deposits were used so that

21

ballots mixed with books.

22

so that ballots mixed with bill payments.

23

11:43

It was not until August 19th that the Commission

6

19
11:43

Because it was submitted more than two

Utility bill payment slots were used

Here's a photo submitted as Exhibit 48 that depicts

24

one of these multiuse slots.

25

depositing a ballot in a drop box at Oshkosh City Hall.

This is a picture of a voter
As you
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1

can see, the sign says, "Drop Box for tax bills, water bills,

2

parking tickets, absentee ballots."

3

apply to who could access the absentee ballots put in this

4

multiuse slot at Oshkosh City Hall?

5

official matter, the Wisconsin Elections Commission doesn't know

6

either.

7

11:44

11:44

11:45

We don't know.

And as an

In the Commission's response to our discovery request

8

concerning drop boxes, which is Exhibit 72, there are no uniform

9

standards applicable statewide regarding who may access the

10

ballots placed in a drop box anywhere in the state.

11

there minimum security requirements.

Nor are

12

Certainly without such standards and given the wide

13

array of locations where multiuse drop boxes were used, it is

14

evident that not just election officials had access to these

15

ballots.

16

11:45

What are the standards that

Many more concerning examples of these multiuse slots,

17

which actually weren't even truly drop boxes at all in many

18

instances, can be found in Plaintiff's Exhibits 18 and 20

19

through 23.

20

The fact is, even election clerks were concerned about

21

the Commission's lack of standards for so-called absentee ballot

22

drop boxes.

23

yesterday from the Election Commission is Exhibit 67, a document

24

which lists questions given to the Commission by election

25

officials and the response of Commission officials.

One of the interesting documents we received just

Here is an
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excerpt from this Commission document which is Exhibit 67.

2

11:45

The question:

3

approved by the village president so he chose one.

4

payment drop box that will be used by residents to drop utility

5

payments after hours.

6

not any way I was going to win that fight.

7

really bad idea?"

8
9
11:46

Disallowed or just a

The answer given by the Wisconsin Elections
Commission:

"Some municipalities are combining the return of

11

Clerks need to be certain that ballots are retrieved in a timely

12

manner."
Confirming, obviously, no standards related to these
multiuse drop boxes.

15

Here is another excerpt from Exhibit 67.

16

Question:

17

Answer from the Wisconsin Elections Commission:

18
19

11:47

I do not like that idea, but there was

absentee ballots with existing drop boxes, which is fine.

14

11:47

It is also a

10

13

11:46

"The drop box I wanted to order was not

"Can municipalities share a drop box?"

"There's nothing that prohibits it."
Think about that for a minute.

That means ballot

20

envelopes containing ballots are going to be mixed from two

21

locations, and both clerk's offices are instructing voters in

22

their municipality to put ballots in a location where they will

23

be accessed by another municipality.

24

Finally, here is an answer, also from Exhibit 67, that

25

confirms no uniform standards were in place throughout the state
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1

and none are required or have been required by the Election

2

Commission to safeguard the chain of custody of the ballots.

3

11:47

4

was:

5

detail?

6

box several times a day.

7

time, or is this only for temporary boxes for return ballots and

8

in-person voting?

9
11:48

11:48

Is this for drop boxes outside as well?

We open the

Does this mean we have to log each

Where does the log go once completed?"

The answer from the Wisconsin Elections Commission:
"We don't have a template, but recommend recording when a drop

11

box is opened and emptied, date/time and by whom.

12

kept by the clerk with their election materials."

The log is

The Commission has no chain of custody template.

Not

14

only is there no chain of custody template, the evidence

15

presented to the Court through the President's stipulated

16

exhibits demonstrate that these more than 500 ballot drop boxes

17

specifically authorized by the Commission throughout the state

18

in violation of the Wisconsin Election Code potentially

19

introduced thousands of individuals with access to multiuse

20

ballots to the depositories in which the Commission was telling

21

people to vote their ballots.

22

11:49

"Chain of custody for ballot logs, can you give more

10

13

11:48

The question to the Election Commission from a clerk

The August 19 Wisconsin Elections Commission guidance

23

document on drop boxes is Exhibit 14.

24

indicates it was based on an informational document distributed

25

by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency, or

And this document
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1

CISA, an agency of the federal government.

2

Exhibit 15.

3

Exhibit 15.

4
11:49

5

this is on your screen:
"If you are considering the use of ballot drop boxes,

7

you should review your existing laws and requirements and

8

determine whether emergency changes may be necessary."

9

included in the guidance document posted on the Commission

11

website.

11:51

Additionally, the guidance on the Commission website

13

does not have at the bottom of it any citations to the Wisconsin

14

Election Code.

15

On page 5 of Exhibit 15, the CISA recommended:

16

"You need bipartisan teams to be at every ballot

17

drop-off location precisely when polls close."

18

quote on page 5.

19
11:51

Now, this piece of the CISA recommendation was not

10

12

11:50

And it's interesting if you compare Exhibit 14 to

On page 3 of Exhibit 15 the CISA recommended -- and

6

11:50

The CISA document is

And that was a

The recommendation for bipartisan teams to monitor the

20

withdrawal of ballots from drop boxes was not passed on to

21

Wisconsin clerks by the Commission in its guidance, despite the

22

fact that a bipartisan approach toward many election procedures

23

is required in the Wisconsin Election Code.

24

Finally, Exhibit 18 reflects the instructions given to

25

voters by a number of the clerks who posted drop box information
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11:51

11:52

11:52

11:53

1

on the Election Commission's list, Exhibit 18, that was posted

2

for use by the public.

3

state on Exhibit 18, in many instances, that ballots must be

4

returned to the drop box no later than 8 p.m. on election day.

5

And that is a quote from that document in referencing

6

several -- a number of drop boxes.

7

when the polls close, and, therefore, there is an indication

8

that an unknown number of absentee ballots in drop boxes were

9

not delivered to the polls by 8 p.m. on election day as required

Of course, that is the time

10

by Wisconsin Statute Section 6.87(6), a mandatory provision in

11

the code as to which the code says ballots cannot be counted if

12

they arrive at the counting location after 8 p.m.

13

failure due to the complete lack of standards that apply to drop

14

boxes, the new form of voting introduced by the five-city

15

defendants and the Wisconsin Elections Commission into this

16

election.

An obvious

17

These things are all bad, but there is more.

18

result of the Wisconsin Elections Commission opening the door to

19

absentee ballot drop boxes, in September Madison city clerk

20

Maribeth Witzel-Behl began employing what she referred to as,

21

"human drop boxes."

22

11:53

Those clerks and election officials

As a

The Wisconsin Election Code bars in-person absentee

23

voting outside of two weeks before election day.

24

requires that alternate absentee ballot sites, which is where

25

absentee ballots can be delivered to the clerk, be structures

The code also
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1

that are located as near as practicable to the clerk's office

2

and do not provide a partisan advantage.

3

11:54

11:54

11:55

4

the Election Code.

5

collect ballots on top of the newly-found claimed authority of

6

the Wisconsin Elections Commission to authorize drop boxes and,

7

therefore, we have human drop boxes.

8

use these human drop boxes in what she termed "Democracy in the

9

Park."

11:55

She added an unauthorized use of humans to

She came up with a plan to

10

Of course, human drop boxes is not a term found in the

11

Election Code, but it was used to circumvent the code provisions

12

limiting in-office absentee balloting to the two-week period

13

before the election day.

14

ballot drop boxes construction to collect and claim it was legal

15

to collect over 17,000 ballots more than a month before the

16

election.

17

of ballots.

18

11:55

The clerk was creative, however, if not compliant with

And the City of Madison used the human

And this is in the stipulation in terms of the number

Here is Exhibit 49, a tweet by the Madison clerk,

19

Madison city clerk, depicting the more than 200 sites at which

20

so-called human drop boxes were located during Democracy in the

21

Park events, demonstrating the danger of such unauthorized,

22

last-minute, unregulated changes to the Election Code, the

23

danger of politicization of these sorts of activities where

24

there are no standards in place and which make the playing field

25

less level and create potentially a partisan advantage.
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1

An example of this is Exhibit 65, which is a radio ad

2

for Democracy in the Park, which, as you can see on Exhibit 49,

3

is claimed to be created, planned, staffed, and paid for by the

4

City of Madison.

5

of, in Exhibit 65, was paid for by Joe Biden For President and

6

it has his campaign tag line.

7

11:56

11:57

See, that's the danger when you don't follow the law,

8

when the Election Commission and local election officials can

9

make it up as they go along and create new rules.
have a level playing field.

11

by bureaucrats, not by the legislature, they set the terms for

12

the election, and the election can be taken over by those

13

bureaucrats and in some instances used for partisan advantage.

14

That's exactly what happened with that Joe Biden ad in relation

15

to Democracy in the Park.

And those new rules that are made

The use of any drop box, manned or unmanned, is

17

directly prohibited by the Wisconsin Election Code.

18

Wisconsin Legislature specifically described in the Election

19

Code alternate absentee ballot sites and detail the procedure by

20

which the governing body of a municipality -- we can go ahead

21

and highlight it -- "which the governing body of a municipality

22

may designate a site or sites for the delivery of absentee

23

ballots."

24
11:58

You don't

10

16

11:57

But the ad, which we have submitted the audio

25

And you see it there.
in a particular location.

The

It's to be located, as I said,

It's obviously a structure.

It is
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1

11:58

not a human being.

2

Okay.

3

And this is a continuation of that provision.

that the site shall be staffed and accessible to individuals

5

with disabilities.
Any alternate ballot site by statute, quote, "shall be

7

staffed by the municipal clerk or the executive director of the

8

Board of Election Commissioners, or employees of the clerk or

9

the Board of Election Commissioners, according to Wisconsin

10

Statute 6.855(3).

11

are not -- were not staffed as required for alternate absentee

12

ballot sites.

13

11:59

12:00

Obviously the drop boxes of the nonhuman form

Likewise, Wisconsin Statute Sections 7.15(2m)

14

provides:

15

elected to establish an alternate absentee ballot site under

16

Section 6.855, the municipal clerk shall operate such site as

17

though it were his or her office for absentee ballot purposes

18

and it shall ensure that such site is adequately staffed making

19

it abundantly clear that this does not apply to drop boxes which

20

are unmanned."

21

12:00

It says

4

6

11:59

And then we'll move to the next PowerPoint.

"In a municipality in which the governing body has

In addition, the use of drop boxes for the collection

22

absentee ballots is directly contrary to Wisconsin law providing

23

that absentee ballots may only be -- and this is on the statute

24

on the screen -- "mailed by the elector or delivered in person

25

to the municipal clerk issuing the ballot or ballots."
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1

This is a mandatory directive by the legislature.

2

absentee ballots can only be mailed or delivered in person, not

3

dropped off in an unmanned drop box.

4
12:00

12:01

The fact that other methods of delivering absentee

5

ballots such as through unmanned drop boxes are not permitted,

6

is underscored by Wisconsin Statute Section 6.84(2), providing

7

that Section 6.87(6) shall be construed as mandatory.

8

The provision continues, as you can see.

9

"Ballots cast in contravention of the procedures

10

specified in those provisions may not be counted.

11

counted in contravention of the procedures specified in those

12

provisions may not be included in the certified results of any

13

election."

14
12:01

15

receiving ballots, in-person, in the office of the municipal

16

clerk or at an alternate site or through the mail, if a ballot

17

is not transmitted in one of those two ways it cannot be

18

counted.
So now we move to a discussion of the indefinitely

20

confined exception in the Wisconsin Election Code for absentee

21

voters.

22

12:02

Ballots

Making clear that if those mandatory two ways of

19
12:02

And

The Wisconsin Elections Commission and local election

23

officials also took it upon themselves to encourage voters to

24

unlawfully declare themselves indefinitely confined, which under

25

Wisconsin law allows the voter to avoid photo ID requirements.
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12:03

12:03

1

An initial request for an absentee ballot requires photo

2

identification, except for those who register as indefinitely

3

confined or hospitalized according to Wisconsin Statute

4

6.86(2)(a) as indicated on the screen.

5

because of age, physical illness or infirmity, or is disabled

7

for an indefinite period," all -- presently experience physical

8

conditions.

9

provision of the law.

10

12:04

And those are the only exceptions under this

Should indefinite confinement cease the voter must

11

notify the county clerk who must remove the voter from

12

indefinite confinement status.
Wisconsin election procedures for voting absentee

14

based on indefinite confinement enable the voter to avoid the

15

photo ID requirement and signature requirement.

16

the statutory provision on the screen there.

17

12:04

"An elector who is indefinitely confined

6

13

12:03

It says:

And that's in

The guidance provided by the WEC stated that rather

18

than basing indefinitely confined status -- oh, and this is the

19

guidance, which is our Exhibit 2.

20

Exhibit 2 indicates that:

"Rather than basing

21

indefinitely confined status on the absolute physical criteria,

22

a staged physical illness or infirmity or on an indefinite

23

disability," this guidance says that "a voter could be eligible

24

for indefinite confinement status based on risk factors for

25

catching a disease."

It says, "During the public health crisis
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1

many voters of a certain age or in at-risk populations may meet

2

that standard of indefinitely confined until the crisis abates."

3

12:05

12:05

12:06

12:06

4

changed the statute the way the statute was applied to include

5

individuals' beliefs about their at-risk status as a further

6

expansion of indefinitely confined in conflict, direct conflict

7

with the statute.

8

And the guidance provided by the Wisconsin Elections

9

Commission didn't stop there with changing the way the statute

10

was read.

11

further by saying:

12

voters to certify to their indefinitely confined status.

13

Statutes do not establish the option to require proof or

14

documentation from indefinitely confined voters."

15

The guidance went on to undermine the Election Code
"The absentee ballot request form asks

Of course, neither do they prohibit that.

And clerks

16

are authorized under the law to uphold the law and make sure

17

that only voters who are entitled to vote absentee receive

18

ballots.

19

undermined by this directive which says:

20

verify with voters that the voter understood the indefinitely

21

confined status designation when they submitted their request,

22

but they may not request or require proof."

23

12:06

So the Election Commission changed the statute,

But that requirement of the law is completely
"Clerks may tactfully

This instruction doubly undermined the Election Code,

24

including Wisconsin's photo ID requirement.

25

to voters that no election official would ever check or

First it emphasized
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1

challenge the assertion of indefinitely confined status, thereby

2

affirming in writing there would be no ramifications for

3

noncompliance with the law.

4
12:07

12:07

Second, the instruction tied the hands of election

5

officials throughout the state, despite the fact that they had

6

the authority in the code to make judgments about whether

7

evidence should be provided or whether a ballot should be given.

8

They have that discretion, but it tied their hands and said they

9

could not even request a voter confirm the basis for a claim the

10

voter was entitled to receive an absentee ballot.

11

12:07

12:08

12

reflects that the use of the indefinitely confined exception

13

exploded during 2020.

14

29th of 2020.

15

Of course, this guidance was from March

Of course, this can be tied, at least in part, on the

16

pandemic.

17

worse and prevented election officials from doing their job and

18

enforcing the code by restricting them from asking reasonable

19

questions and asking for documentation to substantiate a request

20

for indefinitely confined status.

21

undermined the photo ID provisions in the code.

22

12:08

The statistics stipulated to by the defendants

However, the Commission's guidance made the situation

Thereby, the Commission

Again, the stipulation provides to at least 240,000

23

people received this designation of indefinitely confined, about

24

180,000 more than in the previous presidential election.

25

So the photo ID provisions were undermined in a manner
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1

likely to be long lasting, because the Wisconsin Election Code

2

also provides that as long as a voter who once declared

3

indefinitely confined status does not change their status, they

4

will never have to submit a photo ID.

5
6

and supervise this exception in the law, is going to have

7

long-term ramifications for the photo ID requirement in the

8

State of Wisconsin.

9
12:09

10
11

12:09

12:10

And next we'll discuss some of the evidence in the
record related to witness certificate alteration.
Under Wisconsin law, voting by absentee ballot also

12

requires voters to complete a certification, including their

13

address and how long they've lived at that location, and to have

14

the envelope witnessed by an adult who must also sign and

15

indicate their address on the envelope.

16

12:10

So this change in the law and the failure to shepherd

The sole remedy to cure an improperly completed

17

certificate on a ballot or a ballot with no certificate is the

18

clerk returning the ballot to the elector.

19

provided on the screen Section 6.87(9).

20

And this is as

Those are -- that is, in the code, the only response

21

authorized to a clerk.

22

is strong that throughout the state, and particularly if you

23

look at the affidavits that are submitted as part of the

24

certification in Milwaukee, the election workers were told they

25

couldn't even challenge ballots that had certifications filled

And you will -- Your Honor, the evidence
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1
2

12:11

12:11

12:12

sorry, elections administrator, Claire Woodall-Vogg, in the

4

declaration that she submitted in this proceeding to the Court,

5

goes through, and I believe it's paragraph 7 of her declaration,

6

and acknowledges that based on the guidance from the Wisconsin

7

Elections Commission, that in her office they fill out, based on

8

evidence that they find from a variety of sources, they fill out

9

the address information that is missing on certificates.

10

So

they act directly contrary to 6.87(9).
The code also provides in the next section -- and I

12

can't see the bottom there.

13

certificate is missing the address of a witness, the ballot may

14

not be counted."

15

(6d).

6.87(6d).

"If the

And the Wisconsin Elections Commission's advice to

16

clerks and the actions of clerks throughout the state absolutely

17

eradicated (6d) from the Wisconsin Election Code.

18

the policy was that the clerks would try to fill in the address

19

of a witness not provided for, as we go through some more

20

statutes I think you will be very, very convinced of that fact.

21

12:13

And the Milwaukee city clerk -- or the Milwaukee, I'm

3

11

12:12

in by election workers, clerk's office workers.

And because

So, first of all, I want to point out that 6.87(6d),

22

that provision that ballots may not be counted if the

23

certificate is missing, is to be construed as mandatory as

24

provided in 6.84(2).

25

And I think we can show that now.

This says that 6.87(3) to (7) should be interpreted in
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1

this way, obviously including 6.87(6d), that they are to be

2

construed as mandatory and that ballots cast in contravention of

3

the procedures may not be counted.

4

contravention of the procedures may not be included in the

5

certified result of any election.

6

12:14

Legislature making it as emphatically clear as it ever could

8

possibly do how important it was that witness certificates be

9

treated as pieces of evidence.

12:15

And other statutes that we'll go

10

through here will explain that and provide even more detail.

11

But it is emphatically clear they are not to be completed by the

12

clerk.
The clerk has one option:

It's send the ballot back

14

to the voter to complete the witness certification.

15

voter be in control of whether their ballot is voted, not the

16

people in the clerk's office.

17

tracking -- involving themselves in the electoral process and

18

actually taking a role in voting a ballot.

19
12:14

What you have here, Your Honor, is the Wisconsin

7

13

12:14

Ballots counted in

Let the

They are not to be running around

Because these statutes are clear, without that witness

20

address you can't vote the ballot.

21

these clerk's offices is they are injecting themselves into the

22

actual voting process.

23

don't allow a clerk to walk into the poll and look over your

24

shoulder and make sure that you completed everything on the

25

ballot to make sure that your vote counts.

So what is happening in

We don't allow that on election day.

We

We don't allow that.
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1

People would think that was absurd.

2

12:15

But it's not much different than what they're doing

3

here.

4

controlling the process, and they're determining by the actions

5

of an election official whether a ballot counts or not, and

6

they're not allowing the statute to control.

They're injecting themselves into the process, they're

7

12:15

12:16

12:16

8

Commission's not up front with voters that this is occurring.

9

And the next slide shows you an excerpt from Exhibit 36, which

10

is what the Wisconsin Elections Commission tells voters.

11

is actually mailed out and posted so that voters can learn about

12

the process.

13

"Your witness must sign and provide their full," in bold,

14

"address in the certification of witness section."

This

And as to witness signature and address, it says,

15

And then it says, "If any of the required information

16

above is missing, your ballot," in bold, "will not be counted."

17

That's what they tell the public, but that's not what

18

they do.

19

what they do.

20

Commission in Exhibit 35.

21

I believe on October 19th of this year.

22

12:17

So, now, of course, the Wisconsin Elections

What they do is found on the next slide.

And this is

And this is guidance from the Wisconsin Elections
And this is guidance that was issued

"The clerk should attempt to resolve any missing

23

witness address information prior to election day if possible,

24

and this can be done through reliable information, personal

25

knowledge, voter registration information, through a phone call
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1

with the voter or witness."

2

appear to add a missing address."

3

12:17

So that guidance indicates clerk's offices can fill in

4

the missing address information.

5

the state and it happened significantly in Milwaukee as Claire

6

Woodall-Vogg's declaration confirms.

7

12:18

12:18

8

guidance regarding this situation, arguing that the statute

9

states that the clerk may return the envelope to the voter if

10

the clerk notices the certification is defective.

11

And that's true.

12

the envelope to the voter.

13

the envelope to a voter does not authorize or give clerks

14

discretion to fill in the missing information, unilaterally or

15

otherwise.

The clerk is not required to return
But the fact that a clerk may return

And even assuming the clerk -- the statute gave the

17

clerk that discretion, there are, of course, no detailed

18

statewide standards to guide the clerk's discretion to determine

19

when to return the envelope to a voter or when to fill it out by

20

the clerk.

21

12:19

And it happened all throughout

The Wisconsin Elections Commission justifies its

16

12:18

And, "The witness does not need to

Workers in the clerk's offices, not the voters,

22

attempted to cure voter certification or witness certifications

23

contrary to the legislature's directive.

24

clerk in decisions about whether to vote a ballot, and those

25

decisions should only be the decisions of the voter.

Again, involving the
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12:19

12:19

1

Additionally, despite the clear statement in the

2

Election Code that if a witness certificate is missing the

3

address and that the ballot may not then be counted, the witness

4

testimony that we're providing through affidavit was that during

5

absentee ballot canvassing when ballot counters raised

6

challenges to ballots containing alterations to the witness

7

affidavit that were in red therefore it's acknowledged they were

8

done by the clerk's office by election workers, that defendant

9

Woodall-Vogg refused to allow these challenges and even made an

10

announcement at Milwaukee Central Count that such challenges

11

would not be entertained and the ballot counters were not

12

permitted to insist that this clear provision of the Election

13

Code be followed.

14
12:20

15

Election Code fit well together, providing a clear voter centric

16

approach toward all aspects of absentee balloting, from the

17

request for a ballot through to counting of the ballot.

18

12:20

12:20

As explained in the complaint, the provisions of the

As laid out in the code, there's supposed to be only a

19

single person in control of voting a ballot and that is the

20

absentee elector themselves.

21

Election Commission's erroneous guidance, the principle that the

22

voter is in control has been violated.

23

puts the clerk in control of the absentee ballot and authorizes

24

the clerk to mark up the witness certificate, and even develop

25

evidence, speaking with outside parties, and with the clerk

However, as a result of the

Instead the Commission
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1

ultimately deciding whether to vote the ballot or not.

2

is foreign to the Election Code.

3

further procedure that demonstrates this.
This is -- 6.87(3)(a) says:

5

"The municipal clerk shall mail the absentee ballot to

6

the elector's residence unless otherwise directed by the

7

elector, or shall deliver it to the elector personally at the

8

clerk's office or at an alternate site."

10

Again, establishing that the voter has to get the
ballot directly.

11

The next slide is about marking the ballot once it's

12

received.

13

subscribe to the certification before one witness."

14
12:21

15

12:22

And it provides that the elector "shall make and

And then that the elector shall not allow or disclose
to the witness how the elector's vote is cast.

16

12:22

And I'll walk through a

4

9
12:21

And this

The next slide is a picture of the witness

17

certificate.

18

that has both the certification of the voter at the top and

19

below it the certification of the witness.

20

the left is the certification of the witness.

21

to draw your attention to a few things there.

So on the right is the entire back of the envelope

And then blown up on
And I just want

22

First, that there's a lot of information at the top

23

that the witness is certifying to, and then the certification

24

itself.

25

for false statements of Wisconsin Statute Section 12.60(1)(b)."

That the witness is, quote, "subject to the penalties
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12:23

And I think that that's really important because this

2

is clearly intended to be a document of legal significance.

3

as we will see in a minute, as evidence, in fact, that will be

4

considered by the inspectors on election day.

5

But the Commission instructed clerks and election

6

officials not to treat it that way.

7

evidence.

8

inspectors need to look at that witness certificate and decide

9

on whether or not to count the ballot.

It's because the

But as we just learned,

11

decided whether or not to count the ballot.
So here are the provisions related to voting and
recording the absentee ballot.

14
15

The inspectors are to say out loud in a manner that
members of the public can hear and see the procedures.

16

They are to open a carrier envelope.

And we will show

17

you I think in a few minutes a provision in the code that says

18

that the clerk has two options.

19

absentee ballot envelope back to the voter for correcting the

20

certification, or they put it in a carrier envelope.

21

will show you, that carrier envelope has to then be sealed by

22

the clerk.

23

12:24

And here's why that's so important.

the clerks took that role away from the inspectors and they

13

12:24

Not to treat it as

10

12

12:23

And

They can either send the

Those are the only two options.

24

comes to the polling place on election day.

25

elector is announced.

And as we

And the ballot then
The name of the

And then the decisions are made by the
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1

inspectors about whether to count the ballot.

2

inspectors find that the certification, the witness

3

certification and the certification of the voter are properly

4

executed, then they shall open the envelope containing the

5

ballot and the vote then will be counted.

6

12:25

12:26

happens when the certification is insufficient.

8

the inspectors shall not count the ballot.

9

place in the Election Code where any person is given an

In that case,

And then, the only

10

authority to write on the absentee ballot envelope for the first

11

time occurs here.

12

ballot not counted on the back --" not even on the certification

13

but on the back, "-- rejected, giving the reason."

It says, "The inspectors shall endorse every

So the Commission's directive undermine to have clerks

15

enter in witness information on the envelope, undermine the

16

forensic value of the absentee ballot witnessing process.

17

for good reason that notaries are not permitted to sign jurats

18

days or weeks after the fact as authorized by the Commission's

19

wrongful guidance.

20

signed on the date they act as a witness.

21

12:26

The next provision, which we will show you, shows what

7

14
12:26

And if the

It's

Rather, a notary must affirm a document was

The reason the certification form prescribed by the

22

legislature for an absentee ballot envelope does not reference a

23

date is likely because the statutory process itself does not

24

permit witnesses to come back after the fact and alter or sign

25

their certification.

And that form prescribed by the
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1

legislature is in Section 6.87 of the code.

2

12:27

Indeed if a witness can come back after the fact to

3

sign a certification, there's nothing that could prevent a

4

witness from withdrawing their certification thereby

5

invalidating the absentee ballot.

6

12:27

It's therefore easy to see how the Commission's

7

improvident guidance is -- not only destroys the evidence to be

8

used by the inspectors, but it is a potential recipe for chaos.

9

And just as importantly, the Commission's abrogation

10

of plain statutory language takes control away from the voter,

11

allowing others outside the voter's sphere of influence or even

12

knowledge to take actions that affect the validity of his or her

13

own.

14
12:27

12:28

15

this being done in every county in the state?

16

the Election Code are not followed and you have these vague

17

guidance documents and they cause clerks throughout the state to

18

handle witness certifications differently, how do we know that

19

what's happening in Milwaukee is happening in some other area of

20

the state?

21

another reason that these directives which were followed by the

22

clerks are unlawful.

23

12:28

And again the problem is, without standards how is

We don't.

There are no standards.

When the rules in

And that's

There's another reason that the involvement by the

24

clerk is not intended by the legislature, and those are, as I

25

mentioned earlier, statutes that describe what the clerk is
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1

supposed to do upon receipt of an absentee ballot.

2

provide that the sole option of the clerk upon receipt of a

3

ballot with a defective witness certification is to return it to

4

the voter.

5
6

an improperly completed certificate or with no certificate, the

7

clerk may return the ballot to the elector."

9

Okay?

12:30

12:30

So they have an option.

They don't have to,

because as is underlined there, "whenever time permits the

10

elector to correct the defect and return the ballot within the

11

period authorized under (6)."

12

12:29

And we'll look at those quickly now.
"If a municipal clerk receives an absentee ballot with

8

12:29

And they

So the clerks can exercise discretion about -- not

13

whether to alter the certification, but whether or not to send

14

the ballot back to the voter so that the voter can fix the

15

certification.

16

to determine whether or not there's time for a correction, which

17

clearly indicates that no one else can correct it.

18

legislature intended the clerk to make the corrections, it would

19

say so.

20

And their discretion is needed because they have

The next provision is 6.88(1).

If the

And this is very

21

important, because this is what's supposed to happen when an

22

absentee ballot is received in an envelope at a clerk's office

23

and is emphatically not what happened throughout Wisconsin

24

because of the actions of the Wisconsin Elections Commission.

25

The statute says, "When an absentee ballot arrives at
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1

the office of the municipal clerk, or at an alternate site, if

2

applicable, the clerk shall --" shall, mandatory "-- enclose it,

3

unopened, in a carrier envelope which shall be securely sealed

4

and endorsed with the name and official title of the clerk, and

5

the words, 'This envelope contains the ballot of an absentee

6

elector and must be opened in the same room where votes are

7

being cast at the polls during polling hours on election day, or

8

in municipalities where absentee ballots are canvassed under

9

Section 7.52, at a meeting of the municipal board of absentee

10

ballot canvassers under 7.52.'"

11

12:31

So, Your Honor, this just completely explodes the idea

12

that clerks can change certifications on ballots.

13

the statute in the immediately preceding section of the code,

14

6.87(9), which said that the clerk has two options:

15

retain the ballot, or they can return it to the voter if there

16

are problems with the certification.

17

12:32

They can

The very next code section then says that when the

18

clerk receives it, they have to enclose it in a carrier

19

envelope.

20

is securely sealed and endorsed with the name and official title

21

of the clerk.

22

12:32

I showed you

And it's not just any carrier envelope, it's one that

This is how we're protecting the security of the

23

election.

24

they are received, are placed in a securely sealed carrier

25

envelope.

We are making sure that absentee ballots, as soon as

This is required and this was not done.

And it
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1

wasn't done throughout the state, and it made these ballots less

2

secure all throughout the state because it was not done and

3

because the Election Commission told the clerks to involve

4

themselves in keeping the ballots out of these carrier envelopes

5

and not securing them in their office, and instead giving them

6

to election workers to track down witness information contrary

7

to the code.

8
9
12:33

These are very clear provisions in the Election Code.
These are very clear laws.

10

law and requirements in a contest for election for president of

11

the United States, and they were not followed.

12

12:33

12:33

12:34

And these are elements of federal

They're essential to protect the integrity of the

13

ballot.

14

construed as mandatory.

15

ballot without a witness address cannot be counted.

16

Election Commission's efforts to override this clear directive

17

of the legislature violated Article II of the Constitution which

18

puts the legislature in charge of determining the rules for an

19

election.

20

That's why the legislature said they are to be
And that's why the code says that any
And the

So what of the significance of these violations?

The

21

11 briefs of defendants that we received about a day ago, many

22

of them returned to the same thing:

23

technical violations; that they don't matter; that the

24

provisions are -- they're not mandatory, they're just directory,

25

and whatever the Election Commission and the clerks decide goes.

That these are allegedly
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2

important that the rules be followed and that the playing field

3

be level than in an election for president of the United States?

4

Olympic athletes may be banned and stripped of their medals if a

5

trivieth of a gram of a prohibited substance is found in their

6

sample.

7

United States be precisely followed?

8
9
12:35

12:35

12:36

10

Shouldn't the results for electing the president of the

In Anderson vs. Celebrezze, a 1983 decision of the
United States Supreme Court, the Supreme Court said:
"In the context of a presidential election,

11

state-imposed restrictions implicate a uniquely important

12

national interest, for the president and the vice president of

13

the United States are the only elected officials who represent

14

all the voters in the nation."

15

After a presidential election there exists only a

16

narrow window of time for court review.

17

other situations may have months or years to investigate their

18

potential claims, in the context of perhaps the most important

19

collective public decision in our nation, there's only a little

20

over a month to research, investigate, evaluate, consider

21

prosecuting, file and conclude a case before the meeting of the

22

electoral college.

23

12:36

Your Honor, in what area of American life is it more

While litigants in

Compounding the extraordinarily confined timeframe is

24

the nationwide scope of the election, which is really 50

25

separate elections.

Another confounding factor is that in many
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1

instances one of the candidates is the sitting president who

2

necessarily is unable to devote undivided attention towards

3

seeking redress for any violations of the rules relating to the

4

election.

5

As a result, it is paradoxically the case that the

6

most important election in the nation is perhaps the most

7

difficult to regulate, raising incentives for local officials to

8

bend the rules to maximize the benefit to their preferred

9

candidate.

10

Through the exercise of judicial review, the courts

11

can disincentivize bad conduct, but if bad conduct is not

12

reviewed it is in effect encouraged.

13

12:37

The electoral college and the winner-take-all

14

apportionment of electors in most states means that both parties

15

are well aware going into a close election that tipping the

16

balance in even a few counties may make all the difference.

17

12:37

12:38

Therefore, it is true that in a close election what

18

happens in Madison or Milwaukee can have an outsized effect on

19

the nation.

20

determine whether the presidential election was conducted within

21

constitutional bounds, the ramifications for the Republic are

22

profound.

23

presidential elections will incentivize the players in

24

presidential politics, and in particular municipalities and

25

local officials who wish to impact the election, to continually

Absent effective and prompt judicial review to

An absence of judicial review of the rules in
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1

test the limits of the rules.

2

case, step well over the line and create new methods of voting,

3

new ballot acceptance standards, and pull down guardrails that

4

the legislature has set high to ensure elections are fair and

5

the playing field level.

6

reasons, but we know that they will do it and that's why

7

judicial review is important.

8
9
12:39

such intrusions on Article II and the authority it grants to

11

elections.
Further, electors chosen through a tainted election

13

should not adversely impact other states and taint the electoral

14

college vote for president.

15

The Constitution is, of course, a compact of the

16

several states, and the duty of each state is to send a slate of

17

electors chosen in a manner that does not abridge the

18

Constitution.
However, an election must be found unconstitutional

20

before a court -- or by a court before the electoral college can

21

be protected.

22

to send electors chosen in an unconstitutional way to vote in

23

the electoral college.

24
12:40

Judicial review is the only realistic bulwark against

state legislatures to write the rules for presidential

19
12:39

And they will do this for a variety of

10

12

12:39

They will, as they did in this

25

Neither Wisconsin nor its people have the right

As the Court is no doubt well aware, just this week
the State of Texas initiated a petition for an original action
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1

against the State of Wisconsin before the United States Supreme

2

Court.

3

17 other states.

4

the United States Supreme Court in a case involving original

5

jurisdiction against the State of Wisconsin addressing the

6

issues raised in this lawsuit.

7

12:41

12:41

12:42

There are 18 other states who are petitioning

The other states are concerned for the people of their

8

state because of the failure of the Wisconsin Election

9

Commission to conduct a constitutional election that upheld the

10

rules of the legislature and ensured that the playing field was

11

not unbalanced by last-minute voting changes and refusals to

12

uphold the high standards for protecting the integrity of the

13

voting process that are in the Election Code.

14
12:41

That filing has apparently now been joined by at least

Respect for the rule of law and the rights of other

15

states demands that the judiciary act to declare constitutional

16

violations when they occur and, if required, to rule that an

17

election held in violation of the Constitution is void and that

18

electors chosen thereby are without authority to act as electors

19

in the electoral college.

20

So I'd like to turn next to the question of standing

21

which has three components.

22

suffered an injury in fact; that the challenged action caused

23

the injury, and; that the injury can likely be redressed by the

24

cause of action.

25

The plaintiff must show that he

On the first element, President Trump was denied the
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1

constitutional right to have electors appointed in a lawful

2

manner in an election in which he was a candidate.

3

therefore suffered an injury in fact and the challenged action,

4

the unconstitutional actions of the defendants caused that

5

injury.

6

12:42

similar cases.

8

Raffensperger, the Eleventh Circuit handled a case in which a

9

plaintiff sued as a citizen and donor for violations of various

10

constitutional provisions including the Electors Clause.
The Eleventh Circuit denied Wood's standing, stating
that he had not alleged more than a generalized grievance.

13

However, the Eleventh Circuit stated that "A political candidate

14

harmed would satisfy the injury in fact requirement because he

15

could assert a personal distinct injury."
Likewise in Carson v. Simon, the Eighth Circuit

17

considered a COVID-inspired change to state election deadlines

18

for absentee ballots that was adopted by the Minnesota secretary

19

of state, and the Carson court reversed the secretary's change

20

based on the Electors Clause, holding the secretary had invaded

21

the province of the legislature and that presidential "electors

22

have Article III standing as candidates."

23
24
12:44

For instance, earlier this month in Wood vs.

12

16

12:43

Candidates are regularly found to have standing in

7

11

12:43

He has

25

Obviously if a presidential elector has standing under
Article III, the candidate likewise has standing.
The third and last aspect of standing is that the
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1

injury can likely be redressed by the cause of action.

2

Therefore, I'll move to the next question, the question of the

3

remedy we are seeking in this case.

4
12:44

5

state has held an election for the purpose of choosing electors

6

and has failed to make a choice on the day prescribed by law,

7

the electors may be appointed on a subsequent day in such a

8

manner as the legislature of such state may direct."

9
12:44

12:45

12:45

Therefore, in the event this court finds the election

10

in Wisconsin failed and is void due to lack of adherence to

11

constitutional standards, as we are requesting, pursuant to

12

3 U.S.C. Section 2, the manner of choosing electors reverts to

13

the Wisconsin Legislature.

14

And at this point, on the record -- I know I made this

15

point off the record in our status conference -- but I'd like to

16

take responsibility for my unartful use of the term "remand" in

17

the complaint to describe the action to be taken by the Court

18

following a determination that Article II of the Constitution

19

has been violated.

20

have used the term "revert," which more accurately describes

21

what would happen to the power to appoint electors upon the

22

Court's decision that a constitutional violation occurred.

23

12:45

3 U.S. Code, Section 2 provides that, "Whenever any

As explained in our reply brief, I should

At that point there will not be a need for the Court

24

to take further action vis-a-vis the legislature.

25

appointment power automatically reverts to the legislature upon

The
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1

the declaration of an unconstitutional and void election.

2

12:46

12:46

12:47

12:47

12:47

The remedy being sought here, in part, a declaration

3

that the statewide election for president was unconstitutional,

4

would plainly give relief to President Trump as it would void

5

the legal effect of the statewide election results for

6

president, render void the appointment of any electors based on

7

that election, and give the legislature an opportunity under

8

3 U.S.C. Section 2 to prevent the state from losing its

9

electors.

10

President Trump has also requested in the fifth

11

request for his relief at the end of the complaint, that the

12

court enjoin actions inconsistent with the declaration that the

13

election is void.

14

governor issuing a certificate of determination as discussed in

15

the Wisconsin Election Commission brief.

16

determination is an act that the governor still must take

17

related to the appointment of electors, and we would ask for an

18

injunction against the issuance of such a certificate based on

19

the election that we are asking be declared void.

20

This will include an injunction against the

The certificate of

It has been suggested that ruling the election void

21

would intrude on the province of the legislature or conflict

22

with the authority of state government.

23

Mr. Koons will address some of these points further in his

24

argument.

25

This is not accurate.

However, as the Fourth Circuit held this year, quote:
"On the issue of justiciability, it is true that
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1

Article II of the Constitution gives state legislatures the

2

power to appoint electors in the manner they see fit, but it is

3

also well-settled that Article II does not vest the states with

4

an unreviewable authority."

5
6

pinpoint cite page 351.

7

the Fourth Circuit.
As Justice Rehnquist said in Bush v. Gore, quote:

9

"A significant departure from the state's legislative

10

scheme for appointing presidential electors," or for electing

11

members of the federal Congress, "presents a federal

12

constitutional question."

14
15

question that this court must address.
In Donald J. Trump for President, Inc. vs. Bullock,
which can be found at 220 Westlaw 5810556 at page 5, a decision

17

by U.S. District Court on September 30th, 2020 from the District

18

of Montana, the court wrote:
"Plaintiffs contend that Governor Bullock, not the

20

legislature, has altered the time, place and manner of Montana's

21

federal elections in contravention of the United States

22

Constitution."

23

12:49

And we submit that it is a federal constitutional

16

19
12:49

That is a 2020, this year, decision of

8

13

12:49

And that's Baten vs. McMaster, 967 F.3d 345 at

"This is," said the court, "This is quintessentially a

24

federal question and no Eleventh Amendment barrier blocks

25

adjudication.
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12:50

2

District Court For the Middle District of North Carolina, in

3

Democracy North Carolina vs. North Carolina State Board of

4

Elections, said this:

5

Carolina State Board of Elections by and through its most recent

7

memo has, through executive action, unconstitutionally modified

8

the North Carolina legislative scheme for appointing

9

presidential electors.

10

question of state law."
The kind of administrative rewrite of state election

12

law we have seen in this case emphatically presents a case for

13

federal judicial review, as courts have found again and again.

15

Just over a month ago we've already told you about the
Carson case.

That court in the Eighth Circuit said:

"However well intentioned and appropriate from a

17

policy perspective in the context of a pandemic during a

18

presidential election, it is not the province of a state

19

executive official to rewrite the state's election code at least

20

as it pertains to selection of presidential electors."

21

12:51

That is a constitutional question, not a

11

16

12:51

"This court intends to address whether the North

6

14
12:51

Similarly, earlier this year on October 2nd, the U.S.

See, what you're hearing, Judge, is that over and over

22

again courts recognize that their responsibilities, as Chief

23

Justice Marshall said so long ago, to declare what the law is.

24

The importance of preserving the authority of the state

25

legislature against invasions by state elected and
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12:53

1

administrative officials, as well as by state courts, has been

2

emphasized again and again by the United States Supreme Court in

3

cases some of which were cited in our brief such as Bush vs.

4

Palm Beach City Canvassing Board and Bush v. Gore.

5
6

Court of Appeals in Tully vs. Okeson, 977 F.3d 608, in Luft vs.

7

Evers, 963 F.3d 665, and in Democrat National Committe vs.

8

Bostelmann, 977 F.3d 639, the Seventh Circuit intervened or

9

upheld state law -- state legislative requirements against

10

claims that the pandemic justified modifications in the law.

11

And you will note that these changes made by the Wisconsin

12

Elections Commission were repeatedly justified in the briefing

13

on the theory that this was an appropriate response to the

14

pandemic and the courts have uniformly said no, the law cannot

15

be changed based on the pandemic.

16

Election Law against a challenge that it was insufficiently

18

flexible in the face of COVID stating that, quote:
"Deciding how best to cope with difficulties caused by

20

disease, is principally a task for the elected branches of

21

government."

22

12:54

In Bostelmann the Seventh Circuit upheld Wisconsin

17

19
12:53

And three times just this year the Seventh Circuit

And that's at page 643 of that decision.

Finally, just a month ago in a case involving

23

Wisconsin's deadline for counting absentee ballots, Justice

24

Gorsuch, joined by Justice Kavanaugh, wrote on a concurrence on

25

an application to vacate a stay wrote this:
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12:54

"The Constitution provides that state legislatures,

2

not federal judges, not state judges, not state governors, not

3

other state officials bear primary responsibility for setting

4

election rules."

5

This court, like many courts before it, should

6

exercise judicial review in an election dispute and in this case

7

vindicate President Trump's rights as a candidate under

8

Article II to prevent the tampering and to redress the tampering

9

with election rules by Wisconsin administrators.

10

Now I'll move to the topic of disenfranchisement,

11

another common theme by the defendants, including the Democrat

12

National Committee who was added as a party in this case.

13

12:55

These defendants have conducted and advanced a myth

14

that a finding that the election in Wisconsin was

15

unconstitutional would "disenfranchise" more than 3 million

16

Wisconsin voters.

17

12:55

This is not a legal claim.

18

claim.

19

of the court in resolving a dispute like this or the importance

20

of the rule of law being followed.

It's not a claim made by somebody that respects the rule

21

12:56

This is not a logical

The Wisconsinites who voted in the presidential

22

election were entitled to vote in a constitutional election

23

conducted in accordance with the law.

24

entitled to vote in an unconstitutional election, nor would many

25

want to.

No one in America is
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12:57

2

election were deprived of their right to vote, as there is no

3

right to vote in an illegal election.

4

have votes from an unconstitutional election counted.

5

Now, it is regrettable, and an analogy to an athletic
contest as the amici involving Christine Todd Whitman and others

7

analogize the election to a ball game and say that there's a

8

winner and a loser.

9

go to a game and you find out that what you witness on the field

That doesn't cover it.

In some cases you

10

has been disqualified.

11

game, it doesn't mean that something didn't happen, it just

12

means that an event that would count didn't happen.

13

It cannot be said -- I'm sorry.

That didn't mean you didn't go to the

Regrettably, the

14

rogue actions of the Wisconsin Elections Commission and election

15

administrators in this case deprived Wisconsin voters of the

16

opportunity to vote in a constitutional election.

17

sad.

And that is

But, therefore, as a matter of law the presidential

19

election in Wisconsin was a failed election and of no legal

20

consequence.

21

from the applicable law in this case.

22

up a reckless disregard for the rule of law and incite a

23

decision based on emotion rather than reason.

24
12:58

And no one has a right to

6

18

12:57

It cannot be said that the participants in an illegal

25

The charge of disenfranchisement is untethered
It merely seeks to cover

To charge those who would point out the constitutional
defects in an election and identify a constitutional resolution
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12:58

1

for those defects engaged in disenfranchisement combines

2

multiple logical fallacies.

3

deflect attention from election administrators' constitutional

4

violations.

5

12:59

6

that ignores voting as a process which involves compliance with

7

legal standards before one's vote may be counted.

8

validly vote, the failure to count their vote is not

9

disenfranchisement.

If one cannot

And an obvious example is that if a

10

16-year-old attempts to cast a ballot, his vote should not be

11

counted.

12

legitimately called disenfranchisement.

13

entitled to vote in the first place.

The failure to count a minor's ballot is not
The minor was never

If anything, it could be said that the Commission

15

disenfranchised the voters by depriving them of the opportunity

16

to participate in a valid election.

17

inaccurate as a matter of logic and law to say that the

18

president is seeking to disenfranchise voters when he merely

19

seeks to require constitutional standards to be applied to this

20

election.

21

12:59

That is what is referred to as a red herring.

Second, the disenfranchisement claim is a non sequitur

14
12:59

First it's an obvious attempt to

However, it is entirely

Third, the disenfranchisement charge is a blatant

22

appeal to emotion.

23

them focus upon the problem identified and the solutions

24

proposed.

25

which reason has been traded for rhetoric.

It seeks to rile people rather than to have

Use of such terminology cements a Faustian bargain in
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01:00

01:00

2

set aside because allegedly the president has not proved fraud.

3

This assertion is another logical fallacy, Your Honor, a logical

4

fallacy known as a false dilemma.

5

to a question we have not asked.
Proof of fraudulently-cast ballots is not a necessary

7

element of a claim that Article II of the Constitution has been

8

violated.

9

Article II speaks of the direction of the state legislature.

10

Therefore, an Article II violation is established upon proof

11

that the directions of the legislature were not followed

12

rendering the election unconstitutional.
The idea that the president should be required to
prove fraud resulting from defendant's active efforts to change

15

the law is not supported.

16

order to prove the Commission defendants did not follow the

17

legislature's directions.

It is unnecessary to prove fraud in

I will, however, bring to the Court's attention some

19

of the provisions in the stipulation which demonstrate that the

20

failures to follow state law caused and have a material impact

21

upon the election.

22

01:02

Article II does not speak of ballots and frauds.

14

18

01:01

They are providing an answer

6

13

01:01

Defendants also complained that the election cannot be

For instance, in paragraph 14 of the stipulation, out

23

of -- there were -- the City of Milwaukee has stipulated that

24

there were 169,519 absentee ballots, and of those approximately

25

108,000 were non-in-person absentee ballots.

And that of those,
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01:03

01:03

1

60 to 70 percent are estimated to have been returned via drop

2

box.

3

in the City of Milwaukee to almost 80,000 ballots were returned

4

via drop box.

5

boxes in the Democracy in the Park event, paragraph 15 recites

7

that 17,271 ballots were received before election day through

8

those Democracy in the Park events and before the in-person

9

absentee voting period opened in those two events.

10

Related to the indefinitely confined issue, the

11

Wisconsin Elections Commission has stipulated that approximately

12

240,000 requests for absentee ballots based on an indefinitely

13

confined status were received in the past election.

14

number -- the reciprocal number in the 2016 general presidential

15

election as reflected in paragraph 19 was only 66,611.

16

there are statistics in paragraphs 20 and 21 related to the

17

indefinitely confined voters in the cities of Milwaukee and

18

Madison.

And the

And

In terms of the alterations of witness certifications,

20

as I mentioned, we have the acknowledgement that that was a

21

regular practice in the city of Milwaukee by the election

22

administrator.

23

01:04

With respect to the City of Madison and the human drop

6

19
01:04

So that would mean that, at a minimum, some 65,000 ballots

Additionally, we have the testimony by affidavit from

24

our witnesses confirming that they were not permitted to raise

25

objections related to those witness certifications and that they
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1

saw altered certifications I believe when they were reviewing

2

ballots at the Central Count Facility.

3

red as the clerk's office instructed to distinguish them or to

4

point out that they were done by the clerk's office.

5

And let me say there, that the fact that they were

6

done in red doesn't make it right.

7

what happened, but they weren't following a lawful process,

8

number one.

9
01:05

01:06

10

related to materiality of the issues that are being raised here.

11

There's also Exhibit 18 which indicates 500 absentee ballot

12

sites located throughout the state and -- more than 500.

13

the 60 to 70 percent number, which is a number that is reflected

14

in media articles as well as the statement that was made by

15

Claire Woodall-Vogg that was in the stipulation, if extrapolated

16

across the state we're talking about hundreds of thousands of

17

ballots collected through the drop boxes.

18

million or more.

And

And possibly a half a

But -- so there is certainly strong evidence of the

20

materiality and there's absolutely no requirement to prove

21

fraud.

22

many multiples of the difference in the presidential election as

23

it stands now in the state of Wisconsin.

24
01:07

It makes it easier to see

So, there is abundant evidence I think in the record

19
01:06

And those were done in

25

And the amount of affected ballots in this election is

So defendants contend their constitutional violations
are not violations, or at least not remediable, because the
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1

president cannot prove that the constitutional violations were

2

the, quote, but for, end quote, cause of him not winning.

3

this is again beside the point.

4
01:07

unconstitutional and that it did not meet the standards of

6

Article II, the election must be considered void.

7

harmless error analysis applicable to constitutional error of

8

this type.
Article II

11

against encroachment.

12

structural checks and balances.

13

our complaint actually than in the reply brief.

It's part of the constitutional system of
And we talk about this more in

But, therefore, once it is established that the

15

election was not run by the legislature's directions but in

16

accordance with another set of rules, the election is invalid

17

and must either be rerun, or some other method of appointing

18

electors must be undertaken.
There can be no harmless error analysis in a

20

delegitimized or unconstitutional election.

21

election is determined to be unconstitutional, the results from

22

that election are void as they were not achieved in accordance

23

with the Constitution.

24
01:09

Article II -- and this is because of this.

is intended to protect the authority of state legislatures

19
01:08

There is no

10

14
01:08

Once it is established that the election was

5

9
01:08

And

25

At the point the

In other words, the state loses the delegated power to
appoint electors when it fails to satisfy the condition -- the
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1

delegated condition that an election held to appoint electors

2

take place according to the rules set by the state legislature

3

as required by Article II.

4
01:09

01:09

01:10

5

process that it cannot be relied upon to produce a valid result

6

is not unusual in the law.

7

are used by a prosecutor in a criminal case in a racially

8

discriminatory manner, the jury's decision to find the defendant

9

guilty is void and there's no harmless error analysis.

This is

true even when the defendant is guilty beyond any doubt, such as

11

if there were a videotape of the entire crime.

12

constitutional violation -- in that case a racially-motivated

13

peremptory challenge, in this case a violation of Article II of

14

the Constitution -- they both strike at the legitimacy of the

15

system itself.

16

that, the system cannot be relied upon to produce a reliable

17

result and the trial has to be done over.

Because the

The system cannot be relied -- and because of

The idea that certain rights are sufficiently

19

important to organized society that the violation of those

20

rights will be declared in a lawsuit, even without proof of

21

defined damages, holds in other areas as well.

22

01:10

For instance, if peremptory strikes

10

18

01:10

The idea of structural error, which so delegitimizes a

For instance, in Carey vs. Piphus, 435 U.S. 247, 266,

23

a 1978 decision in the United States Supreme Court, Justice

24

Powell, writing for the Supreme Court, said:

25

"Because the right to procedural due process is
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1

absolute in the sense it does not depend upon the merits of a

2

claimant's substantive assertions, and because of the importance

3

to organized society that procedural due process be observed,"

4

and then he cites cases, "we believe that the denial of

5

procedural due process should be actionable for nominal damages

6

without proof of actual injury."

7

01:11

8

found that the rights go to the structure of a system.

9

they're so important.

11

injury beyond a minimal amount is not required for the courts to

12

address it.
Likewise the rights addressed in Article II are

14

absolute and they do not depend on the assertion of any degree

15

of or number of fraudulent votes or other injury suffered by

16

President Trump.
As the Supreme Court said in Piphus, they are

18

actionable without proof of actual injury.

19

are actionable without proof of the extent of President Trump's

20

injury, but yet I have shown you, Your Honor, that it affected a

21

material amount of ballots, well over a material amount of

22

ballots in this election.

23

01:12

When rights go to the structure of a

system, those are so important that any showing of damages or

17

01:12

And

10

13

01:12

I've given you two examples of where the courts have

In this context they

Your Honor, thank you for your patience.

The

24

overriding principle upon which this case is based is the

25

necessity of upholding the rule of law in the Wisconsin
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1
2

01:13

01:13

01:14

and other election administrators repeatedly chose not to follow

4

the plain terms of the Wisconsin Election Code.

5

through directives and through their policies, they changed the

6

laws adopted by the legislature.

7

determinations made by administrative bodies and administrators

8

into new laws that were then implemented around the state.

9

The Constitution does not permit this.

In practice and

They turned administrative

As Justice

10

Gorsuch recently reminded on October 26th, 2020 in Democratic

11

National Committee vs. Wisconsin State Legislature, Justice

12

Gorsuch said this:
"Our oath to uphold the Constitution is tested by hard

14

times, not easy ones.

15

sidestep the usual constitutional rules is never costless.

16

does damage to faith in the written Constitution as law, to the

17

power of the people to oversee their own government, and to the

18

authority of legislatures, for the more we assume their duties

19

the less incentive they have to discharge them.

20

changes to longstanding election rules risk other problems too,

21

inviting confusion and chaos and eroding public confidence in

22

electoral outcomes."

23

01:14

We have shown you the Wisconsin Elections Commission

3

13

01:13

election.

And succumbing to the temptation to
It

Last-minute

Justice Gorsuch was speaking to a different situation

24

in the state of Wisconsin.

25

eloquently to this situation and the facts before you,

He couldn't have spoken more
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1

Judge Ludwig, in the state of Wisconsin.

2

01:15

01:15

Time and again when laws have been broken Americans

3

turn to the judiciary to right the ship, restore the rule of

4

law, and keep the Republic.

5

the rule of law will, as in others before it, no doubt be met

6

with howls of protest from those who favor convenience over the

7

Constitution.

8

rule of law and return this country to its bedrock value,

9

adherence to the Constitution, have repeatedly shown us the way

10

Court, like Brown vs. Board of Education and Loving vs.

13

Virginia.

14

there is respect for the rule of law can there be liberty.

15

The rule of law leads to liberty.

For only where

President Trump ask that the rule of law be followed.

16

Defendants ask that this court allow them to determine the law

17

as is convenient and best for them.
On behalf of President Trump, I submit fidelity to the

19

rule of law in this case requires a declaration that the 2020

20

presidential election in Wisconsin was unconstitutional.

21

01:16

This is the lesson of great precedence of the Supreme

12

18

01:16

But history records that those who uphold the

to greater liberty.

11

01:15

A decision in this case to enforce

Your Honor, I therefore ask that you enter permanent

22

declaratory and injunctive relief, which includes declaring the

23

presidential election in Wisconsin void under Article II of the

24

Constitution, enjoining any action by Governor Evers to issue a

25

further certification to presidential electors flowing from the
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1

unconstitutional and void election, and enjoining any other

2

actions of defendants contrary to this determination.

3

01:17

We further respectfully request that your order

4

plainly specify that it is a final judgment, appealable under 28

5

U.S.C. Section 1291 to avoid delay in either party seeking

6

appellate review should that be necessary.

7
8

I want to thank you, Your Honor, and would now like to
turn it over to my co-counsel, Mr. Koons.

9
01:17

THE COURT:

10

think Mr. Koons' argument will take?

11

while.

12
13

01:17

MR. BOCK:
for a second.

THE COURT:

15

MR. BOCK:

THE COURT:

Can you hear us?

Yes, I can.

My question is --

Now we can hear you.

Sorry, Your Honor.

No, it's the technology we're dealing

with.

19

My question is, how long is Mr. Koons's portion of the

20

argument?

21

question is, should we take a break now?

22

going to be relatively brief?

23

break but before the defendants present their positions.

24
01:18

We've been going for a

I'm not sure what happened.

17
18

How much time do you

Your Honor, can you -- we lost the screen

I'm sorry.

14

16

01:18

Well, thank you.

25

We've been going for almost two hours now.

MR. KOONS:

My real

Or is his argument

In which case we would take a

Your Honor, this is Kevin Koons.

my argument will be fairly brief.

I think

It's going to be directed
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1

primarily to some of the issues raised in the defendants'

2

various motions to dismiss.

3

THE COURT:

"Fairly brief" means?

4

MR. KOONS:

Less than 10 minutes.

5

THE COURT:

Thank you.

6

PLAINTIFF ARGUMENT

7

01:19

MR. KOONS:

8

some of the arguments that the defendants have raised in their

9

12 or 13 briefs filed on Tuesday night and which we replied to

10

yesterday at noon.

11

01:19

A lot of these arguments are reasons why the

12

defendants do not want you to hear this case.

13

eloquently stated, this is an area where we believe that the

14

Court does have jurisdiction and ought to declare what the law

15

is.

16

01:19

And as Mr. Bock

We're hearing both sides of the fence from these

17

defendants.

They've said that both we're too late as well as

18

too early.

The first issue that has been raised was the issue

19

of mootness.

20

the matter is now moot since Governor Evers has issued the

21

certificate of ascertainment.

22

01:20

As I said, I just want to briefly address

What we've heard is that we're too late because

And what we attached to our reply brief yesterday as

23

Exhibit A was the Wisconsin Elections Commission brief filed in

24

the original action in the Wisconsin Supreme Court where they do

25

a very good job of laying out why our lawsuit is not late.
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1

01:20

Because the -- really the date of any ultimate

2

significance, as Justice Ginsberg recognized in her dissenting

3

opinion in Bush v. Gore, is January 6th which is the -- is when

4

the validity of the electoral votes will be counted in Congress

5

under Title III of the U.S. Code, Section 15.

6

01:20

In fact, if you look at Title III, U.S. Code,

7

Section 6, it makes clear that there are actually two

8

certificates or two possible certificates the governor may

9

issue.

10

The first is the certificate of ascertainment, which

11

is accomplished after the canvassing of votes and which the

12

governor here issued on November 30th.

13

01:21

01:21

14

Section 6 is a certificate of determination.

15

certificate of determination is not always issued.

16

if there's a contest or controversy concerning the outcome of an

17

election.

18

is a meeting of the electors on December 14th.

19

2000, Florida Governor Jeb Bush issued both certificates after

20

the contest in controversy was resolved.

21

moot.

22

01:21

The second certificate contemplated by 3 U.S.C.
And the
It's issued

And this certificate can be issued even after there
In fact, in

So this case is not

The other argument that the defendants have raised

23

regarding untimeliness is that of latches.

24

somehow President Trump sat on his rights before bringing this

25

lawsuit less than a month before the election was held on

They argue that
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1
2

01:22

01:22

01:23

01:23

And in the stipulated facts, in paragraph 8, the

3

defendants all agreed that the last county to be canvassed in

4

Wisconsin was November 17th, and that the final state canvass

5

did not occur until November 30th.

And the president here filed

6

his lawsuit a mere two days later.

So to suggest that the

7

president sat on his rights is just mistaken and misplaced.

8

As Mr. Bock indicated in his closing argument, in a

9

presidential election the candidates are really engaged in 50

10

different elections around the different states.

11

burden on all the candidates to monitor the actions in all 50

12

states in a situation where the guidance is dynamic -- as

13

Mr. Bock's presentation and some of the exhibits you saw, some

14

of these guidance documents were being issued in late October

15

leading up to the election, and to suggest that a candidate must

16

go around and chase down every guidance document as it's being

17

written, before we even know whether those guidance documents

18

will even be followed by the clerks who they were directed to

19

since they are merely guidance, is burdensome.

20
21
22

01:23

November 3rd.

Placing a

So as far as the defense of latches, we submit that
simply does not apply.
So moving then to the argument that we're too early.

23

And that brings me to the reply brief that Governor Evers filed

24

late last night.

25

respond to certain distinct points and therefore conceded.

And in his brief he argues that we failed to
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1

And I want to make clear, we didn't concede anything.

2

And we've substantively replied to all the points raised in his

3

initial motion to dismiss.

4

briefs that were filed on Tuesday night at 5 p.m. Central, with

5

a deadline to respond 18 hours later, which we did, and we

6

responded to all those points.

7

01:24

01:25

because the recount that's going on in Wisconsin provides the

9

exclusive remedy.

And yet he also argues in his brief that we

10

were too late, jumping onto the arguments of mootness and

11

latches.
So while he spent a page and a half on page 18 of his

13

initial brief arguing we're too early, he spends five pages

14

later on arguing that we are too late.

15

But the real reason why that should not prevent the

16

Court from hearing this case, is that because the recount is

17

looking at ballots.

18

accuracy of the count.

19

the conduct of the entire election, as Mr. Bock pointed out; the

20

fact that administrators and non-legislative officials changed

21

the rules of the election midstream.

22

that recounts are particularly directed at and that's something

23

that the Court here has the power to hear.

24
01:25

He points out in his brief that we were too early

8

12

01:24

We were faced with 12 different

25

They're recounting the ballots, the
Here we're asking the Court to look at

And that is not something

The framers when they set up Article III courts set
them up primarily to handle and hear important federal law
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1

cases, which this is.

2

01:26

01:26

01:26

01:27

3

abstention doctrines as well as the Eleventh Amendment immunity,

4

hinge primarily on this and this alone.

5

advance the theory that we are seeking merely state law

6

remedies.

7

in both the complaint and in our reply brief, delegate authority

8

to state legislatures to determine the manner for conducting

9

presidential elections.

10

And that's not true.

And that is, they

Because Article II, as we cited

And in Bush v. Gore, as well as Bush v. Palm Beach

11

County Canvassing, the Supreme Court said that when we're

12

dealing with state law that sets up the rules for an election in

13

a presidential election, and I'm quoting from Bush v. Palm Beach

14

County Canvassing Board, quote:

15

"The legislature is not acting solely under the

16

authority given to it by the people of the state," that is, the

17

State of Wisconsin, "but by virtue of a direct grant of

18

authority made under Article II, Section 1, Clause 2 of the

19

United States Constitution."

20
21
22

01:27

The remaining defenses raised by the defendants, the

And in Bush v. Gore, Justice Rehnquist in his
concurring opinion said:
"That a significant departure from that legislative

23

scheme for appointing presidential electors presents a federal

24

Constitution question."

25

In both the Montana case and North Carolina cases that
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01:28

01:28

01:28

1

were heard earlier this year, and that's Donald Trump For

2

President vs. Bullock and Democracy of North Carolina vs. North

3

Carolina State Board of Elections, both of those cases, district

4

court cases followed the Bush v. Gore and the Bush v. Palm Beach

5

County Canvassing Board, recognizing that the -- whether or not

6

state officials carry out faithfully the state election code in

7

their respective states is not merely a matter of state law,

8

it's a matter now of federal law and important federal

9

constitutional questions.

10
11

raised, the first is Wilton/Brillhart, which applies to

12

declaratory judgment doctrines.

And they apply where the cases

13

are not governed by federal law.

And that's -- and that was --

14

in fact, that was decided even in your -- in the Eastern

15

District of Wisconsin in the case of Nissan North America vs.

16

Andrew Chevrolet, which is 589 F.Supp.2d 1036, where it says

17

that:

18

Doctrine, the parallel state court proceeding must present the

19

same issues not governed by federal law."

20

"To abstain under the Wilton/Brillhart Abstention

So Wilton/Brillhart does not apply because we're not

21

dealing with a state proceeding that's dealing with federal law,

22

we're dealing with now a federal proceeding dealing with federal

23

law.

24
01:29

So under the abstention doctrines that have been

25

Also under the Colorado River Doctrine, the same -- if
you apply the factors laid out in Colorado River, while no one
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01:29

01:29

1

factor is determinative, whether or not the federal proceeding

2

involves questions of federal law is a major consideration in

3

declining to abstain and declining to apply Colorado River

4

Doctrine.

5

The last abstention doctrine that they've raised is

6

the Pullman abstention.

7

there's some substantial uncertainty about the meaning of the

8

state law and the federal courts will defer to state courts in

9

resolving.

10

But as Mr. Bock showed you in each of these statutes,

11

the statutes are abundantly clear about the duties and mandatory

12

duties of state election officials that were either not followed

13

or that were changed mid stream.

14

apply a Pullman abstention.

01:30

So there's no reason here to

15

Finally, I want to address the arguments that have

16

been raised regarding Eleventh Amendment sovereign immunity.

17

This was raised initially only by two parties, the Democratic

18

National Committee and the Wisconsin Elections Commission.

19
01:30

And a Pullman abstention applies when

Yesterday in our pretrial conference we heard the

20

attorneys for Governor Evers suggest that they needed to also

21

apply this doctrine based on changes that they heard -- what

22

they perceived as changes they heard to the relief being

23

requested.

24

whether in the original complaint or that was articulated

25

yesterday, changed such that they were not already on notice

However, nothing in the relief being requested,
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1

that the Eleventh Amendment might apply as evidenced by the fact

2

that two of the parties already raised this.

3

last-minute attempt to include this in the reply is simply just

4

that, a last-minute attempt to include something that they

5

originally forgot.

6

01:31

01:31

01:32

But essentially all the defendants here are making the

7

same arguments, and that is, that under -- Eleventh Amendment

8

immunity recognizes that states generally have the right to be

9

free from federal -- free from being sued in federal courts by

10

private citizens.

11

that rule, one of which is the doctrine under Ex Parte Young

12

which recognizes that private parties may sue state officials

13

individually in their official capacity for equitable relief,

14

prospective equitable relief.

But there are three important exceptions to

15

So the defendants have -- the issue they focused on is

16

the fact that Ex Parte Young that was held in the Pennhurst case

17

in the U.S. Supreme Court to not apply when the violations being

18

sought to restrain are based solely on state law.

And as I

19

explained a minute ago, that's not the case here.

These are

20

violations of federal law in the sense that the Article II has

21

now delegated to the states the ability to set out the election

22

rules for presidential elections.

23

01:32

And the

In both the Montana case and the North Carolina case I

24

cited to a moment ago, both cases followed the Bush v. Gore

25

admonition that these are important federal constitutional
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1

questions and declined the defendant's invitation to apply

2

Eleventh Amendment immunity and recognized that Ex Parte Young

3

did apply.

4
01:32

01:33

5

supplemental authority, this would be the Arizona case of Bowyer

6

vs. Ducey and the Feehan case that was decided by your colleague

7

Judge Pepper just last night, neither of those opinions address

8

the fact that this case is being brought under Article II and

9

the important federal constitutional questions that were

10
11

01:33

There has been some suggestion that because there's an
element of retrospective relief being requested in the sense

13

that we're asking you to declare an election that occurred on

14

November 3rd as being unconstitutional somehow now escapes the

15

Ex Parte Young exception, I want to point the Court to a quote

16

from the Verizon case that was in one of the party's briefs.

17

And I'm going to share my screen that has that quote.
So the Verizon case was one where the -- the Verizon

19

was challenging an order by the Public Service Commission of

20

Maryland regarding payment of fees and sought to enjoin the

21

enforcement of that order.

22

01:34

recognized in the Bush cases.

12

18

01:34

In the cases that the defendants filed last night as

And as you can see here in this quote, the Supreme

23

Court said that as for Verizon's prayer for declaratory relief,

24

to be sure that it seeks a declaration of both past as well as

25

future ineffectiveness of that order, and -- but because there
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01:34

1

was being no monetary penalty put upon the state and its

2

treasury, the court found that there was no Eleventh Amendment

3

concerns by the fact that there was some retrospective element

4

to the relief being requested.

5

So for these reasons, Your Honor, we'd ask that you

6

deny the pending motions to dismiss and grant the relief that

7

the president has requested.

8

Thank you.

9

THE COURT:

10

It is 1:34 here in Milwaukee.
that we take a little bit of a break.

12

sandwich, but I would like to move this along and complete

13

the -- complete everything as promptly as we can.
So I guess I'd turn to defense counsel and ask you two
questions:

16

how much time do you want to take for a break right now?

One, how much time do you think you need?

And, two,

And I realize you're all looking at one another

18

because nobody wants to answer without consulting the others.

19

Perhaps you were instant messaging one another while this was

20

going on, I don't know.

21

questions and if you want to take a couple minutes to caucus,

22

that's fine.

23
24
01:35

I'd like to grab a

15

17

01:35

I'm going to propose

11

14
01:35

All right, thank you.

25

MR. MANDELL:

But I would like answers to those two

Your Honor, it's Jeff Mandell.

If I

may, I will venture an answer.
The answer to your first question is I don't believe
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1

that we will need as long as the plaintiffs took.

2

endeavor to speak much more briefly.

3

01:36

01:36

01:37

At the same time, I do want to reserve the right of

4

other defendants' counsel to chime in if there is something that

5

I have left out that is of particular importance to their

6

clients.

7

two hours that we just ran.

8

01:36

I will

But I still think in total we will be shorter than the

Secondly, in an effort to ensure that, and to make

9

sure that we do have a chance to touch base and do everything we

10

can to streamline the presentation, I would ask the Court for a

11

break of approximately an hour.

12

THE COURT:

That makes sense to me.

And the logic of

13

that also makes sense to me that if we take a little more time

14

maybe you can be more focused.

15

That would be great.

So why don't we take a break to 2:30, which at this

16

point is 54 minutes, and we will resume at 2:30 with the

17

defendants' chance to argue their position and to respond to

18

what the plaintiff has just said.

19

So we will go into recess until 2:30.

20

Thank you, everyone.

21

(Recess taken at 1:37 p.m.)

22

*

*

*

23
24
25
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1

02:34

2

(Back on the record at 2:30 p.m.)

3

THE CLERK:

The Court is now back in session.

4

THE COURT:

So good afternoon everyone.

in session for the completion of counsel's arguments.

6

for the defendants who is --

02:36

Who is leading off?

Your Honor, this is Jeffrey Mandell for

Governor Evers.

9

fairly briefly, significantly less than 30 minutes, and I

10

believe there are two additional defense counsel who are

11

planning to speak.

12

for me or anyone else, we're happy to answer them.

14

02:35

MR. MANDELL:

Counsel

8

13

02:35

We are back

5

7

02:35

AFTERNOON SESSION

I will be leading off.

I expect to speak

And obviously if Your Honor has questions

MR. BOCK:

Before we get started, I have one brief

matter of order if I can raise it with the Court.

15

THE COURT:

16

MR. BOCK:

Sure.
Thank you, Your Honor.

So given the way we

17

started with the stipulation, I just didn't want to leave any

18

room for ambiguity in the record and say that plaintiff's move

19

to admit the stipulation and the Exhibits A and B attached

20

thereto as well as Plaintiff's Exhibits 1 through 75 and the

21

declaration of Claire Woodall-Vogg, which was submitted by her

22

counsel in this case and filed with the Court.

23

move for admission and receipt of those exhibits and other

24

evidence into the record in this case.

25

THE COURT:

And we would

And Mr. Mandell, I assume that --

Well,
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02:37

1

I'm aware of the objection that you raised earlier and the

2

objection that's stated in the -- with particularity in the

3

stipulation itself.

4

objections other than those?

5

Your Honor, this is Ms. Brook.

If I can

take this one.

7

to --

8

exhibits and documents that are stipulated to in the parties

9

joint stipulation, which include defendant's exhibits as well as

The only other objections are --

We would move

We would move to enter into the record all of the

10

other documents attached to the briefing that defendants

11

provided in this case.

12

affidavits that plaintiffs want in the record, one of which they

13

have now filed, an executed version of the second of which I do

14

not believe they have yet filed an executed version of.

15

Moreover, I will note that the two

But subject to them filing an executed version of
that, then no other additions or corrections.

17

THE COURT:

18

MR. BOCK:

Mr. Bock.
Your Honor, I understand both exhibits to

19

the stipulation, both executed affidavits have now been filed

20

and were filed initially.

21

02:38

MS. BROOK:

6

16

02:37

Subject to those, do you have any other

THE COURT:

They were both filed together.

The record will reflect whatever documents

22

if they're not signed, obviously Mr. Bock, I'll give you an

23

opportunity to get them -- the signed versions filed.

24

Mr. Bock so as I understood Ms. Brook, defendants want all of

25

the exhibits -- all of the exhibits referenced in the

But
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02:39

1

stipulation.

2

time.

3

sure that I've got Mr. Bock's agreement to it.

4

disagreement to it, I want that flushed out.

5

MS. BROOK:

If there's a

I have that in front of me now.

Paragraph

1 of the parties stipulation seeks to admit both Plaintiffs

7

Exhibits 1 through 75, as Mr. Bock indicated, and also

8

Defendants' Exhibits 501 through 506.

9

sets of those exhibits be admitted.

10

I would ask that both

The joint stipulation also contemplates not to oppose

11

the introduction of or reliance on any documents or declarations

12

attached to, referenced in or filed with any of the defendants'

13

briefing on the motions to dismiss or request for temporary

14

restraining order.

15

those declarations.

16

of the documents or declarations attached to or referenced in

17

those filings.

19
20

I believe Mr. Bock referenced just one of

THE COURT:

I just seek to correct that it would be any

Thank you.

Mr. Bock, that is correct, you

have no objection to that?
MR. BOCK:

Your Honor, the only thing we would like to

21

say is we're not conceding relevance as to these documents and

22

exhibits, but we don't otherwise have an objection.

23

02:39

I want to make sure that I've got everything and make

6

18

02:39

And Ms. Brook, why don't you summarize one more

THE COURT:

No, I get that.

I certainly understand

24

the defendants aren't conceding the relevance of a lot of the

25

things here either.

Fortunately, we have a bench trial, so I
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1

can admit all of these things, as judge's love to say, for

2

whatever they're worth and they will be part of the record and

3

I'll rely on them to the extent they have evidentiary

4

significance and are relevant to the -- to the issues that I

5

address.

6

acceptable to everyone?

7

MS. BROOK:

8

MR. BOCK:

9
02:40

02:40

02:40

Is that

Ms. Brook?

Yes, Your Honor.

Thank you.

It's acceptable to the plaintiff, Your

Honor.

10

THE COURT:

All right.

Thank you.

At this point, the

11

factual record is complete subject to, you know, subject to --

12

There's apparently some question about whether one of these

13

latest affidavits or declarations is signed or not.

14

it's signed, that will be the complete record upon which the

15

Court should base its decisions in this case.

16

Mr. Bock?

17

MR. BOCK:

18

THE COURT:

19

perspective as well, Ms. Brook?

20

MS. BROOK:

Is that correct,

And that's correct from the defense

That is, Your Honor.

one point of housekeeping.

22

is still mooted.
MR. BOCK:

But once

It is, Your Honor.

21

23

02:40

And to the extent they're not, I won't.

If I just may make

I'm being told that the public line

Your Honor, I bring your attention to the

24

fact that the declaration of Claire Woodall-Vogg is not a part

25

of the stipulation, so just -- We'd also made that statement
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that that's a part of our submission.

2

to be lost.

3

02:41

THE COURT:

It's accepted into evidence subject to the

4

conditions that are on everything else.

5

from Mr. Mandell as he's been lead off.

6
7

02:41

02:42

Let's hear

DEFENSE ARGUMENT
MR. MANDELL:

Thank you, Your Honor.

Well, plaintiff

claims to enforce the directives of the Wisconsin Legislature.

9

What the Legislature has made most clear when it comes to

10

elections is that the will of the electors; that is, the voters

11

is what matters.

12

Election Code.

It's right there at the very top of the

In Wisconsin Statute § 5.01(1), "except as otherwise

14

provided, Chapters 5 to 12 shall be construed to give effect to

15

the will of the electors if that can be ascertained from the

16

proceedings notwithstanding informality or failure to fully

17

comply with some of their provisions."

18

02:42

All right.

8

13

02:41

I just didn't want that

In the midst of a pandemic, state and local officials

19

across Wisconsin of both parties and no party at all worked

20

diligently to hold a safe, fair election.

21

dispute that the rules governing this election were in place and

22

known to all involved before election day.

23

that any election official did anything other than act in good

24

faith to fulfill their duties.

25

3.3 million voters cast their votes in reliance on those

Plaintiff does not

He does not allege

It is not disputed that
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1

established rules.

2

02:42

02:43

And while he now compares himself to the plaintiffs in

3

Brown v. Board of Education and Loving v. Virginia while asking

4

this Court to deem Wisconsin's election failed, there is no

5

conceivable basis for disenfranchising the 3.3 million voters

6

who cast their votes in good faith.

7

Plaintiff asks the Court to overturn the result of the

8

election, as determined by the people of Wisconsin, in an act of

9

judicial fiat, a result that, as this Court recognized this

10

morning, would likely be the most extraordinary relief ever

11

afforded by any court in this Nation's history.

12

02:43

02:43

02:44

As Justice Brian Hagedorn wrote for the majority of

13

the Wisconsin Supreme Court just last week in another case that

14

sought all of the votes in the November election to be set

15

aside, "something far more fundamental than the winner of

16

Wisconsin's electoral votes is implicated in this case.

17

stake in some measure is faith in our system of free and fair

18

elections, a feature central to the enduring strength of our

19

constitutional republic.

20

the next case with a petition so obviously lacking, but this is

21

sobering.

22

most dramatic invocation of judicial power I have ever seen.

23

Judicial acquiescence to such entreaties based on so flimsily a

24

foundation would do indelible damage to every future election.

25

Once the door is opened to judicial invalidation of Presidential

At

It can be easy to blithely move on to

The relief being sought by the petitioners is the
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1

election results, it would be awfully hard to close that door

2

again.

3

The loss of public trust in our constitutional order resulting

4

from the exercise of this kind of judicial power would be

5

incalculable."

6

02:44

anti-democratic and unconstitutional.

8

it.

9

unconstitutional, it violates the Eleventh Amendment.

It also violates -- In addition to the other ways it's
Because

notwithstanding counsel's argument, it seeks retrospective

11

relief and goes well beyond a prospective injunction that would

12

be permissible.
Both on the face of the complaint which as we pointed

14

out in our motion to dismiss states no cause of action at all,

15

an argument by the way I would point out that was not responded

16

to in the reply brief and is therefore, under Seventh Circuit

17

precedent, waived and deemed admitted.
And on the stipulated record which in paragraphs 4 and

19

5 clearly admits the elements that are needed to establish

20

laches and others bars to plaintiff's claim.

21

be dismissed.

22

should not be granted.

23

02:45

This Court should reject

10

18

02:45

What President Trump seeks here is profoundly

7

13

02:45

This is a dangerous path we are being asked to tread.

This case should

If it's not, the relief requested cannot and

For the second time in 24 hours, plaintiff has in open

24

court completely reformulated his requested relief.

25

to be clear first was only a week ago.

First and

First, he wanted an
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1

unconstitutional advisory declaration that Wisconsin's voting

2

laws weren't followed and a concomitant remand or today in a

3

distinction without much difference, a reversion to the

4

Legislature.

5

problematic and unconstitutional, yesterday plaintiff's counsel

6

changed things up and sought an injunction against the Governor,

7

but that injunction would have concrete effect only following

8

unlawful and unlikely action by the Legislature.

9
02:46

02:47

02:47

I think that's part of what the Court might have meant

10

by terming it bizarre.

11

again and asked for the first time for this Court to declare

12

Wisconsin's entire election void without notice or real proof

13

much less any legal precedent.

14
02:46

Realizing perhaps that that is entirely

Today, plaintiff's counsel changed tact

All of this is clearly improper, inappropriate and

15

beyond this Court's authority.

16

because I think it is --

17

said by plaintiff's counsel before our break but it's important

18

to focus on what wasn't said.

19

clear in the stipulated facts is that President Trump never

20

challenged any of the guidelines he now complains of despite

21

having ample opportunity.

22

election result that he didn't like.

23

another four weeks.

I'm going to begin, Your Honor,

is most clear with laches.

A lot was

What was not said but is made

He didn't do it until he got an
And even then, it took

24

Having lost the election, the President now comes to

25

this Court asking it to exercise jurisdiction it does not have
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1

asking it to interpret state laws that are currently be

2

addressed in a state court proceeding, an exclusive state court

3

proceeding as we'll discuss in a minute.

4

relief that would deprive 3.3 million Wisconsinites of their

5

fundamental right to vote, that simply isn't right.

6

02:48

02:48

three specific procedures within Wisconsin voting law.

8

three of these procedures are perfectly legal and reasonable for

9

the reasons articulated in defendant's briefs.

10

All

More

specifically, let me address each of them very briefly.
With respect to drop boxes.

Paragraphs 4 and 5 in the

12

parties stipulated facts make clear that the drop box issue was

13

well known before the election.

14

August 19, 2020, so that's the latest possible time in which

15

President Trump was aware.

16

suggests, a new-fangled form of voting that was invented for the

17

November election.

The guidance was issued on

But this was not, as Mr. Bock

18

Wisconsin used drop boxes in the April election.

19

Wisconsin used drop boxes in the August election, and then

20

Wisconsin used drop boxes in the November election.

21

02:49

Plaintiff's evidence or argument at least centers on

7

11

02:48

To grant unheard of

If the President had a problem with that practice, he

22

should have made an effort to challenge it.

23

that plaintiff's counsel cited were cases where the President

24

did indeed bring pretrial --

25

those because they seek prospective injunctive relief have been

Some of the cases

bring preelection challenges.

And
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1
2

02:49

02:49

02:50

02:50

02:51

treated very differently by the Court.
But that is not what happened here.

Here, we have a

3

delay of at least 105 days between the guidance that is now

4

complained of and the lawsuit that was filed.

5

opportunity to explain this delay.

6

although there was a little smidgen at the end, and I'll talk

7

about that in a moment.

8

established principle of laches under recent decision by courts

9

around this country, including federal courts hearing other

They've had ample

They've offered very little

That alone is dispositive under

10

claims about this election and under Seventh Circuit precedent

11

which makes quite clear that in election litigation

12

particularly, parties need to act with alacrity and the doctrine

13

of laches applies with particular force.

14

Hogsett case, Your Honor, 917 F.2d at 1031.

15

That will be Fulani v.

So let's look at -- Sorry before I move on from that,

16

let me also note that there is nothing in the plaintiff's

17

extensive presentation earlier that is actual evidence that the

18

votes cast at drop boxes helped Joe Biden as compared to Donald

19

Trump win the election.

20

They also complain about voting by those who self

21

designate as indefinitely confined as allowed by Wisconsin law.

22

Here too, paragraphs 4 and 5 in the parties stipulated facts

23

make clear that the guidance of which they now complain was

24

publicly known by March 29th of 2020 at the latest, 248 days

25

before plaintiff filed this lawsuit.
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1

02:51

02:51

But let me add two more factors that I think make this

2

one particularly egregious, Your Honor.

3

Indefinitely Confined Statute has been on the books in Wisconsin

4

for 45 years.

5

that was created as an exception to the Voter ID Law.

6

this is a long-standing principle of Wisconsin law that has

7

every time the Legislature amended it and expanded to make it

8

easier for people to use it, it reflects a legislative judgment

9

that people should be able to self certify, to be able to decide

02:52

Rather,

for themselves whether they qualify to avail themselves of this

11

protection or not.

So that's one issue.

And when the Legislature adopted Wisconsin's Voter ID

13

Law almost ten years ago, they made another policy determination

14

not to change the Indefinitely Confined Statute.

15

to evade it or a hole in the statute.

16

of the State of Wisconsin that is separate from the Voter ID

17

Statute.

18

02:52

This is not, as Mr. Bock suggested, a statute

10

12

02:52

One, is that the

It's not a way

It is a policy decision

Secondly, this is actively being litigated in the

19

Wisconsin Supreme Court.

20

brought a challenge based on some of the same Facebook posts

21

that plaintiff's counsel here is complaining about from late

22

March.

23

the Wisconsin Supreme Court.

24

this Court in an order issued on March 31st, a temporary

25

injunction order, the Wisconsin Supreme Court unanimously with

The Republican party of Wisconsin

And that challenge was brought as an original action in
And particularly importantly for
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1

one judge recused, but every justice on that court blessed that

2

guidance of March 29th from the Elections Commission and said it

3

accorded with the law.

4
02:53

Now, the case still goes on about exactly what the

5

interpretation of the statute is.

6

received approval from the Wisconsin Supreme Court.

7

Campaign did not seek to intervene in that case, did not seek

8

relief in that case.

9
02:53

02:53

That too is laches.

And third, Your Honor, they talk about the idea of
corrections or completions of witness addresses on absentee

11

ballots.

12

make clear.

13

2016, before the last Presidential election, the one that the

14

plaintiff here was victorious in.

15

challenge that practice until now.

Here too, paragraphs 4 and 5 in the stipulated facts
That guidance was publicly known in October of

Plaintiff made no effort to

Yes, Mr. Bock showed you guidance from October of 2020

17

that mentioned this.

18

October 2016.

19

Wisconsin Elections Commission, and this November was the 12th

20

election in which that guidance has been applied.

21

02:54

The Trump

10

16

02:54

That --

But that guidance has

But the policy decision was made in

It was unanimously adopted by a bipartisan

Now, I mentioned earlier that plaintiff's counsel

22

didn't really offer much of an excuse for those egregious delays

23

in bringing --

24

a smidgen of excuse, and the excuse that they offered was

25

essentially that they wanted to wait and see what was going to

bringing this claim.

They did, as I said, offer
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1

happen.

2

because if he did, there was no need to sue.

3

02:54

That is the worst form of laches.

the Doctrine of Laches exists, to prevent parties from doing

5

exactly this, waiting to see if something bad happens and then

6

after it does trying to change the rules.
There are other reasons of course that this Court

8

should not grant the relief that the plaintiff's seek.

9

speak briefly.

02:56

And if Your

Honor has questions or wants me to talk more about any of them,

11

I am happy to do.
First, is that the state court provides the exclusive

13

remedy, a remedy that the President, the plaintiff here, is

14

already pursuing in parallel with this case.

15

plaintiff's counsel say it's a little bit different because

16

these are constitutional claims, and those are state law recount

17

claims.

18

understood, was to make sure that the arithmetic was correct.

19
02:55

I will cover them very briefly.

Let me

10

12

02:55

That is exactly why

4

7

02:55

They wanted to know if the President won the election

Now, I heard

And he said the purpose of the state recounts, if I

Well, we can have a discussion about what the purpose

20

of the state recount is.

21

the claims that the President is bringing in the state recount.

22

He's not complaining about arithmetic.

23

state recounts exactly the same issues that he is trying to put

24

before this Court.

25

Court that has not been raised in the recount is the grants from

But make no mistakes, those are not

He is raising in the

The only issue that is raised before this
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02:56

1

the Center for Technology and Civic Life.

2

The legality of the CTCL grants has already been litigated in

3

this district, and the President's position lost.

4

that in our briefs.

5

have two bites at the apple.

7

court at the same time, and that leads, of course, right into

8

abstention.

9

doctrines of Pullman abstention.

They can't proceed in federal

This Court should abstain under well-established
There is substantial

10

uncertainty about the meaning of some of these state laws.

11

are not nearly as crystal clear as Mr. Roth will explain.

12

interpretations that the plaintiff makes are heavily contested.

They
The

The Indefinitely Confined Statute is still pending

14

before the Wisconsin Supreme Court.

15

be decided in that state law recount, which is really where they

16

should be decided.

These other questions will

And there's a reasonable probability that the state

18

court clarification of the state law will obviate the need for

19

any constitutional ruling in this Court.

20

Circuit standard for Pullman abstention under the Wisconsin

21

Right to Life case.

22

02:57

Judge Griesbach made those decisions.

6

17

02:57

We reference

Given that exclusive state remedy, the plaintiff can't

13

02:57

But those grants --

That is the Seventh

The Court should also abstain under the Colorado River

23

Doctrine.

24

substantially the same parties contemporaneously litigating

25

substantially the same issues in another forum.

We have parallel state and federal actions,

That's the
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1

Seventh Circuit standard for parallelism here in the Clark case

2

at 376 F.3rd 686.

3

the lawyers here today and most of the parties are involved in

4

both of these actions.

5

recount case has almost the same claims, the same -- the same

6

state law issues that are raised.

7

proceeding and circumstance warrant declining jurisdiction,

8

Colorado River applies.

9
02:58

02:58

02:59

Many of

And as I said a moment ago, the state

So if you have a parallel

The Seventh Circuit's identified six relevant

10

circumstances in the Tyrer case, most of which apply here.

11

Wisconsin state law provides the rule of decision in both cases.

12

The tight timeline nearly guarantees duplicative piecemeal

13

litigation.

14

when the President asked for a recount on November 18th, and

15

that there is little risk.

16

that the state courts will not adequately protect his rights.

17

02:58

That is exactly what we have here.

The state recall proceedings were instituted first

Plaintiff has pointed to no risk

I mentioned the Eleventh Amendment earlier, Your

18

Honor.

19

the kind of relief that is in the plaintiff's newly formulated

20

injunction request.

21

against state officials for alleged violations of state law.

22

That is flatly prohibited under Pennhurst.

23

exception, of course, under Ex Parte Young, but only for

24

prospective relief.

25

The Eleventh Amendment absolutely applies here and bars

The plaintiff is asking for the relief

There is an

Here, the relief sought is retrospective.

It
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1

fundamentally seeks to undue the election already held and the

2

certification already entered based on violations that allegedly

3

occurred before.

4

last night at page 36 explains this quite clearly.

5

Nor, Your Honor, does the plaintiff have standing.

6

There's no standing for the Electors Cause theory because

7

ultimately what's here is an advisory opinion.

8

redress the President's injury.

9

reformulated, audacious remedy request, the President still only

03:00

Even under today's

gets what he wants if the Legislature acts as he has requested

11

or as he wants, but there's no guarantee that that's going to

12

happen.
The Court can't instruct the Legislature what to do.

14

The Legislature has shown no inclination in fact every

15

inclination, including from members of the President's own

16

party, is that they're not going to do that.

The relief must be

17

tailored to a particular injury.

There is no

18

standing here.

19
03:00

Winning will not

10

13

03:00

Judge Pepper's decision in the Feehan case

It is not.

I would direct the Court --

standing cases are

20

legion.

21

case from the US Supreme Court in 2013.

22

an injury "likely to be addressed by a favorable judicial

23

decision" because "federal courts may not decide questions that

24

cannot affect the rights of litigants in the case before them."

25

But in particular, I direct the Court to the Chafin
Plaintiff must allege

Nor would there be prudential standing under the
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1

Electors Clause theory advanced here.

2

explode the concept of Article III standing so any violation of

3

any election law would suddenly be a constitutional issue under

4

the Electors Clause.

5

injury that can be remedied under federal law that couldn't

6

equally be remedied under state law is the usurpation of

7

legislative authority that injury is suffered uniquely by the

8

Legislature, which is not here.

9
03:01

03:01

03:02

That simply can't be right.

The only

And I would note it's not here even though two years

10

ago, the Legislature gave itself broad authority to intervene in

11

pretty much any judicial action involving the State of

12

Wisconsin, and it has used that extensively more than two dozen

13

times in the last two years.

14

cases in state and federal court to speak for the State of

15

Wisconsin, but they are not here.

16

03:01

Plaintiff's theory would

The Legislature has intervened in

In the Bognet case in Pennsylvania, the Court

17

recognized this finding, a congressional candidate lacked

18

prudential standing because the Legislature should have brought

19

the claim under the Electors Clause.

20

The President also lacks standing under equal

21

protection.

22

turns equal protection on its head because the Equal Protection

23

Clause protects Wisconsin voters whose rights might be violated

24

by the actions of state officials.

25

Really, what the President's trying to do here

President Trump is not a Wisconsin voter.

He can't
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argue he was treated differently than any other voter, and he

2

can't claim that the Constitution confers upon him a right that

3

would deprive 3.3 million voters of their rights.

4
03:02

03:02

Further his claimed injury is as a candidate, but he

5

was treated no differently than any other candidate in this

6

election.

7

subject to the same rules in Wisconsin, so there is no equal

8

protection injury.

9

raised can't solve this problem.

10

The Boyer case decided in Arizona says that vote
dilution is about different voters -- votes being weighed

13

differently.

14

officials misapplied state law do not implicate a concrete harm

15

that satisfies standing requirements under the Equal Protection

16

Clause.

And also says that allegations that election

Indeed, the Seventh Circuit in the Shipley case held

18

that, "even a deliberate violation of state election law by

19

state election officials does not transgress against the

20

Constitution when it was talking about these purposes."

21

follows that the good-faith election administration here cannot

22

conceivably be a constitutional violation.

23

03:03

The cases -- Just the cases

12

17

03:03

The vote dilution theory that plaintiff has

decided yesterday make that clear.

11

03:03

All of the candidates had knowledge of and were

It

And of course, the plaintiff's requested claim -- The

24

plaintiff's request relief is moot.

25

here again because the Court can't give President Trump the

There's no live controversy
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1

relief that he seeks.

2

03:04

03:04

3

Michigan decision issued on Monday, King v. Whitmer, where it

4

says, "this ship has already sailed" at page 13.

5

03:04

in which Judge Pryor wrote, "we cannot turn back the clock and

7

create a world in which the 2020 election results are not

8

certified".

9

recently.

Or to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court case also

"There is no basis in law by which the courts may

10

grant the request to ignore the results of an election and

11

recommit the choice to substitute its preferred slate of

12

electors for the one that was chosen by majority of

13

Pennsylvania's voters."
On top of all of that, Your Honor, there's still no

15

basis -- There's still no claim or a basis for a claim.

16

this lawsuit should be dismissed on many different grounds, the

17

defendants haven't shied away from the merits.

18

agreed to an expedited trial on stipulated facts, and we

19

explained in great detail why these claims should be dismissed

20

under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6).

21

as I mentioned earlier plaintiff ignored, and under governing

22

Seventh Circuit law thereby conceded.

23

03:05

To the Eleventh Circuit decision issued last Saturday

6

14
03:04

The -- I would refer this Court to the -- to the

While

Indeed, we

Argument that

And even if the Court does reach the merits, the

24

plaintiff still can't win.

25

by the Rule 52 motion I made at the outset of this hearing, that

The defendants submit, as indicated
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1

the stipulations that comprise the entirety of the record here

2

do not amount to much of anything, certainly not enough to

3

justify the unprecedented, profoundly anti-democratic and

4

frankly absurd relief that the President is asking this Court to

5

grant.

6

03:05

If the Court has any questions regarding the -- that

7

we can answer regarding the plaintiff's presentation or the many

8

justiciability arguments that I ran through here and are raised

9

in defendants' brief or is inclined to entertain any questions

10

of plaintiff's argument, I'm more than happy to address those

11

concerns and questions.

12

03:06

03:06

Otherwise, I'd like to close by reminding the Court

13

who this case is really about.

14

counsel for plaintiff barely mentioned in their lengthy

15

presentation.

16

presented with a justiciable controversy.

17

plaintiff has offered no evidence even remotely worthy of

18

stripping 3.3 million voters of their fundamental right to vote.

It's the voters.

This Court has not been
And even if it has,

19

Absent any questions, Governor Evers is prepared to

20

rest on our papers and the argument here today after two very

21

brief notes, Your Honor.

22

03:06

Notably, it's a population that

First, Mr. Bock asked for a final judgment on the

23

merits.

24

finality, I want to reserve the right of Governor Evers and any

25

other defendant to file a fee petition in this case.

We concur with that.

And while we're talking about

Mr. Bock
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03:07

03:07

1

says this is a 1983 action and such actions are subject to

2

motions for attorneys' fees.

3

the matters addressed today, I imagine you may well see such

4

petitions.

5

Second, as I indicated prior to our break and again at

6

the outset of my remarks, I do want to turn things over to

7

counsel for the other defendants who may have specific issues to

8

address briefly.

9

Attorney General Colin Roth, attorney on behalf of the other

10

state defendants.

11

other questions.

Thank you, Your Honor, unless you have any

THE COURT:

13

MR. ROTH:

No thank you.

Mr. Roth.

Thank you, Your Honor.

Good afternoon.

14

Assistant Attorney General Colin Roth on behalf of Wisconsin

15

Elections Commission and Secretary of State La Follette.
I'd like to make one thing crystal clear at the

17

outset.

18

Wisconsin's Election Laws must be followed and, in fact, were

19

followed during the 2020 general election.

20

The Wisconsin Election Commission believes that

The election was secure.

The results were accurate,

21

and the Commission faithfully complied with Wisconsin law.

22

That's been confirmed by recounts of the vote in Wisconsin's two

23

largest counties.

24
03:08

And I believe first would be Assistant

12

16

03:07

Once this Court has disposed of

25

Now, what's at issue here is plaintiff's disagreement
with certain longstanding absentee voting procedures.

Now, the
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1

Commission believes that these disputes and plaintiff's

2

positions lack any merit as I'll explain.

3

to state election law.

4
03:08

03:08

Mr. Mandell that we believe these disputes simply have no place

6

in federal court.

7

turned into federal disputes would involve the federal courts

8

with nearly any state election disputes across the country.

9

indeed this afternoon, as Mr. Mandell mentioned, a state court

03:09

These are disputes about state law that if

10

will be addressing these precise issues, which is where the

11

disputes should be heard.

And

And before I turn to the merits of each of these three

13

state law issues, I want to make a brief higher-level

14

point about plaintiff's absurd theory that the Elections

15

Commission is somehow some rogue agency on a mission to help one

16

candidate win the Presidential election.

17

03:09

I would like to reiterate a point made by co-counsel

5

12

03:08

All of them conform

The Wisconsin Election Commission is a bipartisan

18

commission.

19

that control the Commission.

20

they issue is overseen by three Republicans and three Democrats.

21

Moreover, the Elections Commission is completely transparent.

22

advise a lot of agencies.

23

has had as many public meetings this year to discuss their work,

24

discuss their operations and their plans for the election.

25

There are three Republicans and three Democrats
Any action they take and guidance

I

I'm not aware of a single one that

All their guidance, their advice and their
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1

communications to the public are posted on line for everyone to

2

see.

3

the Commission does.

Nothing is hidden, and there's no partisan agenda in what

4
03:09

03:10

With that, I'd like to turn to the three state law

5

issues that the plaintiffs raise here.

6

the indefinite confinement issue.

7

these, this is not a partisan issue.

8

statute has been in effect for decades.

9

Wisconsin use this status.

03:10

03:11

And again like with all of
As Mr. Mandell noted, this
People all across

It is not simply voters in Dane and

10

Milwaukee County, which is apparently what we heard from the

11

plaintiffs.

12

03:10

First, I will begin with

Everyone in Wisconsin everywhere, not everyone.

Many

13

people across the state use this status.

14

need to emphasize is although the numbers of people who

15

registered for this status did increase from 2016 to 2020,

16

that's simply because the number of absentee voters increased

17

during this Presidential election.

18

who used this status remained around 10 percent and did not

19

change.

20

And one fact I really

The proportion of the people

On the merits of this issue, I think it's critical to

21

take a look at what the Commission actually said.

22

didn't hear much about that from the plaintiffs.

23

statute says is that Wisconsin voters can claim to be

24

"indefinitely confined because of age, physical illness, or

25

infirmity or disabled for an indefinite period."

We really
Now, what the
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1

03:11

03:11

03:12

03:12

They

2

emphasized that that status is "for each individual voter to

3

make based upon their current circumstance."

4

I think as plaintiff would have us do that it shall "not be used

5

by electors simply as a means to avoid the photo ID

6

requirement."

7

consistent with Wisconsin law.

That is exactly right.

And they emphasize

That is completely

8

And as for the COVID crisis, the Commission said

9

"during the current public health crisis, many voters of a

10

certain age or an at-risk population may meet that standard of

11

indefinitely confined until the crisis abates."

12

never said that everyone in Wisconsin can use this status simply

13

because of COVID-19.

14

individual voters may elect the status if appropriate.

15

completely consistent with Wisconsin law.

16

03:12

Now, what did the Commission say about this?

That is just absurd.

The Commission

It said that
That is

And as Mr. Mandell pointed, the Wisconsin Supreme

17

Court itself approved that guidance.

18

understand exactly what plaintiff's dispute with this is.

19

last point I need to make about this is many indefinitely

20

confined voters have, in fact, presented photo identification

21

within the last four years.

22

submitting ballots without providing identification.

23

simply not true.

24

status have shown photo identification.

25

a tactic we use to avoid the photo ID requirements.

It's hard for me to
One

It's not as if all these voters are
That is

The vast majority of voters who claim this
It is not as if this is
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1

03:13

03:13

And with that unless Your Honor has any questions

2

about the indefinite confinement status, the last thing I would

3

note is the plaintiffs have not offered a single shred of

4

evidence about a single voter who actually does not meet the

5

standard for indefinite confinement.

6

with certain guidance that the Supreme Court -- the Wisconsin

7

Supreme Court has approved.

8

whatsoever of a single voter who cast a ballot in the 2020

9

general election that did not qualify for indefinite confinement

10

status.

11

03:13

03:14

03:14

All we have is a dispute

There is no evidence in this case

With that, I'll turn to the absentee drop boxes.
Again, this is neither a new or a partisan issue.

12

Drop boxes have been used before in Wisconsin.

13

plaintiff's acknowledge, they are used in every corner of the

14

state.

15

are used everywhere.

16

that, that Justice Gorsuch in an opinion that the plaintiffs

17

repeatedly referenced during their presentation commended

18

Wisconsin's use of drop boxes during the COVID-19 crisis.

19

was in a case just two months ago challenging an extension of

20

the absentee ballot receipt deadline.

21

said is that, "returning an absentee ballot in Wisconsin is

22

easy.

23

their absentee ballots to the clerk's office or they may place

24

their absentee ballots in a secure absentee ballot drop box.

25

Some absentee ballot drop boxes are located outdoors and some

And indeed as

These are not limited to Madison and Milwaukee.

These

And I think it's precisely because of

This

And what Justice Gorsuch

Until election day, voters may, for example, hand deliver
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1

are indoors at a location like a municipal clerk's office."

2

That was Justice Gorsuch commending Wisconsin's use of drop

3

boxes.

4
03:14

03:15

5

Wisconsin Legislature who called drop boxes lawful and commended

6

their use.

7

how the Legislature can -- state Legislature can call these drop

8

boxes lawful, but then somehow invalidate all votes deposited in

9

them.

03:15

Now, in terms of their legal argument, the plaintiffs

11

rely on a provision in Wisconsin law that says absentee ballots

12

"shall be mailed by the elector or delivered in person to the

13

municipal clerk issuing the ballot or ballots."
Now, clearly nothing in that plain text restricts

15

delivery to the clerk's office or any other particular location.

16

And I think the way we know that is that the Legislature and

17

other closely-related statutes have specified that when certain

18

election events need to take place at the office of the clerk,

19

that is what the statute says.

20

And I would point Your Honor to Wis. Stats.

21

6.86(1)(a)(2) and 6.87(3)(a).

22

the office of the clerk as a place that an event needs to

23

happen, whereas this provision on which plaintiff rely does not.

24
03:16

So again, it's quite difficult for me to understand

10

14
03:15

I would also point to a letter by counsel for the

25

Both of these statutes reference

The other argument they make focuses on alternative
ballot cites.

And again, that mischaracterizes the provision
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1

which is 6.85(5).

2

in-person absentee voting where voters may go to the clerk's

3

office and both request, receive and then vote the absentee

4

ballot all in one go.

5

absentee voter has requested a ballot by mail, voted it and then

6

simply goes to return it.

7

03:17

03:17

03:18

It does not apply to situations where an

In terms of the --

So I think in both those respects,

8

neither statute prohibits the use of drop boxes as a place

9

simply where absentee voters can deposit a voted ballot.

We

10

heard, you know, a lot about the standards that apply to --

11

these drop boxes.

12

exhibit, I believe it is at Exhibit 14, is uniform state-wide

13

guidance provided by the Commission to clerks statewide about

14

how to administer drop boxes in a safe and secure manner

15

advising them to keep track of the chain of custody of all the

16

votes and make sure that these are effective ways of --

17

voting and collecting ballots.

18

03:18

What that provision is designed to address is

to

And what I can say is that in plaintiff's

of

What I can say is the Commission does not, I think as

19

plaintiffs conceded, have the authority under Wisconsin law to

20

order municipalities to --

21

particular way.

22

do is provide standards and guidance for the localities to

23

follow when administering these drop boxes, and that's exactly

24

what they did, and it was completely consistent with Wisconsin

25

law.

to administer these drop boxes in a

With that said what it can do and what it did
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1

03:18

03:19

Lastly, I'll turn to the final category that the

2

plaintiffs raise here, which is clerks completing certain

3

address information on absentee witness certification forms.

4

Again, as with these other two as Mr. Mandell pointed out, this

5

is not a new practice sprung upon the electorate for the 2020

6

election.

7

Again, I have to emphasize what Mr. Mandell said, this

8

was guidance unanimously approved by the Elections Commission in

9

2016 before the prior Presidential election.

10

this is just another indication that these are not acts of a

11

partisan body out to favor a particular candidate.

12

been in place for a long time.

13

03:19

03:19

These have

I would like to provide a little bit of context of

14

typically how this is used.

15

wife filled out an absentee ballot.

16

initially signed in the wrong place.

17

given my position, I had to cross it out and put it in the right

18

place.

19

witnesses, you know, make these mistakes.

20

I won't call them mistakes.

21

state when they write down their address.

22

03:20

Again, I think

You know, I think of myself.
I had to witness it.

My
I

Somewhat embarrassingly

And so I think what can typically happen is that the
They may leave off --

They may leave off a city or a

How this typically works is a clerk will look at the

23

absentee ballot, the outside of the envelope which is where

24

these certification forms are located.

25

person, the voter, has filled out their entire address, a street

And you'll see that one
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1

number, city, state, zip code.

2

a mistake, like I've done, and perhaps left off the state.

3

what the clerk does will --

4

obviously live in the same place, and they'll potentially fill

5

in the state or the zip code.

6

03:20

03:21

And

This is not a situation

7

where the addresses are completely left off.

8

and clerks are, you know, going on Google to --

9

address.

The witness form
to find the

They use reliable information, either the voters who

10

obviously lives at the same address or a database like the Voter

11

Registration State Database.
And I do have to clear up I have think a misconception

13

that plaintiff made here, which is that somehow the witness is

14

certifying swearing to their address.

15

the form says.

16

witness is attesting to, the witness is attesting to the voter's

17

residence and the voter's identification.

18

read the form.

19

entails, and the certification does not entail the witness'

20

address.

21

And I think the easiest way to see that is by contrasting to the

22

voter certification.

23

03:21

has made

will note that the two people

That's what's going on here.

12

03:21

But the witness has --

That is simply not what

If you look at the form and you look at what the

Below -- And you can

It says very specifically what the certification

That is not part of what the witness is attesting to.

If you look at the voter certification, the voter

24

says, I certify that subject to the penalties for false

25

statements that I'm a resident of the ward of the municipality
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03:22

03:22

1

and the county of the State of Wisconsin indicated hereon, et

2

cetera, et cetera.

3

saying, I live at this address and this street address.

4

witness simply says that the voter was attesting to the truth.

03:23

And the

5

And so what the purpose of the witness address is, you

6

know, it's not as if these clerks are altering a sworn statement

7

after the fact, which I think is the misimpression that

8

plaintiffs have created here.

9

essentially if you need to find the witness to potentially put

The address form is -- is used

10

them on the stand to see if the absentee voter who they were

11

witnessing, in fact, was who they said they were and lived where

12

they said they lived.

13

not some, you know, some requirement or eligibility to be a

14

witness.

15

that's why it's not part of the sworn certification on these --

16

on these ballot forms.

17

03:23

So essentially the voter is expressly

It's a tool to find the witness.

It's simply a tool to find them if needed.

And that's why I think address is --

It's

And so

is --

you know

18

you can be missing a state.

19

Wisconsin, you can still find the witness if you need to --

20

probe their sworn testimony about the voter, and that's all that

21

needs to be done.

If the witness didn't list
to

22

And I think the other statute in which they rely says,

23

well, if the certificate is missing, the address, the ballot may

24

not be counted.

25

list the witness' address, not who needs to fill it in.

All I say is just that the envelope needs to
Other
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1

statutes specify who needs to fill in certain information, not

2

this one.

3

needs to go into an address if it needs to include every piece

4

of information including the municipality and state.

5

does not do the same thing.

6
7
8
9
03:24

03:24

03:25

This one

So with that, I think that's every piece of the
challenge.

If this Court has no questions, that's all I have.
THE COURT:

Thank you.

I don't have any questions on

those issues.

10
11

03:24

And similarly, other statutes specify what exactly

DEFENSE ARGUMENT
MR. GREENBAUM:

Thank you, Your Honor.

I'm up next.

12

John Greenbaum representing the NAACP and individual clients.

13

As I said before along with my colleagues, the Lawyers'

14

Committee for Civil Rights Under Law and Laffey, Leitner &

15

Goode, I represent the Wisconsin State Conference of the NAACP,

16

Wendell Harris, Sr., Dorothy Harrell and Earnestine Moss.

17

my clients are the only voters that are parties to this case,

18

and I want to thank the Court for granting our motion to

19

intervene in this case.

20

And

And I wanted to mention that about the voters because

21

what is this case about?

22

3.3 million votes that were cast in Wisconsin this year.

23

it's part of a series of cases that the Trump Administration and

24

its supporters have brought in state and federal court across

25

the country to seek to throw out the results in several states.

It's an attempt to throw out
And
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03:25

03:26

The NAACP and the Lawyers' Committee have partnered to

2

protect the rights of black voters in those cases.

3

important because one of the things that we've seen is a

4

strategy to go after the black vote.

5

papers the argument made in the first of these federal cases

6

that that was argued in Pennsylvania by Mr. Giuliani, on behalf

7

of the President, where he talked about where they were going to

8

attack the vote.

9

Pittsburgh, Detroit, Atlanta and Milwaukee, all cities with

10

03:27

And he specifically mentioned Philadelphia,

And you know, we have a bad history in this country of

12

suppressing the right of black voters, but it's not just a

13

history because these efforts are going on today.

14

unfortunately, these lawsuits are the latest unfortunate chapter

15

in terms of doing that.

16

anticipated this and has engaged in this proactive effort.

17

03:27

And we cited to in our

substantial amounts of the black vote.

11

03:26

That's

And

And for that reason, the NAACP

In speaking about Wisconsin specifically, if you look

18

at where this case is focused and where the state recount case

19

that is going on at the same time is focused.

20

focused on?

21

two counties in Wisconsin that have the most black people in

22

them with a special and particular focus on Milwaukee County

23

where roughly two thirds of the black population in Wisconsin

24

live.

25

Where is it

Two places, Milwaukee County and Dane County, the

Now, plaintiff's counsel in his argument two of the
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1

cases he referenced, and he used them as this case as almost

2

being a successor to those two cases, and he talked about Loving

3

v. Virginia and Brown v. Board of Elections.

4

about what those cases were about, Brown v. Board eliminates

5

being the (indiscernible) segregation of schools, the separation

6

of black students and white students.

7

03:28

Loving v. Virginia, eliminating the cegenation laws

8

across the country.

9

the effort that the plaintiff and his counsel are seeking in

03:29

03:29

It's frankly patently offensive to compare

10

this case and others to those cases because in part they are an

11

attack on the black vote.

12

03:28

And when you think

Again 3.3 million votes cast in this election in

13

Wisconsin.

14

votes are what the plaintiff wants to throw out.

15

single allegation, let alone evidence that a single ineligible

16

voter voted in this election, not a single allegation let alone

17

evidence that a single voter engaged in voter fraud, but yet

18

plaintiff wants to throw all those votes out.

And one of the things --

And those 3.3 million
But yet not a

19

Now, the plaintiff also talked about his inability to

20

bring this case prior to the election this year because there's

21

a lot going on.

22

as a voting rights lawyer, there has been an unprecedented

23

number of cases that were filed before the election this year,

24

several hundred of them.

25

the Trump Campaign, and we've been litigating against the Trump

It's a 50-state campaign.

Well, I'll tell you

We were involved in a bunch and so was
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03:29

03:30

03:31

if President

Trump had a problem with any of these issues in Wisconsin law,

4

it's frankly no excuse that those issues were not raised prior

5

to the election as --

6

changes could have been made, and the voting rules would have

7

changed as opposed to having the voters vote and then trying to

8

get their votes thrown out after the election is over.

when if they would have had merit,

You know, as I said before and as you are well aware

10

of, there have been now a couple dozen cases that have been

11

brought across the country in both state and federal court

12

challenging the 2020 election.

13

is in my view the finest hour of the judiciary in both federal

14

and state court; that judges involving a variety of claims

15

across the country with judges that vary in terms of their views

16

ideologically have all followed the similar principles in all

17

these cases and; that is, voters decide elections, not courts

18

and not Legislatures.

19

has recognized and has been commonly quoted, that voting is the

20

right that's preservative of all other rights.

21

03:31

So it's frankly no excuse to have if --

3

9
03:30

Campaign all over the country.

And why?

And frankly up until now, this

Because as the Supreme Court

Because if the right to vote is not protected and kept

22

sacrosanct, then democracy crumbles because then we have no

23

faith in the system.

24

ability to have redress if it is somebody other than the voters

25

that are deciding elections.

We have no --

We as citizens have no
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03:31

And we hope and expect that this Court will render a

2

decision that is going to be consistent with what we've seen

3

elsewhere in the country and during this election cycle, and;

4

that is, to uphold the rights of the voters and to allow these

5

3.3 million votes to count.

6

So you know, we would submit that you grant the

7

defendants' motion to dismiss and you deny the plaintiff's

8

effort at relief.

9
03:32

MS. BROOK:

03:33

03:55

Your Honor, I do not believe that we have

10

any other planned presentations from the defendants.

11

I ask anyone else if they have something to say to speak.

12

Great.

13

03:32

Thank you, Your Honor.

THE COURT:

Of course,

Thank you for coordinating that.

I do

14

have --

15

been going for another hour.

16

15 minutes.

17

questions for Mr. Mandell and also for Mr. Bock.

18

I'll try to use this 15 minutes to get my thoughts organized

19

much like defendants used the lunch hour to get their

20

presentation organized.

21

coordinating on that and being succinct.

22

appreciates that.

I do have a few questions.

Why don't we take about

We'll come back at 3:45, and I'll have some
But give me --

I want to thank defendants for
The Court very much

We'll go into recess until 3:45.

23

(Brief recess taken.)

24

(Back on the record.)

25

What I propose is we've

THE CLERK:

The Court is now in session.
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03:55

THE COURT:

put pencil to paper, but I actually have a pen an try to limit

3

my questions.

4

ask you some questions about justiciability, abstention, the

5

Eleventh Amendment, Pennhurst -- Pennhurst, the case that I have

6

not read in a long time before this.

03:57

03:57

Let me start first with Mr. Mandell.

I'd like to

So plaintiff's complaint talks a lot about state law

8

of course.

9

declaratory relief under Article II, Section 1 of the United

10

States Constitution, which is incredibly unique in the sense

11

that it refers to the actions of state legislators.

12

least as I think Justice Rehnquist wrote in his concurrent

13

opinion in Bush v. Gore sort of federalizes state law.

14
03:56

I have tried to

2

7

03:55

Good afternoon everyone.

But it also asserts a claim -- a request for

And at

So my question for you and so obviously, that's a very

15

different situation.

16

doesn't that take this case out of Pennhurst in the sense that

17

don't I have jurisdiction to determine whether --

18

Rehnquist concurrent says is there's -- if there's been a

19

significant departure from the legislative scheme that was

20

adopted under Article II, Section 1, that violation -- Article

21

II, Section 1, so the Court has to determine -- look at state

22

law and if there's been that significant departure from the

23

legislative scheme, it's violating the Constitution.

24

I have jurisdiction to analyze that?

25

has been a significant departure here.

It's a very incredibly unique context, and

so what the

And don't

And I'm not saying there
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03:57

03:58

dispute that, but don't I have jurisdiction to make that

3

determination as a federal court?

4

MR. MANDELL:
first instance.

6

are dressed up in the garb of federal claims.

7

know, first of all, Chief Justice Rehnquist's concurrence was

8

exactly that.

These are --

These are state law claims that

It was a concurrence.

I think that, you

It's not binding law.

Second of all, to the extent there was binding law in

10

Bush v. Gore, it is quite clearly and expressly meant as a

11

ticket for one ride only and cautions courts not to rely on or

12

build upon it.

13

this is not a stable foundation for future --

14

jurisprudence.

15

that was --

16

allegedly in a state court adjudication.

I understand that courts have, but it does say
for future

And it came out of a state court, right?

So

the federal courts looking at short comings

Here what we have by contrast is the plaintiff

18

litigating in state court and without waiting to see how that

19

comes out or giving the state court a fair shake to use its

20

exclusive process under state law, running to this Court and

21

claiming that it's got federal claims that are really the exact

22

same issues that it's litigating in the state court.

23

entirely improper.

24
03:59

I don't think you do, Your Honor, in the

5

17

03:58

Defendants

2

9
03:58

Plaintiffs allege that there has been.

25

THE COURT:

That's

So what if the situation were this.

So

obviously, Wisconsin has passed -- Wisconsin legislature passed
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04:00

1

Wis. Stat. § 8.25(1), which provides that the manner of

2

appointing Wisconsin's Presidential electors shall be by general

3

ballot at the general election, so that's the legislative

4

pronouncement consistent with Article II, Section 1.

5

And so what happens is Governor Evers and the

6

Elections Commission decide, well, we're not going to -- we're

7

not going to follow the election results.

8

appoint Jeff Mandell, Colin Roth and a bunch of our friends to

9

be the electors.

comes in and says, you can't do that.

11

Constitution.

12

as determined by the state legislature.

13

Article II of the Constitution.

14

that?

15

state officials are doing is they are violating state law, but

16

they're also violating the Constitution?

You're violating the

That is not the manner of choosing electors under
You're violating

Would he have standing to do

And wouldn't I have jurisdiction to say, yes, what these

MR. MANDELL:

Well, Your Honor, if --

If what you're

18

hypothesizing is a situation in which the state canvass is not

19

--

20

of the actual balloting, I think we would still be under the

21

recount statute because the recount statute is the exclusive way

22

to deal with issues in the voting or the canvassing.

23

04:01

And at that point, you know, maybe Joe Biden

10

17

04:00

We're going to

is somewhat changed so it does not accord with the outcome

That said, it's a radically different situation than

24

what we have here, and I don't think this Court's decision here

25

would necessarily have to deal with that kind of situation.

I
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04:02

04:02

04:03

1

just --

2

apples and oranges comparison.

3

THE COURT:

I just think it's completely different.

So I mean my --

It is an

My issue is or my concern

4

is my question is that we do have a federal constitutional

5

provision that's been invoked and the federal constitutional

6

provision that does on some level depend on state law.

7

it's one of these weird -- It's perhaps a unique situation in

8

all of federal jurisprudence or federal jurisdiction, and it

9

seems to me that as an Article III Court charged with

And so

10

interpreting federal law, I have jurisdiction to resolve that

11

piece of it, at least to the extent there is as Chief Justice

12

Rehnquist put at the time, a significant departure from the

13

legislative scheme.

14

have jurisdiction at least to be able to entertain whether that

15

occurred.

16

that I can order and may then cause me to --

17

--

18

is I have federal jurisdiction.

19

jurisdiction to decide that over-arching issue.

And it seems to me I have --

And if that did not occur, that affects the relief

of the state law issues.

20

I have to

MR. MANDELL:

to back off of the

But why don't --

I guess my view

I have to have federal

Your Honor, even if --

Let's assume

21

arguendo that you do have the jurisdiction you're hypothesizing.

22

In the situation that -- that you're citing, there would be a

23

really clear departure from state law.

24

here.

25

that jurisdiction to abstain because there is to the extent that

That's far less certain

I mean, this is a much better candidate even if you had
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you think there's any violation at all, there's grounds for

2

significant uncertainty about the state law.

3

proceedings happening right now in the state court.

4
04:03

04:03

that jurisdiction certainly not in this instance.

6

be particularly extreme and egregious examples that we can come

7

up with where there would be federal jurisdiction because absent

8

that, we wouldn't have --

9

but that's not --

04:04

There might

there wouldn't be any remedy at all,

none of that is what's happening here.

So

10

whether you want to think of it as jurisdictional question and

11

the King case out of Michigan dealt with this extensively.
And I know that we've given you so much to read, Your

13

Honor, but I do hope you'll have a chance to look at this

14

because it did talk about this jurisdictional, you know, puzzle

15

in trying to make sure because obviously no federal judge wants

16

to shirk a case where they do have jurisdiction.

17

04:04

So what I would say is we don't really think you have

5

12

04:03

And there are

But we would say, number one, you don't have

18

jurisdiction.

19

number of other reasons that --

20

that here, and you should defer to the state law proceedings,

21

state court proceedings.

And number two, even if you do, there are a

22

THE COURT:

23

MR. BOCK:

24

THE COURT:

25

that you shouldn't exercise

Thank you.

So --

Mr. Bock.

Yes, Your Honor.
So my --

My questions for you relate

primarily to Article II, Section 1.

In some ways, it follows up
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1

on what I just asked Mr. Mandell.

2

that each state shall appoint in such a manner as the

3

legislature there may direct a number of electors equal to the

4

whole number of senators and representatives to which the state

5

may be entitled in Congress.

6

04:05

04:06

And as Justice Kagan wrote this summer in the
Chiafalo, the faithless electors case, that language is the

8

result of an 11th hour compromise because some of the -- some of

9

the members of the convention thought that the state

10

legislatures should themselves pick the electors.

11

ultimately, it was decided that the state legislatures would

12

have just plenary power to choose how the electors for their

13

state would be chosen.

But

Given that, it seems to me in this case the Wisconsin

15

legislature has made a choice on the manner of appointing

16

Wisconsin's Presidential electors.

17

in Wis. Stat. § 8.25(1) in the legislature has chosen that the

18

methodology should be not that the legislature -- not that the

19

members of the legislature pick the electors themselves.

20

haven't decided to go ene mene mane mo.

21

popular election, which is essentially what every state in the

22

union does today.

23

04:06

So that's federal law.

7

14
04:05

So the Constitution provides

And that choice is reflected

They

They decided to have a

But isn't the manner of appointing Wisconsin's

24

Presidential electors encompassed in Wis. Stat. 8.25(1) simply

25

having a general election and a general ballot for President and
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Vice President.

2

04:06

04:07

MR. BOCK:

04:08

It does

initially as long as the legislative direction related to that

4

election is fulfilled, and that's I think what all the cases

5

that have recently been decided under Article II, Section 1

6

suggest.

7

outside the legislature infringes upon the legislature's turf so

8

to speak, it's at that point it's no longer -- The election is

9

no longer conducted in the manner in which the Legislature shall

10

But once --

Once a state actor, state official

direct or the manner in which it was directed.
THE COURT:

Let me follow up on that.

Let me first

12

say this.

13

choosing the manner of appointing electors and then statutes and

14

rules that implement that choice?

15

manner here is popular election.

16

seems to be complaining about is not the manner in which the

17

electors -- Presidential electors are chosen.

18

implementation of that choice.

19

different, and let me piggyback on some of the questions I have

20

for Mr. Mandell.

21

04:08

It does initially, Your Honor.

3

11

04:07

Isn't that what manner means?

Isn't there a difference between a legislature

And it seems to me that the
The stuff that plaintiffs

It's

And it seems to me that's

If you look at Chief Justice Rehnquist's comments in

22

Bush v. Gore, he talks about a significant departure from the

23

legislative scheme.

24

we can talk about some of the electoral process.

25

Chief Justice Rehnquist said in order for it to implicate

So I mean maybe we can talk about --

Maybe

But, you know,
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1

Article II, it has to be a significant departure from the

2

legislative scheme.

3

how the things that plaintiff is pointing to aren't simply, you

4

know, implementation questions.

5

departure from the legislative scheme.

6

04:09

MR. BOCK:

04:10

Why is that wrong?

Because, Your Honor, the -- For instance,

the drop boxes.

8

cast in this election all throughout the entire state.

9

we've shown you just in these couple of counties, probably close

10

They were a pervasive way in which votes were
And as

to 100,000 votes cast in that manner.
And so the Wisconsin Election Code is very clear.

12

There are only two ways of voting in casting a vote.

13

either by mail or it's in person with the clerk.

14

deliver your ballot in person with the clerk, or you can cast it

15

by mail.

16

04:10

They are not a significant

7

11

04:09

And I have a hard time at this point seeing

It's

You can either

There's no other option.
So this implicates an entirely new process for voting

17

in the state.

18

prime time.

19

standards and, of course, when the Wisconsin Elections

20

Commission asks about rules, they say there aren't rules because

21

this just came about this year.

And as we demonstrated, I mean it's not ready for

There are not standards and of course, there aren't

22

Understand, you know, a statement was made, well,

23

there's some drop boxes earlier in the year but not on this

24

scale, not on this level.

25

boxes in these counties as well as around the state were

All -- Virtually all of the drop
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1

implemented in just a few months in the lead up to the election.

2

The evidence before the Court is for instance that the

3

drop boxes in the City of Madison came into play in the middle

4

of October.

5

in how the election was administered.

6

significant departure related to this is the whole human drop

7

box idea, which again is massively --

8
9
04:11

04:11

04:12

04:12

So --

So this is a massive, late-breaking change

THE COURT:

You know, another

So you're saying it's significant, but

saying it's significant doesn't make it significant.

10

MR. BOCK:

11

THE COURT:

I agree.
These all seem to me to be, you know --

I

12

guess I should be careful because I understand these things are

13

being potentially litigated in state court by some of the same

14

parties.

15

significant departure, maybe I have the opportunity to weigh in.

16

But if it's not, these issues I think in whether ballots should

17

be counted, that's all something for the state -- for the

18

parties to work out in state court consistent with the Wisconsin

19

Election Code and consistent with the Wisconsin Election

20

Statutes and the remedy provisions all of which were enacted by

21

the Wisconsin Legislature which would bring us --

22

consistent with Article II, Section 1.

And to me unless it is -- Again, if it is a

23

MR. BOCK:

24

understand what you're saying.

25

procedures in the recount because this is --

make us again

If I can respond to that, Your Honor.

I

But there are drop box
This is a new
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animal, number one.

2

04:12

04:13

04:13

But number two, the remedy that we're seeking here is

3

dramatically different than ones that acquire in a recount

4

proceeding where you're trying to count ballots.

5

issues that our stipulation I think brings to light is the

6

stipulation says that --

7

least the Elections Commission does not have records for the

8

number of ballots that are voted through the drop box.

Because

9

--

to

10

address that issue through a recount.

11

So we think that because --

And in really in the way

12

that goes to each of the issues, and this is why there isn't

13

exclusive jurisdiction in the state court is that the drop box

14

issue, the witness signature issue at a minimum, those issues

15

are not capable of resolution by identifying numbers of ballots.
THE COURT:

Well, those are issues maybe --

Well, you

17

may have issues -- You may have problems raising those issues

18

now in state court, but I don't think I heard a very good

19

explanation today as to why the plaintiff didn't raise these

20

issue in advance of the election before when the guidance was

21

issued.

22

Wisconsin Elections Commission which was created by the

23

Wisconsin Legislature authorized to provide guidance.

24
04:14

that the -- many of the counties or at

Because of that, it would be quite difficult to --

16

04:14

And one of the

25

And again, this is guidance that's issued by the

The guidance was issued and plaintiff fully on notice
of all that guidance some of it dating back years took no effort
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1

to get it corrected.

2

guess the Dane County Clerk had a Facebook page that got

3

corrected, and the Wisconsin Supreme Court corrected it.

4

with respect to the other issues, there was no attempt prior to

5

the election.

6

04:15

04:16

04:16

But

Again, I think the Seventh Circuit law is pretty good

7

for the defendants on laches.

8

today was that the plaintiff, you know, had too much going on;

9

that he couldn't pay attention to what the --

And the response that I heard

10

being raised in the State of Wisconsin.

11

incredible.

12

04:15

I mean, there was one piece of guidance, I

MR. BOCK:

what issues were

That strikes me as

If I could just address maybe starting with

13

the guidance on the changes to the certificates.

14

guidance earlier, but it didn't address the issue of not having

15

to contact even the voter.

16

19th, just two weeks before the election.

And that guidance was

17

you don't have to contact the voter and --

and it was I think

18

much more explicit than the prior guidance, and that's what we

19

sued upon was the October 19, 2020 guidance.

20

There was

The most recent guidance was October

With respect to drop boxes.

There was --

It wasn't

21

possible to understand the impact of the -- the drop boxes

22

before this year.

23

being added up to several weeks before the election.

24

have an exhibit that says exactly that with respect to the

25

Madison drop boxes, so these are --

And until --

And as I said, drop boxes were
And we

These are last-minute
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1

changes that could not have been addressed in October 19th

2

guidance.

3

was just a suggestion.

4

the magnitude at which this suggestion would be adopted across

5

the state to the extent that you have more than 500-drop boxes

6

with ballots being intermixed with utility bills and library

7

books and all in a manner that is not provided for by the

8

Legislature.

9
04:17

04:18

All right.

Nobody could predict

I don't think I have any

further questions for the parties.

11

your positions.

12

are extremely interesting and challenging and unique, and I'm

13

glad I had a good federal jurisdiction teacher back at the

14

University of Minnesota Law School, Suzanna Sherry.

15

gets tweeted out somewhere, thank you.

16

She's a great professor.

I think I --

I understand

I think the federal jurisdiction issues here

If this

She's not there anymore.

I'll struggle with those, and I'll try to get a

18

decision drafted as promptly as we can.

19

out in the next day or two because I appreciate the timing.

20

I also appreciate that nobody on this call thinks that my word

21

is the last word on this, including me.

22

04:18

THE COURT:

Nobody could --

10

17

04:18

And in August guidance related to the drop boxes, it

I'm hoping to get it
And

So I'll try to get this done as promptly as I can.

23

Thank you for working out the factual issues this morning.

24

Court very much appreciates that.

25

We will try to get a decision out as soon as we can.

The

It makes my job a lot easier.
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1

Thank you all.

2

(Whereupon proceeding was concluded at 4:18 p.m.)

3

We're adjourned.

*

*

*

4
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1

C E R T I F I C A T E

2
3

I, JOHN T. SCHINDHELM, and I, SUSAN M. ARMBRUSTER,

4

Official Court Reporters for the United States District Court

5

for the Eastern District of Wisconsin, do hereby certify that

6

the foregoing pages are a true and accurate transcription of our

7

original machine shorthand notes taken in the aforementioned

8

matter, remotely via Zoom, to the best of our skill and ability.

9
10

Signed and Certified December 10, 2020.

11

/s/John T. Schindhelm

12

John T. Schindhelm

13
14

/s/Susan M. Armbruster

15

Susan M. Armbruster

16
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21
22
23
24
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15-16; 111:6, 12, 21;
112:5, 11; 113:19, 24;
116:1, 19; 117:15, 22;
118:17, 21, 23;
119:13; 120:3;
123:25; 127:14;
129:11, 19; 130:18,

21; 131:22; 132:3, 10
Wisconsin's - 22:1;
25:6, 12, 14, 17;
27:16; 39:24; 63:23;
92:4, 16; 94:1, 12;
97:12; 107:18, 22;
111:18; 112:2; 124:2;
127:16, 23
Wisconsinites 64:21; 95:4
wisdom - 24:3
wish - 55:25
withdrawal - 32:20
withdrawing - 50:4
witness' - 115:19;
116:25
witnessed - 41:14
witnessing - 49:16;
116:11
Witzel - 33:20
Witzel-Behl - 33:20
won - 99:1
Wood - 58:7
Wood's - 58:11
Woodall - 7:14;
42:3; 45:6; 46:9;
69:15; 87:21; 90:24
Woodall-Vogg 7:14; 42:3; 46:9;
69:15; 87:21; 90:24
Woodall-Vogg's 45:6
word - 9:17; 133:20
workers - 41:24;
42:1; 45:21; 46:8;
53:6
works - 114:22
world - 105:7
worse - 40:17
worst - 99:3
worth - 90:2
worthy - 106:17
write - 26:9; 49:10;
56:10; 114:21
writing - 12:23;
40:2; 71:24
wrongful - 49:19
wrote - 26:17;
61:18; 63:24; 92:12;
105:6; 122:12; 127:6
yesterday - 9:6, 11;
11:19; 14:8; 29:23;
76:10, 22; 82:19, 25;
94:5; 104:10
Young - 83:11, 16;
84:2, 15; 101:23
zip - 115:1, 5
Zoom - 6:5; 14:24;
15:17; 27:4
§ - 91:13; 124:1;
127:17
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You are hereby notified that the Court has entered the following order:

No. 2020AP1971-OA

Trump v. Evers

A petition for leave to commence an original action under Wis. Stat. § (Rule) 809.70, a
supporting legal memorandum, and an appendix have been filed on behalf of petitioners, Donald
J. Trump, et al. Responses to the petition have been filed by (1) Governor Tony Evers; (2) the
Wisconsin Elections Commission and its Chair, Ann S. Jacobs; (3) Scott McDonell, Dane County
Clerk, and Alan A. Arnsten and Joyce Waldrop, members of the Dane County Board of
Canvassers; and (4) George L. Christensen, Milwaukee County Clerk, and Timothy H. Posnanski,
Richard Baas, and Dawn Martin, members of the Milwaukee County Board of Canvassers. A nonparty brief in support of the petition has been filed by the Liberty Justice Center. A motion to
intervene, a proposed response of proposed respondents-intervenors, and an appendix have been
filed by the Democratic National Committee (DNC) and Margaret J. Andrietsch, Sheila Stubbs,
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Ronald Martin, Mandela Barnes, Khary Penebaker, Mary Arnold, Patty Schachtner, Shannon
Holsey, and Benjamin Wikler (collectively, “the Biden electors”). The court having considered
all of the filings,
IT IS ORDERED that the petition for leave to commence an original action is denied. One
or more appeals from the determination(s) of one or more boards of canvassers or from the
determination of the chairperson of the Wisconsin Elections Commission may be filed by an
aggrieved candidate in circuit court. Wis. Stat. § 9.01(6); and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the motion to intervene is denied as moot.
BRIAN HAGEDORN, J. (concurring). I understand the impulse to immediately address
the legal questions presented by this petition to ensure the recently completed election was
conducted in accordance with the law. But challenges to election results are also governed by law.
All parties seem to agree that Wis. Stat. § 9.01 (2017–18)1 constitutes the “exclusive judicial
remedy” applicable to this claim. § 9.01(11). After all, that is what the statute says. This section
provides that these actions should be filed in the circuit court, and spells out detailed procedures
for ensuring their orderly and swift disposition. See § 9.01(6)–(8). Following this law is not
disregarding our duty, as some of my colleagues suggest. It is following the law.
Even if this court has constitutional authority to hear the case straightaway,
notwithstanding the statutory text, the briefing reveals important factual disputes that are best
managed by a circuit court.2 The parties clearly disagree on some basic factual issues, supported
at times by competing affidavits. I do not know how we could address all the legal issues raised
in the petition without sorting through these matters, a task we are neither well-positioned nor
institutionally designed to do. The statutory process assigns this responsibility to the circuit court.
Wis. Stat. § 9.01(8)(b) (“The [circuit] court shall separately treat disputed issues of procedure,
interpretations of law, and findings of fact.”).
We do well as a judicial body to abide by time-tested judicial norms, even—and maybe
especially—in high-profile cases. Following the law governing challenges to election results is no
threat to the rule of law. I join the court’s denial of the petition for original action so that the
petitioners may promptly exercise their right to pursue these claims in the manner prescribed by
the legislature.

1

All subsequent references to the Wisconsin Statutes are to the 2017–18 version.

2

The legislature generally can and does set deadlines and define procedures that
circumscribe a court’s competence to act in a given case. Village of Trempealeau v. Mikrut, 2004
WI 79, ¶9–10, 273 Wis. 2d 76, 681 N.W.2d 190. The constitution would obviously override these
legislative choices where the two conflict.
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PATIENCE DRAKE ROGGENSACK, C.J. (dissenting). Before us is an emergency
petition for leave to commence an original action brought by President Trump, Vice President
Pence and Donald Trump for President, Inc., against Governor Evers, the Wisconsin Elections
Commission (WEC), its members and members of both the Milwaukee County Board of
Canvassers and the Dane County Board of Canvassers. The Petitioners allege that the WEC and
election officials caused voters to violate various statutes in conducting Wisconsin's recent
presidential election. The Petitioners raised their concerns during recount proceedings in Dane
County and Milwaukee County. Their objections were overruled in both counties.
The Respondents argue, in part, that we lack subject matter jurisdiction because of the
"exclusive judicial remedy" provision found in Wis. Stat. § 9.01(11) (2017-18).3 Alternatively,
the Respondents assert that we should deny this petition because fact-finding is required, and we
are not a fact-finding tribunal.
I conclude that we have subject matter jurisdiction that enables us to grant the petition for
original action pending before us. Our jurisdiction arises from the Wisconsin Constitution and
cannot be impeded by statute. Wis. Const., art. VII, Section 3(2); City of Eau Claire v. Booth,
2016 WI 65, ¶7, 370 Wis. 2d 595, 882 N.W.2d 738. Furthermore, time is of the essence.
However, fact-finding may be central to our evaluation of some of the questions presented.
I agree that the circuit court should examine the record presented during the canvasses to make
factual findings where legal challenges to the vote turn on questions of fact. However, I dissent
because I would grant the petition for original action, refer for necessary factual findings to the
circuit court, who would then report its factual findings to us, and we would decide the important
legal questions presented.
I also write separately to emphasize that by denying this petition, and requiring both the
factual questions and legal questions be resolved first by a circuit court, four justices of this court
are ignoring that there are significant time constraints that may preclude our deciding significant
legal issues that cry out for resolution by the Wisconsin Supreme Court.
I. DISCUSSION
The Petitioners set out four categories of absentee votes that they allege should not have
been counted because they were not lawfully cast: (1) votes cast during the 14-day period for inperson absentee voting at a clerk's office with what are alleged to be insufficient written requests
for absentee ballots, pursuant to Wis. Stat. § 6.86(1)(b); (2) votes cast when a clerk has completed
information missing from the ballot envelope, contrary to Wis. Stat. § 6.87(6d); (3) votes cast by
those who obtained an absentee ballot after March 25, 2020 by alleging that they were indefinitely

3

All subsequent references to the Wisconsin Statutes are to the 2017–18 version.
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confined; and (4) votes cast in Madison at "Democracy in the Park" events on September 26 and
October 3, in advance of the 14-day period before the election, contrary to Wis. Stat. § 6.87.
Some of the Respondents have asserted that WEC has been advising clerks to add missing
information to ballot envelopes for years, so the voters should not be punished for following
WEC's advice. They make similar claims for the collection of votes more than 14 days before the
November 3 election.
If WEC has been giving advice contrary to statute, those acts do not make the advice lawful.
WEC must follow the law. We, as the law declaring court, owe it to the public to declare whether
WEC's advice is incorrect. However, doing so does not necessarily lead to striking absentee ballots
that were cast by following incorrect WEC advice. The remedy Petitioners seek may be out of
reach for a number of reasons.
Procedures by which Wisconsin elections are conducted must be fair to all voters. This is
an important election, but it is not the last election in which WEC will be giving advice. If we do
not shoulder our responsibilities, we leave future elections to flounder and potentially result in the
public's perception that Wisconsin elections are unfair. The Wisconsin Supreme Court can uphold
elections by examining the procedures for which complaint was made here and explaining to all
where the WEC was correct and where it was not.
I also am concerned that the public will misunderstand what our denial of the petition
means. Occasionally, members of the public seem to believe that a denial of our acceptance of a
case signals that the petition's allegations are either false or not serious. Nothing could be further
from the truth. Indeed, sometimes, we deny petitions even when it appears that a law has been
violated. Hawkins v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n, 2020 WI 75, ¶¶14–16, 393 Wis. 2d 629, 948 N.W.2d
877 (Roggensack, C.J., dissenting).
II. CONCLUSION
I conclude that we have subject matter jurisdiction that enables us to grant the petition for
original action pending before us. Our jurisdiction arises from the Wisconsin Constitution and
cannot be impeded by statute. Wis. Const., art. VII, Section 3(2); City of Eau Claire, 370 Wis. 2d
595, ¶7. Furthermore, time is of the essence.
However, fact-finding may be central to our evaluation of some of the questions presented.
I agree that the circuit court should examine the record presented during the canvasses to make
factual findings where legal challenges to the vote turn on questions of fact. However, I dissent
because I would grant the petition for original action, refer for necessary factual findings to the
circuit court, who would then report its factual findings to us, and we would decide the important
legal questions presented.
I am authorized to state that Justice ANNETTE KINGSLAND ZIEGLER joins this dissent.
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REBECCA GRASSL BRADLEY, J. (dissenting). "It is emphatically the province and
duty of the Judicial Department to say what the law is." Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 177
(1803). The Wisconsin Supreme Court forsakes its duty to the people of Wisconsin in declining
to decide whether election officials complied with Wisconsin's election laws in administering the
November 3, 2020 election. Instead, a majority of this court passively permits the Wisconsin
Elections Commission (WEC) to decree its own election rules, thereby overriding the will of the
people as expressed in the election laws enacted by the people's elected representatives. Allowing
six unelected commissioners to make the law governing elections, without the consent of the
governed, deals a death blow to democracy. I dissent.
The President of the United States challenges the legality of the manner in which certain
Wisconsin election officials directed the casting of absentee ballots, asserting they adopted and
implemented particular procedures in violation of Wisconsin law. The respondents implore this
court to reject the challenge because, they argue, declaring the law at this point would
"retroactively change the rules" after the election. It is THE LAW that constitutes "the rules" of
the election and election officials are bound to follow the law, if we are to be governed by the rule
of law, and not of men.
Under the Wisconsin Constitution, "all governmental power derives 'from the consent of
the governed' and government officials may act only within the confines of the authority the people
give them. Wis. Const. art. I, § 1." Wisconsin Legislature v. Palm, 2020 WI 42, ¶66, 391 Wis. 2d
497, 942 N.W.2d 900 (Rebecca Grassl Bradley, J., concurring). The Founders designed our
"republic to be a government of laws, and not of men . . . bound by fixed laws, which the people
have a voice in making, and a right to defend." John Adams, Novanglus: A History of the Dispute
with America, from Its Origin, in 1754, to the Present Time, in Revolutionary Writings of John
Adams (C. Bradley Thompson ed. 2000) (emphasis in original). Allowing any person, or
unelected commission of six, to be "bound by no law or limitation but his own will" defies the will
of the people. Id.
The importance of having the State's highest court resolve the significant legal issues
presented by the petitioners warrants the exercise of this court's constitutional authority to hear
this case as an original action.
See Wis. Const. Art. VII, § 3.
"The purity
and integrity of elections is a matter of such prime importance, and affects so many important
interests, that the courts ought never to hesitate, when the opportunity is offered, to test them by
the strictest legal standards." State v. Conness, 106 Wis. 425, 82 N.W. 288, 289 (1900). While
the court reserves this exercise of its jurisdiction for those original actions of statewide
significance, it is beyond dispute that "[e]lections are the foundation of American government and
their integrity is of such monumental importance that any threat to their validity should trigger not
only our concern but our prompt action." State ex rel. Zignego v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n, 2020AP123W (S. Ct. Order issued June 1, 2020 (Rebecca Grassl Bradley, J., dissenting)).
The majority notes that an action "may be filed by an aggrieved candidate in circuit court.
Wis. Stat. § 9.01(6)." Justice Hagedorn goes so far as to suggest that § 9.01 "constitutes the
'exclusive judicial remedy' applicable to this claim." No statute, however, can circumscribe the
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constitutional jurisdiction of the Wisconsin Supreme Court to hear this (or any) case as an original
action. "The Wisconsin Constitution IS the law—and it reigns supreme over any statute."
Wisconsin Legislature v. Palm, 391 Wis. 2d 497, ¶67 n.3 (Rebecca Grassl Bradley, J., concurring).
"The Constitution's supremacy over legislation bears repeating: 'the Constitution is to be
considered in court as a paramount law' and 'a law repugnant to the Constitution is void, and . . .
courts, as well as other departments, are bound by that instrument.' See Marbury [v. Madison], 5
U.S. (1 Cranch) [137] at 178, 180 [1803])." Mayo v. Wis. Injured Patients and Families Comp.
Fund, 2018 WI 78, ¶91, 383 Wis. 2d 1, 914 N.W.2d 678 (Rebecca Grassl Bradley, J., concurring).
Wisconsin Statute § 9.01 is compatible with the constitution. While it provides an avenue for
aggrieved candidates to pursue an appeal to a circuit court after completion of the recount
determination, it does not foreclose the candidate's option to ask this court to grant his petition for
an original action. Any contrary reading would render the law in conflict with the constitution and
therefore void. Under the constitutional-doubt canon of statutory interpretation, "[a] statute should
be interpreted in a way that avoids placing its constitutionality in doubt." Antonin Scalia & Brian
A. Garner, Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts 247. See also Wisconsin Legislature
v. Palm, 391 Wis. 2d 497, ¶31 ("[W]e disfavor statutory interpretations that unnecessarily raise
serious constitutional questions about the statute under consideration.").
While some will either celebrate or decry the court's inaction based upon the impact on
their preferred candidate, the importance of this case transcends the results of this particular
election. "Confidence in the integrity of our electoral processes is essential to the functioning of
our participatory democracy." Purcell v. Gonzalez, 549 U.S. 1, 4 (2006). The majority takes a
pass on resolving the important questions presented by the petitioners in this case, thereby
undermining the public's confidence in the integrity of Wisconsin's electoral processes not only
during this election, but in every future election. Alarmingly, the court's inaction also signals to
the WEC that it may continue to administer elections in whatever manner it chooses, knowing that
the court has repeatedly declined to scrutinize its conduct. Regardless of whether the WEC's
actions affect election outcomes, the integrity of every election will be tarnished by the public's
mistrust until the Wisconsin Supreme Court accepts its responsibility to declare what the election
laws say. "Only . . . the supreme court can provide the necessary clarity to guide all election
officials in this state on how to conform their procedures to the law" going forward. State ex rel.
Zignego v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n, 2020AP123-W (S. Ct. Order issued January 13, 2020 (Rebecca
Grassl Bradley, J., dissenting)).
The majority's recent pattern of deferring or altogether dodging decisions on election law
controversies4 cannot be reconciled with its lengthy history of promptly hearing cases involving

4

Hawkins v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n, 2020 WI 75, ¶¶84, 86, 393 Wis. 2d 629, 948 N.W.2d 877
(Rebecca Grassl Bradley, J., dissenting) ("The majority upholds the Wisconsin Elections
Commission's violation of Wisconsin law, which irrefutably entitles Howie Hawkins and Angela
Walker to appear on Wisconsin's November 2020 general election ballot as candidates for
President and Vice President of the United States . . . . In dodging its responsibility to uphold
the rule of law, the majority ratifies a grave threat to our republic, suppresses the votes of
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voting rights and election processes under the court's original jurisdiction or by bypassing the court
of appeals.5 While the United States Supreme Court has recognized that "a state indisputably has
a compelling interest in preserving the integrity of its election process[,]" Burson v. Freeman, 504
U.S. 191, 199 (1992), the majority of this court repeatedly demonstrates a lack of any interest in
doing so, offering purely discretionary excuses or no reasoning at all. This year, the majority in
Hawkins v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n declined to hear a claim that the WEC unlawfully kept the Green
Party's candidates for President and Vice President off of the ballot, ostensibly because the
majority felt the candidates' claims were brought "too late."6 But when litigants have filed cases
involving voting rights well in advance of Wisconsin elections, the court has "take[n] a pass,"

Wisconsin citizens, irreparably impairs the integrity of Wisconsin's elections, and undermines the
confidence of American citizens in the outcome of a presidential election"); State ex rel. Zignego
v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n, 2020AP123-W (S. Ct. Order issued January 13, 2020 (Rebecca Grassl
Bradley, J., dissenting)) ("In declining to hear a case presenting issues of first impression
immediately impacting the voting rights of Wisconsin citizens and the integrity of impending
elections, the court shirks its institutional responsibilities to the people who elected us to make
important decisions, thereby signaling the issues are not worthy of our prompt attention."); State
ex rel. Zignego v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n, 2020AP123-W (S. Ct. Order issued June 1, 2020 (Rebecca
Grassl Bradley, J., dissenting)) ("A majority of this court disregards its duty to the people we serve
by inexplicably delaying the final resolution of a critically important and time-sensitive case
involving voting rights and the integrity of Wisconsin's elections.").
5

See, e.g., NAACP v. Walker, 2014 WI 98, ¶¶1, 18, 357 Wis. 2d 469, 851
N.W.2d 262 (2014) (this court took jurisdiction of appeal on its own motion in order to decide
constitutionality of the voter identification act enjoined by lower court); Elections Bd. of
Wisconsin v. Wisconsin Mfrs. & Commerce, 227 Wis. 2d 650, 653, 670, 597 N.W.2d 721 (1999)
(this court granted bypass petition to decide whether express advocacy advertisements advocating
the defeat or reelection of incumbent legislators violated campaign finance laws, in absence of
cases interpreting applicable statutes); State ex rel. La Follette v. Democratic Party of United
States, 93 Wis. 2d 473, 480-81, 287 N.W.2d 519 (1980) (original action deciding whether
Wisconsin open primary system was binding on national political parties or infringed their freedom
of association), rev'd, Democratic Party of United States v. Wisconsin ex rel. La Follette, 450 U.S.
107 (1981); State ex rel. Reynolds v. Zimmerman, 22 Wis. 2d 544, 548, 126 N.W.2d 551 (1964)
(original action seeking to enjoin state from holding elections pursuant to legislative
apportionment alleged to violate constitutional rights); State ex rel. Broughton v. Zimmerman, 261
Wis. 398, 400, 52 N.W.2d 903 (1952) (original action to restrain the state from holding elections
based on districts as defined prior to enactment of reapportionment law), overruled in part by
Reynolds, 22 Wis. 2d 544; State ex rel. Conlin v. Zimmerman, 245 Wis. 475, 476, 15 N.W.2d 32
(1944) (original action to interpret statutes in determining whether candidate for Governor timely
filed papers to appear on primary election ballot).
6

Hawkins v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n, 2020 WI 75, ¶5, 393 Wis. 2d 629, 948 N.W.2d 877
(denying the petition for leave to commence an original action).
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thereby "irreparably den[ying] the citizens of Wisconsin a timely resolution of issues that impact
voter rights and the integrity of our elections." State ex rel. Zignego v. Wis. Elec. Comm'n,
2020AP123-W (S. Ct. Order issued January 13, 2020 (Rebecca Grassl Bradley, J., dissenting)).
Having neglected to identify any principles guiding its decisions, the majority leaves Wisconsin's
voters and candidates guessing as to when, exactly, they should file their cases in order for the
majority to deem them worthy of the court's attention.
The consequence of the majority operating by whim rather than rule is to leave the
interpretation of multiple election laws in flux—or worse yet, in the hands of the unelected
members of the WEC. "To be free is to live under a government by law . . . . Miserable is the
condition of individuals, danger is the condition of the state, if there is no certain law, or, which is
the same thing, no certain administration of the law . . . ." Judgment in Rex vs. Shipley, 21 St
Tr 847 (K.B. 1784) (Lord Mansfield presiding). The Wisconsin Supreme Court has an institutional
responsibility to decide important questions of law—not for the benefit of particular litigants, but
for citizens we were elected to serve. Justice for the people of Wisconsin means ensuring the
integrity of Wisconsin's elections. A majority of this court disregards its duty to the people of
Wisconsin, denying them justice.
"No aspect of the judicial power is more fundamental than the judiciary's exclusive
responsibility to exercise judgment in cases and controversies arising under the law." Gabler v.
Crime Victims Rights Bd., 2017 WI 67, ¶37, 376 Wis. 2d 147, 897 N.W.2d 384. Once again, a
majority of this court instead "chooses to sit idly by,"7 in a nationally important and time-sensitive
case involving voting rights and the integrity of Wisconsin's elections, depriving the people of
Wisconsin of answers to questions of statutory law that only the state's highest court may resolve.
The majority's "refusal to hear this case shows insufficient respect to the State of [Wisconsin], its
voters,"8 and its elections.
"This great source of free government, popular election, should be perfectly pure."
Alexander Hamilton, Speech at New York Ratifying Convention (June 21, 1788), in Debates on
the Federal Constitution 257 (J. Elliot ed. 1876). The majority's failure to act leaves an indelible
stain on our most recent election. It will also profoundly and perhaps irreparably impact all local,
statewide, and national elections going forward, with grave consequence to the State of Wisconsin
and significant harm to the rule of law. Petitioners assert troubling allegations of noncompliance
with Wisconsin's election laws by public officials on whom the voters rely to ensure free and fair
elections. It is not "impulse"9 but our solemn judicial duty to say what the law is that compels the
exercise of our original jurisdiction in this case. The majority's failure to embrace its duty (or even
7

United Student Aid Funds, Inc. v. Bible, 136 S. Ct. 1607, 1609 (2016) (Thomas, J.,
dissenting from the denial of certiorari).
8

County of Maricopa, Arizona v. Lopez-Valenzuela, 135 S. Ct. 2046, 2046 (2015)
(Thomas, J., dissenting from the denial of certiorari).
9

See Justice Hagedorn's concurrence.
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an impulse) to decide this case risks perpetuating violations of the law by those entrusted to follow
it. I dissent.
I am authorized to state that Chief Justice PATIENCE DRAKE ROGGENSACK and
Justice ANNETTE KINGSLAND ZIEGLER join this dissent.

Sheila T. Reiff
Clerk of Supreme Court
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To:
Joshua Kaul
Charlotte Gibson
Wisconsin Department of Justice
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Amos Center for Justice and Liberty
18261 57th Avenue
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You are hereby notified that the Court has entered the following order:

No. 2020AP1958-OA

Mueller v. Jacobs

A petition for leave to commence an original action under Wis. Stat. § (Rule) 809.70 has
been filed on behalf of petitioner, Dean W. Mueller. A response has been filed by respondents,
Ann S. Jacobs, in her official capacity as chair of the Wisconsin Elections Commission, et al. A
motion to intervene has been filed by proposed intervenor-respondent, Democratic National
Committee. The court having considered all of the filings,
IT IS ORDERED that the petition for leave to commence an original action is denied; and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the motion to intervene is denied as moot.
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PATIENCE DRAKE ROGGENSACK, C.J., ANNETTE KINGSLAND ZIEGLER, J., and
REBECCA GRASSL BRADLEY, J. (dissenting). This court cannot continue to shirk its
institutional responsibilities to the people of Wisconsin.

Sheila T. Reiff
Clerk of Supreme Court
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You are hereby notified that the Court has entered the following order:

No. 2020AP1930-OA

Wisconsin Voters Alliance v. Wisconsin Elections Commission

A petition for leave to commence an original action under Wis. Stat. § (Rule) 809.70 and
a supplement thereto, a supporting legal memorandum, and supporting expert reports have been
filed on behalf of petitioners, Wisconsin Voters Alliance, et al. A response to the petition has been
filed by respondents, Wisconsin Elections Commission, Ann S. Jacobs, Mark L. Thomsen, Marge
Bostelman, Julie M. Glancey, Dean Knudsen, and Robert F. Spindell, and a separate response has
been filed by respondent Governor Tony Evers. Amicus briefs regarding the issue of whether to
grant leave to commence an original action have been filed by (1) Christine Todd Whitman, et al;
(2) the City of Milwaukee; (3) Wisconsin State Conference NAACP, et al.; and (4) the Center for
Tech and Civic Life. In addition, a motion to intervene has been filed by proposed intervenorrespondent, Democratic National Committee.
After considering all of the filings, we conclude that this petition does not satisfy our
standards for granting leave to commence an original action. Although the petition raises timeJD263
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sensitive questions of statewide significance, “issues of material fact [would] prevent the court
from addressing the legal issues presented.” State ex rel. Ozanne v. Fitzgerald, 2011 WI 43, ¶19,
334 Wis. 2d 70, 798 N.W.2d 436 (Prosser, J., concurring). It is therefore not an appropriate case
in which to exercise our original jurisdiction. Accordingly,
IT IS ORDERED that the petition for leave to commence an original action is denied; and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the motion to intervene is denied as moot.
BRIAN HAGEDORN, J., (concurring). The Wisconsin Voters Alliance and a group of
Wisconsin voters bring a petition for an original action raising a variety of questions about the
operation of the November 3, 2020 presidential election. Some of these legal issues may, under
other circumstances, be subject to further judicial consideration. But the real stunner here is the
sought-after remedy. We are invited to invalidate the entire presidential election in Wisconsin by
declaring it “null”—yes, the whole thing. And there’s more. We should, we are told, enjoin the
Wisconsin Elections Commission from certifying the election so that Wisconsin’s presidential
electors can be chosen by the legislature instead, and then compel the Governor to certify those
electors. At least no one can accuse the petitioners of timidity.
Such a move would appear to be unprecedented in American history. One might expect
that this solemn request would be paired with evidence of serious errors tied to a substantial and
demonstrated set of illegal votes. Instead, the evidentiary support rests almost entirely on the
unsworn expert report1 of a former campaign employee that offers statistical estimates based on
call center samples and social media research.
This petition falls far short of the kind of compelling evidence and legal support we would
undoubtedly need to countenance the court-ordered disenfranchisement of every Wisconsin voter.
The petition does not even justify the exercise of our original jurisdiction.
As an initial matter, the Wisconsin Supreme Court is not a fact-finding tribunal. Yet the
petition depends upon disputed factual claims. In other words, we couldn’t just accept one side’s
description of the facts or one side’s expert report even if we were inclined to believe them.2 That
alone means this case is not well-suited for an original action. The petition’s legal support is no
less wanting. For example, it does not explain why its challenge to various election processes
1

After filing their petition for original action, the Petitioners submitted a second expert
report. But the second report only provides additional computations based on the assumptions and
calculations in the initial expert report.
2

The Attorney General and Governor offer legitimate arguments that this report would not
even be admissible evidence under Wis. Stat. § 907.02 (2017-18).
All subsequent references to the Wisconsin Statutes are to the 2017-18 version.
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comes after the election, and not before. Nor does it grapple with how voiding the presidential
election results would impact every other race on the ballot, or consider the import of election
statutes that may provide the “exclusive remedy.”3 These are just a few of the glaring flaws that
render the petition woefully deficient. I therefore join the court’s order denying the original action.
Nonetheless, I feel compelled to share a further observation. Something far more
fundamental than the winner of Wisconsin’s electoral votes is implicated in this case. At stake, in
some measure, is faith in our system of free and fair elections, a feature central to the enduring
strength of our constitutional republic. It can be easy to blithely move on to the next case with a
petition so obviously lacking, but this is sobering. The relief being sought by the petitioners is the
most dramatic invocation of judicial power I have ever seen. Judicial acquiescence to such
entreaties built on so flimsy a foundation would do indelible damage to every future election. Once
the door is opened to judicial invalidation of presidential election results, it will be awfully hard to
close that door again. This is a dangerous path we are being asked to tread. The loss of public
trust in our constitutional order resulting from the exercise of this kind of judicial power would be
incalculable.
I do not mean to suggest this court should look the other way no matter what. But if there
is a sufficient basis to invalidate an election, it must be established with evidence and arguments
commensurate with the scale of the claims and the relief sought. These petitioners have come
nowhere close. While the rough and tumble world of electoral politics may be the prism through
which many view this litigation, it cannot be so for us. In these hallowed halls, the law must rule.
Our disposal of this case should not be understood as a determination or comment on the
merits of the underlying legal issues; judicial review of certain Wisconsin election practices may
be appropriate. But this petition does not merit further consideration by this court, much less grant
us a license to invalidate every single vote cast in Wisconsin’s 2020 presidential election.
I am authorized to state that Justices ANN WALSH BRADLEY, REBECCA FRANK
DALLET, and JILL J. KAROFSKY join this concurrence.
ROGGENSACK, C.J. (dissenting). It is critical that voting in Wisconsin elections not
only be fair, but that the public also perceives voting as having been fairly conducted.
This is the third time that a case filed in this court raised allegations about purely legal
questions that concern Wisconsin Elections Commission (WEC) conduct during the November 3,

See Wis. Stat. § 9.01(11) (providing that § 9.01 “constitutes the exclusive judicial remedy
for testing the right to hold an elective office as the result of an alleged irregularity, defect or
mistake committed during the voting or canvassing process”); Wis. Stat. § 5.05(2m)(k) (describing
“[t]he commission’s power to initiate civil actions” under § 5.05(2m) as the “exclusive remedy for
alleged civil violations of chs. 5 to 10 or 12”).
3
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2020, presidential election.4 This is the third time that a majority of this court has turned its back
on pleas from the public to address a matter of statewide concern that requires a declaration of
what the statutes require for absentee voting. I dissent and write separately because I have
concluded that the court has not meet its institutional responsibilities by repeatedly refusing to
address legal issues presented in all three cases.
I agree with Justice Hagedorn that we are not a circuit court, and therefore, generally, we
do not take cases for which fact-finding is required. Green for Wisconsin v. State Elections Bd.,
2006 WI 120, 297 Wis. 2d 300, 301, 723 N.W.2d 418. However, when the legal issue that we
wish to address requires it, we have taken cases that do require factual development, referring any
necessary factual determinations to a referee or to a circuit court. State ex rel. LeFebre v. Israel,
109 Wis. 2d 337, 339, 325 N.W.2d 899 (1982); State ex rel White v. Gray, 58 Wis. 2d 285, 286,
206 N.W.163 (1973).
We also have taken cases where the issues we wish to address are purely legal questions
for which no factual development is required in order to state what the law requires. Wisconsin
Legislature v. Palm, 2020 WI 42, 391 Wis. 2d 497, 942 N.W.2d 900. The statutory authority of
WEC is a purely legal question. There is no factual development required for us to declare what
the law requires in absentee voting.
Justice Hagedorn is concerned about some of the relief that Petitioners request. He begins
his concurrence saying, "the real stunner here is the sought after remedy." He next relates, "The
relief being sought by the petitioners is the most dramatic invocation of judicial power I have ever
seen." Then, he concludes with, "this petition does not merit further consideration by this court,
much less grant us a license to invalidate every single vote cast in Wisconsin’s 2020 presidential
election."5
Those are scary thoughts, but Justice Hagedorn has the cart before the horse in regard to
our consideration of this petition for an original action. We grant petitions to exercise our
jurisdiction based on whether the legal issues presented are of state wide concern, not based on the
remedies requested. Petition of Heil, 230 Wis. 428, 284 N.W.42 (1938).
Granting a petition does not carry with it the court's view that the remedy sought is
appropriate for the legal issues raised. Historically, we often do not provide all the relief requested.
Bartlett v. Evers, 2020 WI 68, ¶9, 393 Wis. 2d 172, 945 N.W.2d 685 (upholding some but not all
partial vetoes). There have been occasions when we have provided none of the relief requested by
the petitioner, but nevertheless declared the law. See Sands v. Menard, Inc., 2010 WI 96, ¶46, 328
Wis. 2d 647, 787 N.W.2d 384 (concluding that while reinstatement is the preferred remedy under
4

Trump v. Evers, No. 2020AP1971-OA, unpublished order (Wis. S. Ct. Dec. 3, 2020);
Mueller v. WEC, No. 2020AP1958-OA, unpublished order (Wis. S. Ct. Dec. 3, 2020) and
Wisconsin Voters Alliance v. WEC, No. 2020AP193-OA.
5

Justice Hagedorn forgets to mention that one form of relief sought by Petitioners is, "Any
other relief the Court deems appropriate."
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Title VII, it is an equitable remedy that may or may not be appropriate); Coleman v. Percy, 96
Wis. 2d 578, 588-89, 292 N.W.2d 615 (1980) (concluding that the remedy Coleman sought was
precluded).
We have broad subject matter jurisdiction that enables us to grant the petition for original
action pending before us. Our jurisdiction is grounded in the Wisconsin Constitution. Wis. Const.,
art. VII, Section 3(2); City of Eau Claire v. Booth, 2016 WI 65, ¶7, 370 Wis. 2d 595, 882 N.W.2d
738.
I dissent because I would grant the petition and address the people of Wisconsin's concerns
about whether WEC's conduct during the 2020 presidential election violated Wisconsin statutes.
As I said as I began, it is critical that voting in Wisconsin elections not only be fair, but that the
public also perceives voting as having been fairly conducted. The Wisconsin Supreme Court
should not walk away from its constitutional obligation to the people of Wisconsin for a third time.
I am authorized to state that Justices ANNETTE KINGSLAND ZIEGLER and REBECCA
GRASSL BRADLEY join this dissent.

Sheila T. Reiff
Clerk of Supreme Court
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1

of the ballot, because the minute they're separated, the ballot

2

goes off anonymous and it's lost forever.

3

it to the certifying paper.

4

but you can't figure out which vote to cancel.

5

so much emphasis is put on the inspection process before this

6

became a major way of voting.

You can never link

And things could be wrong with it,
So that's why

7

That ability to inspect now becomes critical.

It is

8

our only way to assure that this new form of voting, which has

9

been widely criticized as open to massive fraud, can be at all

10

policed.

And it has been not violated in this case, it's been

11

trashed.

It's been stepped all over.

12

here and in ten other places in an eerily similar pattern.

13

And also, in the places it happens, they just all

It's been disregarded

14

happen to be big cities controlled by Democrats who, all of the

15

sudden, have decided that you don't have a right to inspect an

16

absentee ballot.

17

remember this problem ever existing before.

18

Fifty states have this rule.

I don't

The point is, Your Honor, this is not an accident.

19

You'd have to be a fool to think this was an accident.

You'd

20

have to be a fool to think that somebody woke up in

21

Philadelphia and in Pittsburgh and in Milwaukee and in Detroit

22

and in Phoenix and all the way in Las Vegas and then way back

23

in Atlanta and they decided, oh, we're going to shut out all

24

the Republicans today, we're not going to let them see a single

25

absentee ballot.
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And they also did it with very similar devices,

1
2

like -- and I can give the court and co-counsel these pictures,

3

like all these fences they put up.

4

them as corrals or cages.

5

with a major company to get all of them in all these places.

The witnesses will describe

They must have had a subcontract

So the point that I'm making, Your Honor, is, this is

6
7

not an isolated case, peculiar just to Pittsburgh,

8

Philadelphia, or the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

9

happened in at least ten other jurisdictions at precisely the

10

This

same time.
Let me get to the individual plaintiffs because in

11
12

many ways what happened to them is totally outrageous.

13

Mr. Roberts -- I'm sorry, Mr. Henry, who is in Lancaster

14

County, voted by absentee ballot.

15

in his vote for absentee ballot, a critical mistake, usually,

16

under your law, which is he failed to insert the ballot in the

17

secrecy envelope.

I believe he made a mistake

So the ballot looks something like this.

18

I used to

19

vote by absentee ballot a lot because I traveled a lot.

20

you're supposed to put it in an inner envelope.

21

has all the information we need to see.

22

contests myself in New York.

23

matches.

24
25

And

Outer envelope

And I've been in these

They're kind of like wrestling

And instead of doing it this way, he unfortunately
just put the ballot in without the -- they call it the secure
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8
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9
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11
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12
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13
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17
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Lori A. Shuey
Federal Certified Realtime Reporter
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20
21
22
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24
25
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE DIVISION
Donald J. Trump, Candidate for President
of the United States of America,
Plaintiff,
vs.
The Wisconsin Elections Commission, and its
members, Ann S. Jacobs, Mark L. Thomsen,
Marge Bostelman, Dean Knudson, Robert F.
Spindell, Jr., in their official capacities, Scott
McDonnell in his official capacity as the Dane
County Clerk, George L. Christenson in his
official capacity as the Milwaukee County Clerk,
Julietta Henry in her official capacity as the
Milwaukee Election Director, Claire WoodallVogg in her official capacity as the Executive
Director of the Milwaukee Election Commission,
Mayor Tom Barrett, Jim Owczarski, Mayor Satya
Rhodes-Conway, Maribeth Witzel-Behl, Mayor
Cory Mason, Tara Coolidge, Mayor John
Antaramian, Matt Krauter, Mayor Eric Genrich,
Kris Teske, in their official Capacities; Douglas J.
La Follette, Wisconsin Secretary of State, in his
official capacity, and Tony Evers, Governor of
Wisconsin, in his Official capacity.
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
) Case No.
) ____________________
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR EXPEDITED DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF AND FOR AN EXPEDITED HEARING ON THE MOTION FOR EXPEDITED
DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
Pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 65(a), Plaintiff Donald J. Trump
(“Plaintiff”), by his undersigned attorneys, respectfully moves the Court to set a hearing on his
motion for a preliminary injunction and thereafter to enter an order issuing declaratory relief and
JD277
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granting preliminary (the “motion”) and permanent injunctions against Defendants. In support,
Plaintiff states as follows:
1.

Plaintiff incorporates the allegations set forth in his Complaint for Expedited

Declaratory and Injunctive Relief Pursuant to Article II of the United States Constitution
(“Complaint”). 1
2.

By ignoring the Wisconsin Legislature’s express directions regarding the

collection, handling, processing, canvassing, and counting of absentee ballots, and related
activities and/or through improper certification of elections and/or electors and related activities,
Defendants have violated the Wisconsin Election Code, and thereby also violated the Electors
and Elections Clauses and have also violated the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of
the United States Constitution. Additionally, Defendants through their conduct threaten further
violations of these Constitutional provisions.
3.

By virtue of these violations and as described in the Complaint, the Defendants

ran an unconstitutional and unlawful Presidential election in Wisconsin.
4.

Plaintiff has a reasonable likelihood of success on the merits of this case because

he has in his Complaint and will through such further evidence as may be presented in a hearing
set out a prima facie case to support his claims.
5.

Plaintiff has standing as a candidate for President of the United States under the

Electors Clause of the United States Constitution because he has been injured in fact by the
violations described in the Complaint. See, e.g., Carson v. Simon, 978 F.3d 1051, 1057-59 (8th
Cir. 2020).
6.

Plaintiff also satisfies the criteria for prudential standing. Id.

All capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meaning specified in Plaintiff’s Complaint for
Expedited Declaratory and Injunctive Relief Pursuant to Article II of the United States Constitution.

1

2
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7.

Plaintiff is likely to succeed on the merits of his claims for the reasons explained

in the Complaint.
8.

By its plain terms, the Electors Clause vests the power to determine the manner of

selecting electors exclusively in the ‘Legislature’ of each state.” Carson v. Simon, 978 F.3d
1051, 1059–60 (8th Cir. 2020).
9.

As described in the Complaint, the Defendants infringed the exclusive province of

the Legislature under the Electors Clause.
10.

Defendants’ conduct has caused and will cause Plaintiff irreparable harm.

Defendants have undermined the constitutionally authorized process for appointing Electors and
will continue to do so unless the relief requested in the Complaint is granted.
11.

The public interest weighs strongly in favor of an injunction. “The precedent it

would set to allow an executive branch official to negate the duly-enacted election laws of a state
as they pertain to a presidential election is toxic to the concepts of the rule of law and fair
elections.” Carson, 978 F.3d at 1061.
12.

Plaintiff does not seek a remedy disenfranchising any lawful votes. Rather, he

asks the Court uphold the rule of law and the important separation of powers principles in the
U.S. Constitution which are intended to protect all voters in the country, both those inside and
outside Wisconsin, in elections for President and Vice President of the United States, and asks
that this Court:
a) Identify and declare the constitutional violations that have occurred as described
in the Complaint,
b) Remand this matter to the Wisconsin Legislature for its consideration as to a
remedy, and
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c) Enjoin the Defendants from any further actual or threatened actions that would
infringe on the authority of the Wisconsin Legislature.
13.

As the Eighth Circuit recently held, [w]hile injunctive relief preserving the ability

to effectuate [state] election law, as written by the Legislature, has some potential for
administrative disruption and voter confusion, this die was cast long ago. Voter confusion was
inevitable once the [state official] issued guidance to voters that was directly in contradiction to
[state] election law. An orderly process [is] hopelessly compromised when [a state official]
usurp[s] the authority of the Legislature under the Electors Clause of the Constitution.” Carson,
978 F.3d at 1061. These are not novel or antiquated concepts as the Supreme Court has
repeatedly confirmed in the precedents identified in Plaintiff’s Complaint and as the Eighth
Circuit reaffirmed just days ago.
14.

If Defendants are not enjoined from further violating the Wisconsin Election

Code and the Electors and Elections, Equal Protection, and Due Process Clauses of the United
States Constitution, Plaintiff will suffer further irreparable harm for which there is no adequate
remedy at law.
15.

The threatened harm to Plaintiff outweighs any harm to Defendants if the

preliminary injunction is granted.
16.

In light of the limited time in which the Court has to address the Complaint,

Plaintiff requests a hearing on this Motion to take place within forty-eight (48) hours of the filing
of this Motion or such other shortened time period which the Court determines to be reasonable
under the circumstances and which will permit all parties an opportunity for appeals at all levels
of the federal judicial system to be completed by December 11, 2020.
17.

Plaintiff requests that, following the hearing on this Motion, the Court grant the
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Motion and enter an order Declaring:
a) That the Defendants violated the Electors Clause by failing to abide by the
direction of the Wisconsin Legislature in connection with the conduct of the 2020
Presidential Election in Wisconsin;
b) Declaring that the Defendants violated the Equal Protection and Due Process
Clauses in connection with the conduct of the 2020 Presidential Election in
Wisconsin; and,
c) Declaring that the constitutional violations of the Defendants likely tainted more
than 50,000 ballots, a number well in excess of the current estimated difference
between the Wisconsin vote totals for the Republican and Democrat candidates
for President of the United States.
18.

Plaintiff also requests that, following the hearing on this Motion, the Court enter

an order remanding this case to the Wisconsin Legislature to consider the Defendants’ violations
of the Electors, Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses and determine what remedy, if any,
the Wisconsin Legislature will impose within its authority pursuant to the Electors Clause.
19.

Plaintiff also requests that, following the hearing on this Motion, the Court enter

an order enjoining any actions inconsistent with the Court’s declaration and judgment.
20.

Plaintiff further requests that the Court award Plaintiff his costs and attorneys’

fees under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 and any other applicable authority, and that Plaintiff receive such
additional relief as the Court deems just and proper.
21.

Pursuant to Civil L. R 7(a)(2), Plaintiff states that no memorandum or other

supporting papers will be filed and that he will instead rely on the substance of the Complaint,
the exhibits attached thereto and such other evidence which may be adduced at the hearing or
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identified in any reply brief or subsequent pleading.
Therefore, Plaintiff Donald J. Trump requests the Court set this matter for hearing and
requests a hearing on this Motion to take place within forty-eight (48) hours of the filing of this
Motion or such other shortened time period which the Court determines to be reasonable under
the circumstances and which will permit all parties an opportunity for appeals at all levels of the
federal judicial system to be completed by December 11, 2020, and thereafter grant the relief set
forth above, and grant all other relief which the Court deems just and proper.
Respectfully Submitted,
KROGER, GARDIS & REGAS, LLP
/s/ William Bock, III
William Bock III, Indiana Attorney No. 14777-49
James A. Knauer, Indiana Attorney No. 5436-49
Kevin D. Koons, Indiana Attorney No. 27915-49
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF DONALD J. TRUMP
KROGER, GARDIS & REGAS, LLP
111 Monument Circle, Suite 900
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone: (317) 692-9000
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE DIVISION
Donald J. Trump, Candidate for President
of the United States of America,
Plaintiff,
vs.
The Wisconsin Elections Commission, and its
members, Ann S. Jacobs, Mark L. Thomsen,
Marge Bostelman, Dean Knudson, Robert F.
Spindell, Jr., in their official capacities, Scott
McDonnell in his official capacity as the Dane
County Clerk, George L. Christenson in his
official capacity as the Milwaukee County Clerk,
Julietta Henry in her official capacity as the
Milwaukee Election Director, Claire WoodallVogg in her official capacity as the Executive
Director of the Milwaukee Election Commission,
Mayor Tom Barrett, Jim Owczarski, Mayor Satya
Rhodes-Conway, Maribeth Witzel-Behl, Mayor
Cory Mason, Tara Coolidge, Mayor John
Antaramian, Matt Krauter, Mayor Eric Genrich,
Kris Teske, in their official Capacities; Douglas J.
La Follette, Wisconsin Secretary of State, in his
official capacity, and Tony Evers, Governor of
Wisconsin, in his Official capacity.
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
) Case No.
) ____________________
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PROPOSED ORDER ON
PLAINTIFF’S MOTION FOR EXPEDITED DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF AND FOR AN EXPEDITED HEARING ON THE MOTION FOR EXPEDITED
DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
This matter comes before the Court on Plaintiff Donald J. Trump’s Motion for Expedited
Declaratory and Injunctive Relief and for an Expedited Hearing on the Motion for Expedited
Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, and the Court being duly advised, now finds that due to the
JD283
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time exigencies of the case, the Plaintiff’s request for a hearing within forty-eight (48) hours of
the filing of the Motion or such other shortened time which this Court determines to be
reasonable should be granted.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that a hearing on
Plaintiff’s Motion shall be held beginning _____________________ , 2020, commencing at
___________ a.m.
So Ordered.
Dated:
Hon.
United States District Court Judge
Eastern District of Wisconsin
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